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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to determine the dynamical behavior of respiration 

and medullary respiratory neurons during REM sleep. Past descriptions of respiration in 

that state as irregular or erratic are imprecise and unsatisfactory. 

Thirty-six respiratory neurons from four cats were recorded in wakefulness, non-

REM, and REM sleep. Intratracheal pressures, a measure of breathing, and neuronal 

firing rates were analyzed to determine the mutual information between them. The 

dimension, entropy, and Lyapunov exponents of each signal were calculated. The 

maximum firing rate of each neuron during a breath was also analyzed. 

The mutual information measure showed that measurement of neuronal acdvity at a 

resolution of 12 bits gave 0.5 to 2.2 bits of information about the co-occurring 

intratracheal pressure. There was no significant change in mutual information for 

individual cells across states of consciousness. This indicates that the relationship 

between respiratory neuronal activity and respiration is maintained during the irregular 

breathing of REM sleep-a result that does not support the idea that behavioral influences 

bypass the medullary automatic system in that state. 

Respiratory muscle activity, particularly upper airway muscle activity, is depressed 

in REM sleep. This could be the result of depressed central neuronal respiratory activity. 

However, maximum neuronal firing rate of neurons with high mutual information 

increased in REM sleep relative to wakefulness-indicating that reduced drive from 

central respiratory neurons may not be the cause of the atonia. 

The intratracheal pressure during REM sleep has an average dimension of 7.29, 

average entropy of 1.12, and average Lyapunov exponent of 1.00. The neuronal activity 

during REM sleep has an average dimension of 9.05 and average entropy of 0.51. An 

entropy or Lyapunov exponent greater than zero but less than infinity indicates that a 

nonlinear dynamic system with sensitive dependence on initial conditions (chaos) 

produced the signal. 

These results show (1) that the medullary neurons with high mutual information are 

not depressed during REM sleep, (2) that the respkatory system is organized as a 

deterministic, chaotic system, and (3) that the dimension of breathing and respiratory 

neuronal activity is low relative to the many definable influences on respiration and 

neuronal activity, such as chemoreceptors, lung stretch receptors, and many types of 

neurons and ion channels-indicating significant self-organization in the system. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The state of consciousness known as rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep was first de

scribed by Aserinsky and Kleitman in 1953 (Aserinsky and Kleitman, 1953). Since that 

time much progress has been made in characterizing the physiology of REM sleep, but 

little is known of the functions of REM sleep or how these functions may affect 

physiology. The present study is concerned with the description of respiration in REM 

sleep and its control at the neural level. The importance of this study is reflected in the 

fact that previous studies on respiration in REM sleep have simply called the pattern of 

respiration in that state irregular. When one considers the sleep-related pathologies of 

the respiratory system, such as congenital hypoventilation syndrome, sleep apnea, and 

sudden infant death, it becomes clear that a better understanding of state influences on 

the respiratory system is needed. In the remainder of this introduction, current 

knowledge of the dynamics of respiration in REM sleep will be reviewed, followed by a 

discussion of nonlinear analysis and its use in the study of respiration and REM sleep. 

The conclusion will summarize the objectives of this study. 

Dynamics of Respiration in REM Sleep 

REM sleep is a state in mammals characterized by desynchronization of the 

electroencephalogram (EEG), hippocampal theta rhythm, rapid eye movements, 

myoclonic twitches, pontogeniculooccipital (PGO) waves, and atonia of skeletal muscles. 

Desynchronization of the EEG, hippocampal theta rhythm and atonia are tonic events of 

REM sleep, whereas rapid eye movements, PGO waves, and myoclonic twitches are 

phasic events of REM sleep. It is generally reported that in REM sleep animals have 

increased thresholds of arousal to environmental stimuli, decreased reflexive responses, 

loss of thermoregulation, and depressed respiratory responses (Orem and Barnes, 1980). 

Regarding respiration, REM sleep is associated with an increased respiratory 

frequency, an irregular breathing pattern, decreased tidal volumes, increased alveolar and 

arterial pC02, decreased inspiratory flow rate, and decreased responsiveness to 

hypercapnia and hypoxia (Phillipson and Bowes, 1986). The decreased flow rate and 

increased pC02 are associated with increased resistance in the upper anways, possibly 

resulting in part from the atonic process of REM sleep. Although these are often stated 

to be the respiratory phenomena of REM sleep, Uiere is not agreement in the literature on 
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any one of these claims. This may be due to the lack of a functional definition of the 

REM sleep state and the many micro-states that may be embedded in the REM sleep 

macro-state. 

The focus of this study will be on the breathing pattem and respiratory neuronal 

activity during REM sleep. It is known that this irregular breathing pattern is not a result 

of changes in the inputs from the chemoreceptors (Guazzi and Freis, 1969), thoracic or 

vagal afferent inputs (Dawes et al., 1972; Remmers, Bartlett and Putnam, 1976; Netick 

and Foutz, 1980), or input from higher brain centers (Parmeggiani, Calasso and Cianci, 

1981). Lesions of these systems do not eliminate the irregular breathing in REM sleep. 

Thus, although these controllers are not essential for irregular breathing in REM sleep, 

they may augment the irregular patterns originating in brain stem systems that generate 

REM sleep. 

Irregular Breathing Pattern and Phasic REM Sleep 

Aserinsky and Kleitman (1953) described the rapid eye movements during sleep and 

noted that they were associated with an increased respiratory rate. Several years later. 

Dement and Wolpert proposed that eye movements in REM sleep were associated with 

the visual dream content and that the cardiovascular and respiratory irregularities were 

also related to the dream (Dement and Wolpert, 1958). This theory was countered by 

Jouvet's finding that the irregularity of respnation in REM sleep was still present after 

removal of the brain rostral to the pons (Jouvet, 1962). Furthermore, neonates have 

irregular breathing patterns associated with rapid eye movements during REM sleep even 

though their dream content is probably limited due to lack of significant memories. 

Goodenough showed that people with irregular respiration caused by viewing a stressful 

film also showed a significantly increased irregularity in respiration during subsequent 

REM sleep (Goodenough et al., 1975). Collectively, these results suggest that both 

dream content and brain stem centers that generate REM sleep may contribute to the 

irregular respiration in REM sleep and that the degree of irregularity may be dependent 

upon psychological factors (Goodenough et al , 1975). 

Orem (1980) has shown that during phasic REM activity (PGO waves) the 

diaphragm is briefly inhibited but the central respu-atory neuronal systems seem to be 

excited. These brief periods of diaphragmatic inhibition were tQimed fractionations. 

Also shown in that study was a general reduction in medullary ventral respu"atory group 

neuronal activity during tonic REM sleep as compared to the activity in non-REM 

(NREM) sleep. However, this was a derived result obtained by interpolation to zero 
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PGO activity. At the time of this early study, respiratory neurons were classified simply 

by the time when they were active during the respiratory cycle. Thus, a neuron active 

during inspiration was named an "inspkatory neuron." Since that time, techniques have 

been developed to quantify the degree to which the activity of respnatory neurons is 

related to the respiratory cycle (Orem and Dick, 1983). Some respiratory neurons are 

related precisely to the respnatory cycle. Their respiratory activity is strong and 

consistent. Others have weak and inconsistent respu-atory modulation. This variation 

among cells is related to variable cell behavior during NREM sleep and during 

behavioral control of breathing (Orem et al., 1985; Orem and Brooks, 1986; Orem and 

Netick, 1986; Orem, 1987, 1988). It is not known if the activity of strongly modulated 

respiratory neurons is depressed during REM sleep. It is also not known how activity of 

respiratory neurons is related to the irregular breathing pattern of REM sleep. These 

questions will be addressed in this study. 

It has been proposed that the fractionations in the diaphragm during phasic REM 

sleep events are related to the startie mechanism and are not mediated by the medullary 

respiratory groups (Hendricks et al., 1990). It has been shown that during phasic REM 

sleep the activity of individual diaphragmatic muscle units becomes desynchronized 

(Hendricks and Kline, 1991); that is, muscle units that fire together during NREM sleep 

and wakefulness become uncoupled during phasic REM sleep. These results are 

attributed to either rostral brain efferents that bypass the medullary respiratory centers or 

activity of intemeurons in the spinal cord. However, there is no evidence that the 

medullary respiratory centers are not involved in either the startie behavior or the 

uncoupling of diaphragmatic muscle units. It will be shown that the respiratory system is 

a dynamic nonlinear system whose output is determined partly by state of consciousness 

and that respiratory medullary neuronal activity reflects the irregular pattern of breathing 

in REM sleep. 

Pharmacological Model of REM Sleep 

Several groups of investigators have used a pharmacological model of REM sleep to 

study respiration in that state. In this model an acetylcholine agonist, such as carbachol, 

is injected into the medial pontine reticular formation. This results in a state in which the 

animal has a desynchronized EEG, PGO waves, and muscle atonia. Studies using this 

model show respiration to be depressed "as in the natural REM sleep state" (Lydic and 

Baghdoyan, 1989). In natural REM sleep and the carbachol REM sleep model, responses 

to hypoxia and hypercapnia are depressed. However, the carbachol REM sleep model 
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shows a slow, regular respiratory pattern similar to the pattem in NREM sleep and 

decrea.sed neural activity in neurons with a strong respu-atory modulation. It will be 

shown in this study that natural REM sleep results in excitation of respiratory neurons 

that have a strong respiratory modulation and that the erratic pattem of respu-ation in 

REM sleep is correlated with the activity of these neurons. 

Nonlinear Dynamical Systems 

One aim of science is to develop models that approximate nature and then test these 

models in the laboratory to answer questions that cannot be directiy addressed using the 

natural system. In developing a model, it is important to understand the characteristics of 

the system being modeled. An important characteristic that must be considered is 

whether the system is deterministic or stochastic. A deterministic system is not driven by 

noise and any unpredictability in the state of the system is due to the interaction between 

state variables. Stochastic systems have a random process in their state equations. This 

means that the state of stochastic systems must be defined in probabilistic terms. 

Properties that differentiate deterministic and stochastic systems will be discussed in later 

sections. It has been shown that some natural systems that appear to be stochastic are 

deterministic but have sensitive dependence on initial conditions. These systems are 

termed chaotic. 

A system is defined by a conceptual boundary between some limited part of reality 

and the rest of the world. This implies that the states the system will occupy are limited. 

There is information about the system that can be completely known and is considered 

macroscale information (Shaw, 1981). In a classical mechanics system, this may be 

velocity and position of an object. The object may be composed of millions of tiny 

particles, each of which can have limited motion independent of the object. The state of 

the system on this microscale is completely unknown, except for temperature. However, 

the equations of motion of the object in classical mechanics are independent of 

temperature: the state of the system on the macroscale can be completely determined. 

This is because there is negligible information flow from the microscale to the 

macroscale. However, there are many natural systems in which information flows from 

the microscale to the macroscale, thus making the state of the system unpredictable. This 

information flow from microscale to macroscale can be termed chance since it cannot be 

known. However, the microscale information affects the system in a deterministic way. 

For example, heat flow into a container of water will eventually raise the temperature of 

the water to the boiling point and thus cause turbulent flow in the water. This turbulent 
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flow has been shown to be deterministic (Brandstater and Swinney, 1987). The 

information flow from microscale to macroscale is measurable and will be defined in the 

section on Lyapunov exponents. Biological processes occur on many scales from the 

transcription of genetic information at the level of the nucleus to behaviors that affect the 

immediate environment of the organism. How the information flows between each level 

is not known, but using techniques for characterizing nonlinear dynamical systems, one 

can determine the interaction of the information flows. It is this information flow that 

causes sensitive dependence on initial conditions and thus chaos. 

Definitions 

Dissipative Dynamical System 

A dynamical system is one in which knowledge of the current state of the system 

allows prediction of the future state of the system (Grebogi, Ott and Yorke, 1987). A set 

of ordinary differential equations defines a continuous time dynamical system. Another 

example of a dynamical system is a discrete map. A map transforms the system from 

time sample t to t + \, where t is discrete and integer. A well-known example of a map 

is the first order autoregressive model, X, = aX,_y -f-e, , where fl is a constant, and e, is a 

random process. 

Consider a system defined by N state variables or degrees of freedom. Each state 

variable defines an axis in N dimensional space. This N dimensional space is termed 

the system phase space. The complete state of the system, at a given time, is defined by 

a point in the phase space. As a system evolves in time, the motion through the phase 

space is called the orbit or trajectory of the system (Shaw, 1981). Selecting all possible 

initial conditions and determining their orbits through phase space defines diflow in phase 

space. If after a long evolution of the system, the points on the orbit are still defined in 

Â  dimensional space, then the system is said to be a conservative system; energy is 

conserved. If after a long evolution of the system, the points on the orbit converge to a 

compact region of phase space with dimension less than /V, then the system is said to be 

a dissipative system. This subspace of phase space is known as an attractor. The set of 

initial conditions that converge onto the attractor is termed the attractor basin. By 

changing parameters of the system, a new attractor and attractor basin can be defined. 

The attractor basins for multiple system attractors can overlap, thus causing fluctuations 

between states. 



Strange Attractors 

An example of a dissipative system is a damped harmonic oscillator (Figure 1.1). All 

initial conditions for this system are defined in two-dimensional space (a plane), but all 

orbits converge to a point at the origin. A point has a dimension of zero. The origin is 

the attractor of a damped harmonic oscillator. 

Figure 1.1. Orbit of damped harmonic oscillator (jc' = -y ,y ' = x- y). 

Another example is the Van der Pol oscillator defined by x' = -y ,y ' = jc -H y/i(l - x ' ) . 

Again the initial conditions for this system are defined in a two-dimensional space but all 

orbits converge to a stable periodic orbit or limit cycle. The attractor, a limit cycle, has a 

dimension of one. These examples of attractors, a point and a limit cycle, are unique in 

that their structures are regular and result in integer dimensions. However, attractors can 

be irregular and not have an integer dimension but have a fractional dimension. In this 

case the attractor is said to h-d\e fractal dimension and is called a strange attractor. 

Dimension 

A point with dimension of zero or straight line with dimension of one is a well-

defined object in Euclidean space. However, objects with irregular space are difficult to 

characterize in Euclidean space. To characterize irregular objects, Mandelbrot (1983) 

defined fractal dimension. Fractal dimension measures take into account the fine 

structure of the object and more accurately characterize nature. Strange attractors are 

irregular objects in the phase space of a system. Fractal dimension measures can be used 



to characterize the structure of strange attractors and establish a lower bound on the 

number of variables required to model the dynamics of the system. 
Consider a ball of radius r sitting in the space of an attractor and containing N{r) 

points on the attractor. Fractal dimension is defined as the rate at which the number of 

attractor points in the ball increases as the radius of the ball increases. Mathematically 

this is represented as N{r) = r'̂ , where d is the fractal dimension of the attractor. It can 

be seen that if the attractor is a point, then d = 0 sinceyV(r) is independent of the radius 

of the ball. If the attractor is a line then the dimension is one since N{r) is linearly 

dependent on r . A continuous surface transecting the ball will have a dimension of two 

since the area of a circle is proportional of the square of the radius of the cu-cle. 

However, if the surface has holes, then A (̂/) will not increase in proportion to r^ Its 

dimension will be fractional and between one and two. In practice the fractal dimension 

is approximated using capacity, correlation, or information dimensions. These 

dimension measures are much easier to calculate on real data. They will be discussed in 

the Methods section. 

Objects in N dimensional space do not necessarily have a dimension of N. A plane 

defined by x, y, and z coordinates is not three-dimensional since there exists a 

transformation that will eliminate one coordinate axis and place the plane in two-

dimensional space. Apply this idea to a natural system in which many variables affecting 

the system can be specified. In the case of the respiratory system, these variables could 

include CO2 levels in the blood or cerebral spinal fluid, oxygen saturation of the blood at 

peripheral chemoreceptors, tone of inspiratory and expiratory muscles, state of 

consciousness, and many other variables. If the dimension of a respiratory measure is 

found to be low, say 3 to 4, then it can be assumed that these variables are not 

independent and that it is their cooperative effects that determine the final state of the 

system. This may sound trivial but it has significance regarding reductionism. The 

elimination of one cooperative variable may reduce the dimension of a system by one. 

Therefore instead of testing the effect of just that one variable on the system, the effect of 

all its cooperative variables (one dimension), is being tested. Therefore, in designing a 

reduction experiment, it is important to know all the cooperative variables contributing to 

a particular degree of freedom. 
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Chaotic Attractors 

In studies of natural systems, it is sometimes seen that small changes in the system, 

changes that may go unnoticed, can result in large, easily measured changes in the 

system at a later time. This is known as sensitive dependence on initial conditions. 

Recall that sensitive dependence on initial conditions was previously discussed in terms 

of information flow from the microscale to the macroscale. The Lyapunov exponent 

defines the rate at which information flows from the microscale to the macroscale. Take 

two points on an attractor that are separated from each other by a small distance A(0) at 

time r = 0. Suppose that as t increases, the points move apart at an exponential rate: 

A(r) = A(0)t?'", where h is the Lyapunov exponent. (Note this is an exponential function 

where e is the basis of the natural logarithm.) A system that has a positive nonzero 

Lyapunov exponent is called a chaotic system and its attractor is a chaotic attractor. 

This definition means that a system having a Lyapunov exponent greater than zero 

will be unpredictable over a time characterized by the Lyapunov exponent. Typically 

this exponent is expressed in bits per second. A Lyapunov exponent of 4 bits per second 

means that the information gained by measuring the state of the system at some time 

point, /Q , will decay out at a rate of 4 bits per second or will be replaced by new 

information at a rate of 4 bits per second. Assume the system state is measured in Q bits 

of precision, then Ql A seconds later the state of the system is completely independent of 

the measurement made at time t^. The microscale, whose state is unknown and cannot 

be measured, has eliminated the information gained by measuring the system at time t^. 

Take two initial conditions and evolve them in time so that they both approach the 

attractor. Eventually the orbits may come so close that they will be indistinguishable and 

the information represented in their separate origins is lost. Dimension of the system is 

reduced. The rate at which information is destroyed or created by contracting or 

expanding flows in phase space can be characterized by the Lyapunov exponents. As a 

result of the Uncertainty Principle, the uniqueness of each initial condition cannot be 

established even with perfect instrumentation and a temperature of absolute zero. A 

complete discussion of chaotic behavior and information flow is beyond the scope of this 

dissertation but can be found in Shaw (1981). 

Sensitive dependence on initial conditions is important in the study of natural 

systems, since the question of determinism is important in experimental design. A 

scientist may set up an experiment and run it many times. It is assumed that each time 

the experiment is run, the conditions were identical. However, the measured outcome of 
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each experiment was slightiy different. In this case a probability distribution is found 

that fits the data and the system is modeled as a stochastic system in which the variability 

in the outcome of the experiment is due to chance. However, there may be no 

undefinable influences on the system: the system may be deterministic and not 

stochastic. The sensitive dependence on initial conditions, characterized by the 

Lyapunov exponent, is the cause of the apparent randomness. Identifying whether the 

system has sensitive dependence on initial conditions is important in defining a model of 

the system and in determining whether the system is stochastic or deterministic. 

Dimension and power spectrum are also important in determining whether a system is 

stochastic or deterministic. Stochastic systems have infinite dimension and the decay of 

then- power spectrum at high frequencies, approaching half the sampling frequency, 

follows a power law, P{co)«: co'". Deterministic systems have finite dimension and 

their power spectrum falls off exponentially at high frequency (Brandstater and Swinney, 

1987). If a system is stochastic, then an infinite dimensional random process should be 

one of the driving elements in a model of the system. If it is deterministic, then the 

model must have a finite dimensional attractor in phase space. A chaotic deterministic 

model will also have sensitive dependence on initial conditions. Difficulty in defining 

the source of randomness leads scientists to reduced systems. However, as was discussed 

in the section on dimensions, reductionism can result in characterization of systems that 

are unrelated to the natural system from which the reduction began. 

Application of Chaotic Dynamics to REM Sleep 

Respiration 

From the above discussion, it can be concluded that modeling of a system requires 

careful characterization of the dynamics of that system. Network models of the neural 

ckcuit for generation of the respiratory rhythm have been proposed by Richter, 

Ballantyne and Remmers (1986), and Duffin (1991). The Richter model was formalized 

mathematically by Botros and Bruce (1987). Although both the Botros and the Duffin 

mathematical models generate rhythms that are similar to the neural pattern of respiratory 

neurons, they are not sensitive to initial conditions and both have a dimension of one: 

then- output is a limit cycle. Qualitatively, the pattern of rhythmic activity generated by 

these models does not show irregularities like those of the natural system. 
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Conclusion and Proposal 

The purpose of this study is to characterize the nonlinear dynamics of respiration in 

the cat during natural states of consciousness. This information will define the necessary 

characteristics of a model for generation of the respiratory rhythm. First, it will be shown 

that respiration during REM sleep is a product of a complex system with greater degrees 

of freedom or higher dimension than the systems driving respiration during quiet 

wakefulness and/or NREM sleep. Second, it will be shown that the respiratory system is 

in an excited state during REM sleep. Third, it will be shown that the Lyapunov 

exponent of respiration in REM sleep is greater than that of wakefulness and NREM 

sleep. This implies that the intrinsic memory in the neural network for rhythm 

generation is diminished in REM sleep. Fourth, it will be shown that there are multiple 

long-term rhythms in respiratory pattern in all states of consciousness. This would 

suggest that states of consciousness are not steady-state conditions, neatly dissected into 

wakefulness, NREM sleep, and REM sleep but instead are systems in continuously 

changing micro-states. 



CHAPTER II 

METHODS 

Four adult cats were used in this study. Each cat was chronically implanted with 

electrodes for monitoring its state of consciousness and a tracheal fistula was surgically 

placed for monitoring respiration. All surgical and experimental procedures were 

performed according to NIH guidelines. 

Surgery 

Surgery was performed in an aseptic operating room using sterile instruments, 

drapes, gowns, and gloves. After sedation of the cat with acepromazine maleate 

(Img/kg) or xylazine (5mg), surgery was performed under Ketamine (20-30mgA:g) 

anesthesia. In the initial operation, the tracheal fistula was made and the electrodes for 

recording EEG and neck electromyogram (EMG) were placed. During a second surgery, 

performed after adaptation of the cat to the experimental apparatus, a craniotomy was 

placed in the occipital bone overlying the medullary respiratory groups on the left side of 

the brain stem. 

Tracheal Fistula 

With the cat supine, a one square inch area on the throat caudal to the cricoid 

cartilage was shaved, washed with ethanol and iodine, and draped with sterile surgical 

drapes. A one inch midline incision was made starting at the cricoid cartilage and 

running caudad. Muscle and fascia around the trachea were retracted, and five of the 

tracheal cartilages were cut on the midline. The cut-edge of each tracheal cartilage was 

sewn to the ipsilateral skin-margin. The skin incision anterior and posterior to the cut 

tracheal cartilages was then sutured and cleaned with iodine. To maintain patency of the 

tracheal fistula, it was opened daily with a cotton swab. About fourteen days after 

surgery, the sutures in the trachea and surrounding skin were removed. 

Electrode Implantation 

In a second surgical procedure, electrodes for recording the EEG and neck EMG 

were placed. A dental acrylic head-cap was formed over the skull. To establish a 

stereotaxic reference for recording neurons, the cat's head was placed in a stereotaxic 

apparatus during formation of the head-cap. The skin over the skull was cut along the 

11 
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midline from the frontal bone, caudad to the occipital crest. The temporal muscles were 

cut at their insertion and retracted. The underiying bone was scraped with a curette and 

washed with hydrogen peroxide to clean away die periosteum and oils. Holes were 

drilled into the skull over the parieto-occipital cortex and in the midline of the frontal 

bone. Stainless-steel machine screws (3-48), with a wne soldered to the screw head, 

were threaded into these holes. These screws served as EEG electrodes and a ground. 

Six to eight screws were threaded into the skull at available locations for anchoring of the 

head-cap. Three to four stranded, stainless-steel. Teflon-insulated wires (Cooner Wne), 

with a small part of the insulation removed, were sutured into the neck muscles just 

below the occipital crest. These wires served as EMG electrodes. A molded dental 

acrylic head-cap was mounted on a stereotaxic arm and positioned over the skull. The 

electrode wires were pulled through a center hole of the head-cap. The space between 

the head-cap and the skull was filled with dental acrylic, thus fixing the head-cap to the 

skull. The ends of the electrode wires were inserted into a 9-pin sub-D female 

amphenol-connector, and the connector was mounted on the head-cap with screws. The 

skin anterior and posterior to the head-cap was sutured so that it approximated the 

margins of the head-cap. The sutures were washed with iodine. After this surgical 

procedure the cat was given fluids, B-vitamin complex, and an antibiotic. The cat was 

placed in a cage on towels and a heating pad and its status was monitored at two-hour 

intervals until it was up and moving. Analgesics were given for 2 to 3 days after surgery. 

After adaptation and training (see below), a craniotomy was placed in the occipital 

bone overlaying the brain stem on the left side. For this procedure the cat was 

anesthetized as described above, and the head fixed in the stereotaxic apparatus. The 

location for placement of the craniotomy was determined by stereotaxic atlas 

coordinates. Dental acrylic and bone were removed with a drill, and the dura mater 

exposed. The craniotomy was filled with Panalog (a steroid ointment) and covered with 

neomycin sulfate ointment. The Panalog prevented scar formation in the craniotomy. 

The cat was allowed to recover for a week before neuronal recording began. 

Adaptation 

One month after the initial surgery for placement of the head-cap, adaptation of the 

cat to the experimental apparatus was begun. This involved placing the cat in a loosely 

fitting canvas bag and fixing the head in the experimental apparatus using the restraining 

screws in the head-cap. The animal spent one to four hours per day in the apparatus. 
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During this time the cat's EEG, EMG, and respnation were monitored to determine 

whether the cat was relaxed and sleeping. 

Experimental Recording 

Recording sessions begun after one to two weeks of adaptation. At the beginning of 

each recording session, the cat was placed in the experimental apparatus, the tracheal 

fistula was intubated with 8 French elastomer tubing, the EEG and EMG leads were 

connected to the instruments by a male amphenol-connector, and the craniotomy was 

cleaned. The pressure in the tracheal tube was measured using a volumetric pressure 

transducer (Grass Model PT5) that was connected to a low-level DC pre-amplifier (Grass 

Model 7P1F) with a high frequency cut-off of 35 hertz (Hz). The EEG lead was 

connected to a wide-band AC pre-amplifier and integrator (Grass Model 7P3B) and 

band-pass filtered from 1 Hz to 35 Hz. The EMG lead was connected to an AC pre

amplifier (Grass Model P51 IE) that was connected to an amplifier (Grass Model P51IJ) 

with a band-pass from 100 Hz to 1000 Hz. EEG, EMG, and intratracheal pressure (ITP) 

signals were recorded on a Hewlett-Packard eight-channel tape recorder (3964A) and 

monitored on an Astromed eight-channel chart recorder (MT9500). 

Microelectrodes for recording neuronal activity were fabricated from 12-miI 

tungsten bars etched electrically in saturated potassium nitrite solution. Once a fine point 

of less than one micron was achieved, the electrode was insulated with Insl-X and its 

resistance measured. Electrodes with a resistance greater than 9 megohms that recorded 

extracellular cerebellar action potentials with amplitudes greater than 1 mV were used for 

recording respiratory neuronal activity. The electrode was mounted on a hydraulic 

microdrive positioned on the stereotaxic apparatus over the craniotomy. Lateral and 

rostro-caudal coordinates for either dorsal or ventral medullary respiratory groups were 

set with a stereotaxic tower that held the microdrive, and the electrode was lowered 

through the cerebellum into the medulla. The lead from this extracellular electrode was 

connected to an AC pre-amplifier (Grass Model P51 IE) that was connected to an 

amplifier (Grass Model P51IJ) with a band-pass of 300 Hz to 30 kHz. This signal was 

recorded on tape and monitored on the chart recorder. 

State of consciousness was determined by monitoring the EEG, EMG and behavior. 

Wakefulness was defined by the presence of a desynchronized EEG, tonic muscle 

activity, and open eyelids. Drowsiness was defined by intermittent slow-wave activity in 

the EEG and opening and closing of the eyelids. The drowsy state was included in the 
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wakefulness state. A synchronized EEG with large amplitude slow-waves, tonic muscle 

activity and closed eyelids defined the state of NREM sleep. REM sleep was defined by 

desynchronization of the EEG with low-amplitude fast-waves, absence of muscle activity 

except for occasional short bursts, and occasional eye movements. Neurons that were 

recorded during each of these three states of consciousness were analyzed in tiiis study. 

The location of the recorded respnatory neurons was determined by passing a small 

current (20-50 microamperes for 15 seconds) between the microelectrode tip and the 

animal's ground. This resulted in gliosis at the extracellular recording site. The animals 

were killed with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital. Then- brains were fixed in 

formalin, frozen, sectioned, and stained with cresyl violet. The areas of gliosis were 

identified and photographed. 

Data Analysis 

After recording the data during the experimental sessions, the records from the chart 

recorder were reviewed to find periods of wakefulness, NREM sleep, and REM sleep for 

analysis. Tape recorded ITP signals were fed into an IBM-AT clone equipped with an 

IBM data acquisition board. The signal was digitized at a sampling rate of 50 Hz and 

resolution of 12 bits. The digitized ITP values and conciurent digital clock values were 

written to a disk file. The extracellular neuronal action potential recording was fed into 

an amplitude analyzer (Frederic Haer) that, through a window circuit, discriminated 

action potentials and converted them into 50 microsecond pulses. These pulses were 

used to trigger reading of a digital clock on the IBM data acquisition board. This 

resulted in measurement of interspike intervals (ISIs) with a resolution of 2 

microseconds. The digital clock value at which each action potential occiured was 

written to a disk file. Since the same digital clock was used to record the time of each 

ITP sample and the time of each action potential, the two signals recorded on disk could 

be synchronized. Data files on disk were labeled with the cell number and state of 

consciousness. 

Matching of ISI and ITP in Time 

To compare the ITP and neuronal activity, the exact temporal relationship between 

them must be known. To achieve this, the ISI sequence was converted to a pan- of values, 

one value being the digital clock value at which the action potential occiured, the other 

value being the action potential's numerical position in the sequence of action potentials. 
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This is equivalent to cumulative count of action potentials matched with the time at 

which the cumulative count increments by one. Using Neville's polynomial interpolation 

algorithm (Press et al , 1986), the cumulative count of action potentials versus time was 

converted to time samples matching the ITP record. For each time point in the ITP 

record, an interval of the cumulative count record that included the ITP time point was 

found. This interval was then fitted using 5 to 8 points of the cumulative count record. 

The number of points in the interval was chosen to achieve the best fit using a 

polynomial of order 1 to 5. The output of this algorithm was the cumulative count of 

action potentials at each ITP sample point. The fu-st derivative at each ITP time point 

was determined by subtracting the previous value from the current value and dividing by 

the time step. The resulting file was the firing rate versus time record for the cell. This 

record was checked for negative values resulting from fitting of a straight line, periods of 

zero slope (no activity) in the cumulative action potential trace, with a polynomial. The 

ends of these long zero slope intervals were divided into several intervals and the fitting 

repeated. This resulted in a firing rate versus time record with no negative values, 

conforming to the physiological condition of zero being the absolute minimum. Using 

this data, the maximum and mean firing rate on each breath was determined. A listing of 

the program for this fitting can be found in Appendix A. 

Mutual Information 

Once the ISI and ITP data were put on the same time scale, the information shared 

between the signals was calculated. Mutual information between signal .v and z is 

defined, in bits, as the amount of information on average that can be predicted about z 

given a measurement of x (Fraser and Swinney, 1986). Mutual information is calculated 

from the joint probability distribution of A' and z, and is a measure of the bumpiness of 

the joint probability distribution. If the two signals are identical, then the mutual 

information is a measure of the accuracy of the measiu-ements. Auto-correlation and 

cross-correlation functions, that measure only the linear relationship between signals, are 

similar to mutual information, that measures the general dependence between two 

signals, both linear and nonlinear. Using the mutual information calculation, the amount 

of information shared between two signals and the time shift between the two signals at 

which the maximum and minimum shared information occurs can be determined. 

Details on the implementation of the algorithm for calculating mutual information can be 

found in Fraser and Swinney (1986). A copy of the programs for calculation of mutual 
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information was obtained from Swinney at the University of Texas in Austin, 

Department of Physics. 

The fu-ing rate data and ITP data were compared using mutual information. Firing 

rate data were shifted relative to the ITP signal by one time step (20ms), and the mutual 

information was calculated. This was repeated for 200 time steps (lags) in botii the 

positive and negative direction, and the point of maximum mutual information was 

determined. The magnitude of the mutual information at the maximum measures the 

information gained about the lagging signal by measuring the leading signal. 

Mutual information was also calculated for each signal shifted relative to itself. In 

this case the maximum in the signal will be at lag zero and its magnitude indicates the 

accuracy with which the measurement was made. The lag at which a measure of a signal 

becomes maximally independent of its previous measurement was determined by finding 

the first minimum on the mutual information versus lag plot. This lag, T, was used later 

in reconstruction of the state vector used in calculating dimension, entropy, Lyapunov 

exponents, and recurrence plots. Peaks in mutual information at positive and negative 

lags are a qualitative index of signal rhythmicaUty. The width of the peak around zero 

shift indicates how quickly information is decaying out of the signal and is directly 

proportional to the entropy in the system producing the signal (Fraser, 1989a). 

The rj ' Statistic 

The Tj' statistic is an effect size statistic that measures the proportion of the total 

variance in a one-way analysis of variance that is accounted for by the variance between 

treatment groups (Cohen, 1977). r/" ranges from 0 to 1. A value of zero indicates all 

the variance is within treatment groups. A value of one indicates all the variance is 

between treatment groups. This statistic can be applied to analysis of the relationship 

between neuronal fu-ing pattern and the respu-atory rhythm (Orem and Dick, 1983). The 

beginning and end of a breath are identified using a zero crossing algorithm on the ITP 

signal. The breath is then divided into 20 equal size bins that represent the treatment 

groups, and the number of action potentials produced by the cell during each bin interval 

is counted and stored. This process is repeated for several breaths, which constitute the 

subject group. A one-way analysis of variance is then performed on this data to 

determine the F-ratio. If the F-ratio indicates a significant treatment group effect, then 

the effect size statistic, r;', is calculated from the F-ratio and the number of degrees of 
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freedom within and between treatment groups. A significant F-ratio indicates that the 

firing history of the neuron is related to the rhythm of respiration, and the Tj' value 

indicates the consistency of the effect. 

Since the treatment groups are intervals of the respiratory cycle, the length of 

breaths across the sample must be equal in order for the variance to be independent of 

cycle time and only a function of cell firing history. To minimize the effect of variations 

in cycle time, breaths were sorted based on breath length and length of the inspiratory 

period. The 77' value was then determined using these sorted breaths. When respiration 

was stable, such as during NREM sleep, the Vj^ value calculated using sorted breaths did 

not differ significantiy from the value calculated using the entire record. During 

wakefulness and REM sleep, when the pattern of respiration can be erratic, the 77" value 

calculated using sorted breaths was different from the value calculated using the entire 

record. Therefore, r;' values using sorted breaths were determined so that comparisons 

could be made between Vf' values and mutual information. 

Note that the Vj' value is independent of the value of ITP during a breath. 

Therefore, it gives no information about a cell's activity relative to respiratory effort. 

The mutual information measure between ITP and cell activity can account for both 

timing relationships and ITP values and does not require sorting of breaths to minimize 

error. 

Dimension and Entropy 

To determine the dimension of an attractor in phase space, the // dimensional vector, 

X-, representing point / in the phase space must be determined. Since we are only 

measuring a single scalar quantity, X, must be reconstructed from this scalar time series, 

Xjj, by the method of lags (Froehling et al, 1981; Takens, 1981), 

where n is the embedding dimension. The time interval between the fust element in 

each vector is aT. The lag between elements within the vector is T, the lag determined 

in the mutual information calculation. It has been shown that T is the better lag for 

phase space reconstruction when compared to lags determined by auto-correlation zero 
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crossings or singular value decomposition of the time series (Fraser and Swinney, 1986; 

Fraser, 1989b). 

Once the time series has been embedded, the dimension can be determined using 

several different algorithms (Pettis et al., 1979; Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983a; Badii 

and Politi, 1985; Somorjai and Ah, 1988; Havstad and Ehlers, 1989). I decided to use 

the algorithm of Havstad and Ehlers (1989) since it was designed for experimental data 

(EEG signals) and small sample sizes associated with nonstationary signals. This 

algorithm determines the information dimension of the system that produced the scalar 

time series. We start with the equation N{r) = r'' from chapter one. Recall that d is Uie 

fractal dimension of the attractor and N{r) is the number of points on the attractor 

contained within a ball of radius r sitting in the phase space of an attractor. By taking 

the logarithm of both sides we see that 

. _ ln[yV(rJ] 
a„ = , 

ln(rj 

where n is the embedding dimension. If the vector X, is used as a reference point and 

the ball is centered at this point, then ^̂  is the distance between the reference point and 

the point represented by vector Xj. Using X. as the reference, this calculation is made 

for all points on the attractor and the resulting distances are sorted in ascending order. In 

this way, r becomes the dependent variable, and N{r) is replaced by ^, a position in the 

sorted distance array, the independent variable. The value of k ranges from 1 to M - 1 , 

where M is the total number of vectors in the attractor reconstruction. If this process is 

repeated over several reference vectors and the ln[/„(^-)l for each k is averaged over all 

reference vectors, then the equation for dimension becomes 

In(^) 

" " (ln[^„(^)]) 
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The number of vectors, k, within a specified volume has a Poisson distribution 

(Grassberger, 1985) that results in the equation for dimension being modified to 

d= ^^^'^ 
H^Sk)]) ' 

where "Vik) is the digamma function and is defined as 4'(A ) = ^ In V{x) I dx. The actual 

(i„ is determined by the slope of a line estimated by the least-squared fit of the ^{k) 

versus (ln[/-„(^)l) plot. 

Havstad and Ehlers (1989) defined several modifications to the above equation to 

make it reliable for dimension calculations on small data sets. First, the correlation 

between the reference vector and its neighboring vectors must be ehminated. This is 

achieved by eliminating the first two to four nearest neighbors to the reference vector. 

Second, the dependency between adjacent vectors must be reduced so that changes in 

(ln[/;(^)]) as k increases are not abnormally small. This dependency is determined by 

the aT, and is set to some multiple of T. Third, Euclidean norms are used to calculate 

distance so that vectors within a sphere are being counted as opposed to counting vectors 

within a cube when maximum norms are used. A complete listing of the program for 

calculation of dimension and entropy is in Appendix B. 

The actual dimension was determined by plotting d^ versus n and determining the 

value of d where the slope of the plot goes to zero. In this analysis, a line was fitted to 

the d^ versus n plot using four consecutive embedding dimensions and stepping the 

beginning dimension by one on each fit. This was done over embedding dimensions of 2 

to 32. The ordinate intercept at which the slope was a minimum and less than 0.1 was 

taken as the dimension. 

Grassberger and Procaccia (1983b) have shown that the Kolmogorov entropy can be 

estimated from the ^{k) versus (ln[/;(A')l) plot described above. Another approximation 

of N{r) at an embedding dimension of n is 

NSr)^r'tx^{-dTK,) , 
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where K^ is the estimate of the Kolmogorov entropy and all other variables are defined 

above. Taking the logarithm of this equation at n and w +1 and subtracting the resulting 
equations yields an expression for K^, 

/.,(r) = lin.^"(^) 

If the slope of the d^ versus n plot is close to zero, it is assumed that K. does not 

change significantiy between embedding dimension n and AZ -I-1. Examination of the 

H'(A) versus (ln[r„(A)]) plot shows that K, is related to separation between the plots as 

embedding dimension increases. In calculating K^, the ^{k) value at the embedding 

dimension where the slope of the d^ versus n plot goes to zero was used in place of 

A^(/). The Kj value, estimated Kolmogorov entropy, is greater than or equal to zero, 

less than or equal to the true Kolmogorov entropy, infinite for random systems, and not 
equal to zero for chaotic systems. A K2 value greater than zero is a sufficient condition 

for chaos. Kolmogorov entropy is the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents and can 

be used in place of the Lyapunov exponents for establishing the chaotic character of a 

system. 

Lyapunov Exponent 

An algorithm developed by Wolf et al. (1985) was used for computing Lyapunov 

exponents from the firing rate and ITP data. As stated in chapter one, the Lyapunov 

exponent defines the rate at which information flows from the microscale to the 

macroscale. Take two points on an attractor that are separated from each other by a 

small distance A(0) at time r = 0. Suppose that as t increases, the points move apart at 

an exponential rate: A(r) = A(O)^'", where h is the Lyapunov exponent. The exponent 

can be found by taking the logarithm of the previous equation. 

t Mt) 
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This is the basic equation used in Wolfs algorithm for determination of the Lyapunov 

exponent. Wolf showed that a stable estimation of the exponent could be made by 

evolving the two points on the attractor for a half to one and a half orbits of the trajectory 

in state space. Take two points on the attractor that are close to each other, and call one 

the reference point and the other the data point. Then separation at time t^ is Lit^). The 

two points are then traced along the trajectory of the attractor and their separation at time 

/, is determined to be L\t^). The evolution time is defined SLS At = t^-tQ. At the end of 

this evolution time, a new point on the attractor that is close to the reference point is 

found and becomes the new data point. Its separation from the reference point is L{t^). 

The two points are again traced along the trajectory for the evolution time to fj and their 

separation at that time point is L'itj). This process is repeated for M evolution time 

steps covering the full set of data. The Lyapunov exponent is then calculated as 

h = > log. — . 
MAttt Ut,_,) 

Note that this is the average of the Lyapunov exponent calculated at each evolution time 

step and that MAt = ti^-t^, the total time interval of the data set. In the following text, 

data set refers to either firing rate data or ITP data. 

The original program provided by Wolf was inefficient in finding Uie new data 

points at the end of each evolution step. The program was modified to improve the 

search routine, resulting in a tenfold improvement in execution time. Code for the 

modified program is in Appendix C. 

It was found that the program would sometimes be unable to find a new data point, 

possibly due to the appearance of a new chaos-generating process. Therefore, the 

calculated exponent was considered reliable only if 907c of the data points in the data set 

were included in the calculation. The approximate orbit period of the trajectory was 

determined by finding the first peak in the fast-Fourier-transform power spectmm of the 

data. The Lyapunov exponent was then calculated for ten evolution times between a half 

and one and a half orbit periods. Wolf showed that die calculation was reliable if the 

Lyapunov exponent determined using several different evolution times did not differ 

significantiy. The calculated exponents over these evolution times were then averaged to 

give the final estimate of the Lyapunov exponent. 
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As mentioned above, the power spectrum for each data set was calculated using the 

fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) algorithm (Press et al., 1986). The data set was divided 

into non-overiapping segments, each containing 512 data points. The FFT was then 

calculated on each segment and the results were averaged over all segments. The 

resulting power spectmm ranged from 0 to 25 Hz with 0.097 Hz steps. Each FFT was 

examined to determine frequency at which peak power occurred. The linearity of the 

semi-log plot of the power spectrum above 1 Hz was evaluated. 

Reciurence Plots 

The recurrence plot was fust introduced by Eckmann, Kamphorst, and Ruelle (1987) 

as a technique for determining if data is stationary and for qualitative characterization of 

the dynamical system from which the data originated. The attractor vectors are 

reconstructed as described above but with an aT of zero, resulting in a vector being 

associated with each point in the data set. Let A, be the / -th data point in the set and X, 

be the n dimensional vector with jc, as its first element, where / = 1,...,N . The 

recurrence plot is an N x N array of dots where a dot is placed at (/,y) if the distance 

between Xj and X- is less than r.. The value of r. is chosen by finding the distance 

between X. and its thirtieth nearest X^. Distance is measured as the maximum separation 

between points in the vector so that r- is half the length of a cube centered around jc,. 

Note that this does not imply that only 30 points are plotted for each A., since the data 

were first converted to integers such that the minimum value in the data set was 0 and the 

maximum value was 10000. This caused some vectors to have equal distance from X,. 

To resolve the detail in the recurrence plot, a density plot of the / - j diagonal was 

constructed. The total number of possible dots along the / - j diagonal was determined 

and divided into the total number of blackened dots on that diagonal. This number was 
plotted in a histogram with the abscissa being i-j. A listing of the program for 

generating these plots is in Appendix D. 

The length of lines parallel to the diagonal of the recurrence plot is inversely 

proportional to the Lyapunov exponent (Eckmann, Kamphorst and Ruelle, 1987). 

Therefore these plots can be used to judge the value of the Lyapunov exponent in cases 

where the Wolf algorithm fails. A checkerboard pattem in the recurrence plot signifies 

switching of the system between two attractors with overlapping attractor basins. In the 
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density plot, checkerboard patterns cause oscillations in density as / - j increases. Using 

the density plot, the time to the first peak beyond die zero point was measured for each 

data set. This number indicates time between switching of attractors. Periodic behavior 

results in relatively long parallel lines in the recurrence plot and evenly spaced hues in 

the density plot. Using these various properties of the recurrence and density plots, 

several dynamic characteristics of a system can be described qualitatively. 

Statistical Analysis 

In this study, a significance level of 0.05 was necessary for rejection of the null 

hypothesis. One-way analysis of variance with wakefulness, NREM sleep and REM 

sleep as treatment groups was used to determine if state of consciousness affected 

dimension, entropy, Lyapunov exponent, or period to peak in recurrence-density plots for 

ITP and neuron fuing rate. If an effect was found, then the Newman-Keuls multiple 

range test was used to determine which treatment group means differed (Zar, 1974). 

To determine the effects of state of consciousness on neuronal maximum firing rate, 

mean firing rate, mutual information, and r\ ^ value, breaths in the two states being 

compared were matched for breath cycle time and inspiratory time. Five matched pairs 

of breaths were found for each cell. Wakefulness was considered the reference state in 

the comparisons between wakefulness and NREM sleep and wakefulness and REM sleep. 

NREM sleep was the reference state for comparison of NREM and REM sleep. The 

matched breaths were categorized based on whether the maximum firing rate increased 

by greater than 5% relative to the rate in the reference state, decreased by greater than 

5%, or did not change by greater than 5% in either direction. This was also done for 

mean firing rate. The ranks of mutual information, r\~ value, maximum firing rate in the 

reference state, and mean firing rate in the reference state were then determined. The 

effect of state of consciousness was then determined using the Kruskal-Wallis rank order 

analysis of variance (Hays, 1963). If a significant effect was found, the Student t-test 

was used to test for a difference between means in the two states being compared. 

Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient was used to test for correlation 

between r\ ~ value and mutual information. This is a nonparametric correlation 

coefficient and is therefore independent of the probability distribution function from 

which the data points are drawn (Zar, 1974; Press et al., 1986). 
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Computers 

An IBM-AT clone, with a 20 MHz 80287 math coprocessor, was used for 

acquisition of ITP and ISI data. Polynomial fit, dimensions, entropy, Lyapunov 

exponents, and recurrence plots were calculated on an IBM-RISC 6000, model 320H 

computer. In a test of the polynomial fitting program, the same program code and data 

files were processed on the IBM-AT clone and the IBM-RISC 6000. The IBM-RISC 

6000 executed the program 30 times faster than the IBM-AT clone. The IBM-RISC 

6000 resulted in a significant reduction in computing time for the nonlinear analysis and 

made this study possible. 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

One hundred and twenty-eight cells from four cats were recorded. Thirty-six of 

these neurons were recorded in wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. The recordings of 

these 36 cells made the data-base of this study. Twenty-one cells were most active 

during inspiration and included 7 augmenting, 2 decrementing, 4 biphasic, 5 tonic, and 3 

late inspiratory neurons. The remaining 15 neurons were most active during expiration 

and included 8 augmenting, 6 decrementing, and one tonic expiratory neuron. The cells 

were located in the ventral and dorsal medullary respuatory groups, and around the 

retrofacial nucleus (Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1. Location of cells included in this study. Each black dot represents a 
cell. AMB: n. ambiguus; DMV: dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus; 
FTG: gigantocellular tegmental field; FTL: lateral tegmental field; 
lO: inferior olive; P: pyramidal tract; RB: restiform body; RFN: 
retrofacial nucleus: S: tractus solitarius; 5ST: spinal tract of V; 12: 
hypoglosssal nucleus. 
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Mutual Information 

Mutual information between the ITP and neuronal firing pattern was calculated for 

each cell in wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. The mean mutual information for the 

population of cells was 1.16 ± 0.38 SD during wakefulness, 1.13 ± 0.38 SD during 

NREM sleep, and 1.01 ± 0.37 SD during REM sleep. Although the values during REM 

sleep tended to be lower, the one-way analysis of variance did not show a significant 

effect of state of consciousness on a cell's mutual information value. 

Figure 3.2 shows the ITPs, neuronal fuing patterns, and mutual information plots for 

two respiratory cells. The cell represented on the left side of the figure had an r\^ value 

of 0.93 and mutual information of 1.55 during NREM sleep. This can be compared to 

the cell represented on the right side of the figure. This cell had an T|̂  value of 0.09 and 

mutual information of 0.40 during NREM sleep. Note the peaks in the mutual 

information plot of the strongly modulated cell, indicating its strong relationship to ITP. 
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D) for a cell having a strong (left side) and a cell having a weak 
(right side) relationship to respuation during NREM sleep. 
Neuronal activity is shifted from -4000 to -1-4000 milUseconds 
relative to ITP. 
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Seventy-eight percent of the calculated mutual information values showed a peak 

with neuronal firing pattern leading the ITP record by 20 to 460 milliseconds. The 

leading neuronal activity signals an efferent relationship to ITP, consistent witii the fact 

that many cells in the ventral and dorsal medullary respuatory groups are bulbospinal. 

Figure 3.3 shows the ITP and neuronal fuing pattern of an augmenting inspuatory 

neuron in NREM and REM sleep. Note that neuronal activity is leading the ITP by 120 

milliseconds in both NREM and REM sleep. 
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(dashed lines in A and C), and mutual information curve (B and D) 
for an augmenting inspiratory neuron during NREM and REM 
sleep. Neuronal activity is shifted from -4000 to -1-4000 
milliseconds relative to ITP. A and B are NREM. C and D are 
REM. This figure shows that the relationship between the activity 
of the cell and ITP is maintained in REM sleep. 

Figure 3.4 shows the mutual information plots for a phase spanning respuatory 

neuron. Note the double peak around lag zero in the neuronal activity versus FTP mutual 

information plot, indicating a relationship to inspiration and/or expiration. During 

NREM sleep the r|- value was 0.87 and dropped to 0.46 during REM sleep. Likewise, 

the mutual information during NREM sleep was 1.35 and dropped to 0.56 during REM 
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sleep. The double peak around lag zero was maintained during REM sleep indicating 

that qualitatively the relationship between cell activity and ITP was maintained during 

REM sleep althought the amount of shared information decreased in that state. Both the 

neuronal activity and ITP maintained a rhythm in NREM and REM sleep as indicated by 

peaks in the "auto" mutual information away from zero shift. 
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information plots for tiie indicated comparisons. A - D are from 
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Respiratory Neuronal Activity during REM Sleep 

Due to the reduced response of the respuatory system to hypoxia and hypercapnia 

during natural REM sleep (PhiUipson and Bowes, 1986) and the depression of respiration 

in the pontine carbachol REM sleep-like state (Lydic and Baghdoyan, 1989; Kimura et 

al., 1990), it is assumed that respiratory neurons are depressed during REM sleep. To 

test this hypothesis, the maximum and mean firing rates of respuatory neurons were 

analyzed during wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. This analysis revealed how rates 

changed with change in state of consciousness. The relationship between rate change and 

neuronal characteristics was analyzed to determine what might predict a neuron's 

response to changes in state of consciousness. 

As stated in the Methods section, breaths in the two states being compared were 

matched for total cycle time and inspiratory time. This eliminated the possibility of 

differences in firing rates due to differences in respiratory timing, as reported by Orem et 

al. (1985). The mean and 99% confidence limits for difference in total cycle time and 

difference in inspiratory time between matched breaths in the two states being compared 

are shown in Table 3.1. These data show that the difference between breath timing in the 

comparisons is small. 

Table 3.1 : Difference in Respiratory Timing for Matched Breaths in States 
Being Compared (W: wakefulness, N: NREM sleep, and R: REM 
sleep. Difference measured in milliseconds. Data are mean 
difference ± 99% confidence limits, n = 180 for all comparisons) 

Comparison Cycle Time (msec) Inspiratory Time (msec) 

~~~~ -44.2 ± 14.8 

-2.4 ±7.8 

32.4 ±15.3 

W-N 

W-R 

N-R 

-73.9 ± 30.4 

16.0 ±18.5 

175.6 ±43.7 

The changes in maximum and mean firing rate were categorized based on whether 

the respective rate increased by 5%, decreased by 5%, or did not change by 5% in either 

direction. So that the vf' value could be compared to values in the literature (Orem and 
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Dick, 1983; Orem et al., 1985; Orem and Brooks, 1986; Orem, 1987, 1988, 1989; Orem 

and Trotter, 1992), the rj^ value and mutual information were calculated during NREM 

sleep. The mean r]' value and mean mutual information in each category were 

determined by averaging the values for the cells associated with each pau of matched 

breaths in the category. This will be referred to as Breath-Pair Means. Since 5 pairs of 

matched breaths were collected for each cell, a cell could be represented more than once 

in these mean values. These data give information on expected categorization of fuing 

rate changes with state change based on ri ^ value or mutual information when a 

population of breaths associated with a cell is analyzed. In addition, the mean r]' value 

and mean mutual information in each category were determined also by averaging the 

values for each cell in a category, with each cell taken only once per category. This will 

be referred to as Cell Means. These data give information on expected categorization of 

firing rate changes with state change based on Tj' value or mutual information when the 

analysis is done on a breath-by-breath basis. 

An example of how the means and counts were obtained will be illustrated using 

maximum firing rate data and rj ^ values from two cells during wakefulness and REM 

sleep (Table 3.2). The Breath-Pair Mean rj^ value would be calculated for the Up 

category by averaging the values in the rf' column for pairs 1, 3, 4, and 6. In this 

average the r]' value for STE38 was included three times, resulting in a mean of rj' 

value of 0.85. Since both cells have breath-paus in the Up category, the Cell Mean rj ~ 

value for the Up category is the average of the value for STE38 and STE94, or 0.78. The 

number of breath-pairs in each category is 4 for Up, 4 for Down, and 2 for No Change 

(N.C.). The number of cells in each category is 2. 

For these comparisons, wakefulness was taken as the reference state for comparing 

wakefulness and REM sleep, and wakefulness and NREM sleep. NREM sleep was the 

reference state for comparing NREM and REM sleep. The means of the maximum and 

mean firing rates, averaged across breaths in the reference state, were determined for 

each of the three maximum fuing rate and mean fuing rate categories. 
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Sample Data from Analysis of Maximum Firing Rate Change with 
Change from Wakefulness to REM Sleep Using Matched Breatiis 
between States (Rate measured in action-potentials per second.) 

Pair# Cell V 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

STE38 
STE38 
STE38 
STE38 
STE38 

STE94 
STE94 
STE94 
STE94 
STE94 

0.93 
0.93 
0.93 
0.93 
0.93 

0.63 
0.63 
0.63 
0.63 
0.63 

Awake 
Rate 

70.97 
74.55 
75.80 
82.28 
85.52 

36.20 
39.23 
40.26 
43.68 
59.37 

REM 
Rate 

88.21 
66.93 
98.76 
92.44 
85.25 

41.50 
28.16 
40.44 
26.00 
47.65 

Category 

Up 
Down 
Up 
Up 
N.C. 

Up 
Down 
N.C. 
Down 
Down 

Comparison of Wakefulness and NREM Sleep 

The following generalizations can be made regarding the comparison of wakefulness 

and NREM sleep. The data in Tables 3.3 through 3.5 show that: 

(1) the distribution of breath-pairs in mean or maximum firing rate change 

categories tends to be low in the no change category and high in the down category; 

(2) the distribution of inspiratory and expiratory cells among the mean or maximum 

firing rate change categories is independent of category based on x' analysis of 

contingency table; 

(3) the mean or maximum firing rate during NREM sleep is down from the awake 

rates by greater than 5% for cells having low 77" value or low mutual information; 

(4) the change in mean or maximum firing rate cannot be predicted on a breath-by-

breath basis using knowledge of r;' value or mutual information; 

(5) the maximum firing rate tends to be lower in wakefulness for cells having 

increased activity in NREM sleep compared to cells with no change or decreased activity 

in NREM sleep; 

(6) the mean firing rate tends to be lower in wakefulness for cells having increased 

activity in NREM sleep compared to cells with no change in activity. 
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Table 3.3 : Distribution of Breath-Paus and Cells into Category of Change in 
Fuing Rate with Change of State from Wakefulness to NREM Sleep 

Category 

Classification 

Maximum Firing Rate 
Breath-Pairs^ 

Inspiratory Cells^ 

Expiratory Cells^ 

Mean Firing Rate 
Breath-Pairs^ 

Inspiratory Cells'' 

Expiratory Cells^ 

Up > 5% 

58 

14 

10 

61 

16 

10 

No Change 

20 

9 

5 

25 

14 

4 

Down > 5% 

102 

17 

14 

94 

16 

13 

^ Not randomly distributed based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit test with 60 per 
category, y^ = 56.13 (p<0.05). 

^ Contingency table rows (distribution in rows independent of columns by x 
test). 

Not randomly distributed based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit test with 60 per 
category, x = 39.70 (p<0.05). 
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Table 3.4 : Characteristics of Cells Associated with Matched Breatiis during 
Wakefulness and NREM Sleep, Categorized by Change in 
Maximum Fuing Rate with Change from Wakefulness to NREM 
Sleep (Mutual information measured in bits. Rate measured in 
action-potentials per second.) 

Category 

Up > 5% No Change Down > 57r 
Characteristic (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) 

Breath-Pairs 

Mean 7/- Valued 0.72 0.28 0.74 0.28 0.58^ 0.31 

Mean Mutual Infob 1.24 0.32 1.26 0.47 I.04« 0.36 

Max. Rate (Awake)^ 45.85^ 22.89 63.37 29.68 61.24 31.31 

Max. Rate (NREM)- 62.02 28.91 63.94 30.47 41.96 25.23 

Cell 

Mean r;' Value'̂  0.67 0.33 0.67 0.31 0.62 0.31 

Mean Mutual Info*! 1.19 0.37 1.15 0.49 1.09 0.38 

* Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 58, No Change = 20, Down = 102. 

^̂  Number of breath-paus per category : Up = 55, No Change = 20, Down = 95. 

"" Number of cells per category : Up = 24, No Change = 14, Down = 31. 

^ Number of cells per category : Up = 22, No Change = 14, Down = 29. 

«Value is significantiy different (p<0.05) from other two categories. 
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Table 3.5: Characteristics of Cells Associated with Matched Breatiis during 
Wakefulness and NREM Sleep, Categorized by Change in Mean 
Fuing Rate with Change from Wakefulness to NREM Sleep (Mutual 
information measured in bits. Rate measured in action-potentials per 
second.) 

Category 

Up > 5% No Change Down > 5% 
Characteristic (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) 

Breath-Pairs 

Mean 7]' Value- 0.75 0.24 0.80 0.21 0.53^ 0.31 

Mean Mutual Info" 1.27 0.29 1.32 0.40 0.98« 0.36 

Mean Rate (Awake)- 14.95^ 11.06 20.43^ 11.66 18.45 13.08 

Mean Rate (NREM)- 19.03 11.93 20.54 11.67 12.45 9.91 

Cells 

Mean n'Valued 0.73 0.28 0.77 0.24 0.60 0.31 

Mean Mutual Mod 1,27̂  0.30 1.23 0.39 1.04f 0.33 

- Number of breath-paus per category : Up = 61, No Change = 25, Down = 94. 

''Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 59, No Change = 25, Down = 86. 

^ Number of cells per category : Up = 26, No Change = 18, Down = 29. 

^ Number of cells per category : Up = 24, No Change = 18, Down = 27. 

«Value is significantiy different (p<0.05) from otiier two categories. 

^Significant difference (p<0.05) between these categories. 
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Comparison of Wakefulness and REM Sleep 

The following generalizations can be made regarding the comparison of wakefulness 

and REM sleep. The data in Tables 3.6 through 3.8 show tiiat: 

(1) the distribution of breath-pairs in mean or maximum fuing rate change 

categories tends to be low in the no change category and evenly distributed between the 

up and down categories; 

(2) the distribution of inspiratory and expiratory cells among the mean or maximum 

firing rate change categories is independent of category based on x ^ analysis of 

contingency table; 

(3) the mean or maximum fuing rate during REM sleep tends to be at least 5% 

greater than the awake rates for cells having high Tj ~ value; 

(4) the mean or maximum firing rate during REM sleep tends to be at least 5% less 

than the awake rates for cells having low mutual information; 

(5) the change in mean or maximum fuing rate cannot be predicted on a breath-by-

breath basis using knowledge of 77̂  value or mutual information; 

(6) the maximum firing rate tends to be lower in wakefulness for cells having no 

change in activity during REM sleep compared to cells with increased or decreased 

activity during REM sleep. 

Figure 3.5 shows the activity pattern of an augmenting inspiratory cell with 

increased maximum firing rate in REM sleep compared to the rate in wakefulness. Note 

that the two ITP traces, one from REM sleep and one from wakefulness, are very similar 

in both timing and amplitude. The cell represented in this figure has a strong relationship 

to respiration as shown by an 77̂  value of 0.92 and a mutual information value of 1.17 

bits. Cells having a strong relationship to respiration tend to have increased firing rates 

during REM sleep compared to wakefulness and NREM sleep. As shown in the figure, 

the increased activity appears to be independent of respiratory timing and effort. Figure 

3.6 shows the activity of a decrementing expiratory cell with decreased activity in REM 

sleep. Note again that the two ITP traces are very similar in both timing and amplitude. 

The cell represented in this figure has a weak relationship to respuation as shown by an 

ri' value of 0.30 and a mutual information value of 0.57 bits. Cells having a weak 

relationship to respiration tend to have decreased fuing rates during REM sleep 

compared to wakefulness and NREM sleep. 
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wakefulness and REM sleep {T}' = 0.30 and mutual info. = 0.57) 
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Table 3.6 : Distribution of Breath-Paus and Cells into Category of Change in 
Firing Rate with Change of State from Wakefulness to REM Sleep 

Category 

Classification 

Maximum Firing Rate 
Breath-Pairs-

Inspuatory Cells'' 

Expiratory Cells'" 

Mean Firing Rate 
Breath-Pairs^ 

Inspiratory Cells'' 

Expiratory Cells'' 

Up^ 

82 

17 

13 

82 

16 

12 

No Change Down > 5% 

20 

6 

6 

15 

5 

4 

78 

16 

13 

83 

14 

12 

- Not randomly distributed based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit test with 60 per 
category, f = 40.13 (p<0.05). 

^ Contingency table rows (distribution in rows independent of columns by x̂  
test). 

^ Not randomly distributed based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit test with 60 per 
category, x = 50.63 (p<0.05). 
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Table 3.7 : Characteristics of Cells Associated with Matched Breaths during 
Wakefulness and REM Sleep, Categorized by Change in Maximum 
Firing Rate with Change from Wakefulness to REM Sleep (Mutual 
information measured in bits. Rate measured in action-potentials per 
second.) 

Category 

Up > 5% No Change Down > 5% 
Characteristic (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) 

Breath-Pairs 

Mean 77' Value- 0.76« 0.25 0.54 0.32 0.55 0.31 

Mean Mutual Info" 1.25̂  0.36 1.11 0.33 1.02f 0.37 

Max. Rate (Awake)- 55.11 28.11 34.00^ 24.51 62.31 34.73 

Max. Rate (REM)- 84.87 42.39 33.76 24.35 38.74 29.86 

Cells 

Mean r/' Value*̂  0.69 0.30 0.57 0.36 0.61 0.32 

Mean Mutual Infod 1.19 0.36 1.19 0.37 1.10 0.37 

- Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 82, No Change = 20, Down = 78. 

'' Number of breath-paus per category : Up = 79, No Change = 18, Down = 73. 

«̂  Number of cells per category : Up = 30, No Change = 12, Down = 29. 

^ Number of cells per category : Up = 28, No Change = 10, Down = 27. 

^ Value is significantiy different (p<0.05) from other two categories, 

f Significant difference (p<0.05) between these categories. 
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Table 3.8 : Characteristics of Cells Associated with Matched Breaths during 
Wakefulness and REM Sleep, Categorized by Change in Mean 
Fuing Rate with Change ft-om Wakefulness to REM Sleep (Mutual 
information measured in bits. Rate measured in action-potentials per 
second.) 

Category 

Up > 5% No Change Down > 5% 
Characteristic (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) 

Breath-Pairs 

Mean r;' Value- 0.74f 0.27 0.63 0.27 0.55^ 0.31 

Mean Mutual Info'' 1.27 0.36 1.20 0.26 0.99^ 0.36 

Mean Rate (Awake)- 16.56 11.21 13.35 12.11 20.19 15.18 

Mean Rate (REM)- 26.98 15.36 13.24 12.14 9.68 11.13 

Cells 

Mean 7/' Valued 0.70 0.30 0.67 0.28 0.58 0.32 

Mean Mutual Info^ 1.23 0.37 1.24 0.26 1.05 0.36 

-Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 82, No Change = 15, Down = 83. 

''Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 77, No Change = 15, Down = 78. 

"" Number of cells per category : Up = 28, No Change = 9, Down = 26. 

** Number of cells per category : Up = 26, No Change = 9, Down = 24. 

«Value is significantiy different (p<0.05) from other two categories, 

f Significant difference (p<0.05) between these categories. 
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Comparison of NREM and REM Sleep 

The following generalizations can be made regarding the comparison of NREM and 

REM sleep. The data in Tables 3.9 through 3.11 show tiiat: 

(1) the distribution of breath-pairs in mean or maximum fuing rate change 

categories tends to be low in the no change category and evenly distributed between tiie 

up and down categories; 

(2) the distribution of inspiratory and expiratory cells among the mean or maximum 

firing rate change categories is independent of category based on x' analysis of 

contingency table; 

(3) the mean or maximum firing rate during REM sleep tends to be at least 5% less 

than the rates during NREM sleep for cells having low r\' value or low mutual 

information; 

(4) the change in mean or maximum fuing rate cannot be predicted on a breath-by-

breath basis using knowledge of r\' value or mutual information; 

(5) the mean fuing rate tends to be higher in NREM sleep for cells having no 

change in activity during REM sleep compared to cells with increased or decreased 

activity during REM sleep. 

Relationship Between r\ ̂  Value and Mutual Information 

Both 7/" value and mutual information are measures of a neuron's firing pattern 

relative to the respiratory pattern. To test for correlation between these two measures, 

the Spearman's rank-order-correlation-coefficient was calculated between r\' value and 

mutual information in wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. There was a significant 

correlation between the two values in all states. The coefficient was 0.76 in wakefulness, 

0.78 in NREM sleep, and 0.71 in REM sleep. Since mutual information calculations use 

both rhythm and amplitude information, it is possible to have low Vj ̂  value and high 

mutual information if the activity of the cell is related more to effort than rhythm. This 

may account for the moderate correlation between Vf" value and mutual information. 

The two values can be used together to ascertain more information on a cell's relationship 

to respiration. 
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Table 3.9 : Distribution of Breath-Paus and Cells into Category of Change in 
Firing Rate with Change of State from NREM to REM Sleep 

Category 

Classification 

Maximum Firing Rate 
Breath-Pairs-

Inspiratory Cells'' 

Expiratory Cells'' 

Mean Firing Rate 
Breath-Pairs'^ 

Inspiratory Cells'' 

Expiratory Cells'' 

Up> 

86 

20 

13 

84 

17 

12 

No Change Down > 5% 

18 

8 

8 

9 

4 

3 

76 

18 

14 

87 

16 

13 

- Not randomly distributed based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit test with 60 per 
category, x = 44-93 (p<0.05). 

'' Contingency table rows (distribution in rows independent of columns by X' 
test). 

not randomly distributed based on chi-squared goodness-of-fit test with 60 per 
category, x' = 65.10 (p<0.05). 
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Table 3.10 : Characteristics of Cells Associated with Matched Breaths during 
NREM and REM Sleep, Categorized by Change in Maximum Firing 
Rate with Change from NREM to REM Sleep (Mutual information 
measured in bits. Rate measured in action-potentials per second.) 

Category 

Up > 5% No Change Down > 5% 
Characteristic (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) 

Breath-Pairs 

Mean 7/' Value- 0.71^ 0.28 0.71 0.31 0.55^ 0.31 

Mean Mutual Info'' 1.21 0.40 1.21 0.35 1.02^ 0.32 

Max. Rate (NREM)- 50.96 27.70 65.36 38.44 52.01 34.58 

Max. Rate (REM)- 81.46 45.22 65.36 37.65 30.32 25.97 

Cells 

Mean 77 - Value*̂  0.68 0.30 0.69 0.33 0.62 0.31 

Mean Mutual Mod 1.16 0.38 1.22 0.36 1.08 0.35 

- Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 86, No Change = 18, Down = 76. 

''Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 83, No Change = 16, Down = 71. 

*-' Number of cells per category : Up = 33, No Change = 16, Down =32. 

d Number of cells per category : Up = 31, No Change = 14, Down = 30. 

«Value is significantiy different (p<0.05) from other two categories, 

f Significant difference (p<0.05) between these categories. 
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Table 3.11: Characteristics of Cells Associated with Matched Breatiis during 
NREM and REM Sleep, Categorized by Change in Mean Fuing Rate 
with Change from NREM to REM Sleep (Mutual information 
measured in bits. Rate measured in action-potentials per second.) 

Category 

Up > 5% No Change Down > 5% 
Characteristic (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) (mean) (±SD) 

Breath-Pairs 

Mean 77' Value- 0.71 0.29 0.88 0.11 0.55« 0.30 

Mean Mutual Info" 1.24 0.39 1.41 0.36 1.01« 0.31 

Mean Rate (NREM)- 15.31 10.56 29.40^ 15.35 15.16 11.14 

Mean Rate (REM)- 24.15 15.00 29.44 15.78 8.14 9.36 

Cells 

Mean 77' Valued 0.69 0.31 0.87f 0.12 0.59^ 0.31 

Mean Mutual Mod 1.19 0.40 1.35 0.39 1.06 0.34 

-Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 84, No Change = 9, Down =87. 

"Number of breath-pairs per category : Up = 78, No Change = 9, Down = 83. 

c Number of cells per category : Up = 29, No Change = 7, Down =29. 

d Number of cells per category : Up = 27, No Change = 7, Down = 27. 

^ Value is significantiy different (p<0.05) from other two categories, 

f Significant difference (p<0.05) between these categories. 
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Nonlinear Dynamics of Respiration 

As discussed in Chapter I, the modeling or understanding of a system requues 

careful characterization of the dynamics of the system. This was achieved in this study 

by determining the dynamic characteristics of ITP and neuronal firing patterns in each 

state of consciousness. Using the one-way analysis of variance witii states of 

consciousness as treatment groups and the Newman-Keuls multiple range test to 

determine significant difference between individual treatment groups, it was found that 

(1) there was a significant effect of state of consciousness on ITP dimension with 

the difference between wakefulness and REM sleep, and NREM and REM sleep 

contributing most to the significant F-ratio (Tables 3.12 and 3.13); 

(2) there was a significant effect of state of consciousness on estimated ITP Kolmo

gorov entropy with the difference between wakefulness and REM sleep, and NREM and 

REM sleep contributing most to the significant F-ratio (Tables 3.14 and 3.15); 

(3) there was a significant effect of state of consciousness on ITP Lyapunov 

exponent with the difference between wakefulness and NREM sleep, and NREM and 

REM sleep contributing most to the significant F-ratio (Tables 3.16 and 3.17); 

(4) there was a significant effect of state of consciousness on neuronal firing pattern 

dimension with the difference between wakefulness and REM sleep, and NREM and 

REM sleep contributing most to the significant F-ratio (Tables 3.18 and 3.19); 

(5) there was not a significant effect of state of consciousness on the estimated 

neuronal firing pattern Kolmogorov entropy (wakefulness = 0.45 ± 0.29 SD, NREM = 

0.35 ± 0.23 SD, REM = 0.51 ± 0.24 SD); 

(6) analysis of neuronal firing pattern Lyapunov exponent was inconclusive due to a 

small number of successful calculations, as defined in the methods section. 

Figure 3.7 shows the dimension versus embedding dimension plots for a respiratory 

neuron and its associated ITP record in the three states of consciousness. Note that the 

ITP dimension is consistentiy lower than the neuronal firing pattem dimension. The 

finite dimension of the data, as shown in the plots, indicates that the respiratory system is 

deterministic with an attractor whose dimension is much less than the dimension of the 

respiratory system's phase space. The randomized data is representative of a stochastic 

system and its dimension should be approximately equal to the embedding dimension. 

Separation of the data dimension curve from the randomized data curve indicates 

complete embedding of the data. 
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Table 3.12 : One-Way Analysis of Variance of ITP Dimension with 

Wakefulness, NREM Sleep, and REM Sleep as Treatment Groups 

Source of Variation 
Summary of the Analysis of Variance 

SS DF MS 

Treatments 

Error 

Total 

254.83 

318.49 

573.32 

^ Treatment MS 
Error MS 

F -
'^0.05(l).2,100 

2 

97 

99 

127 42 
= ^^^•^^=38.81 

3.28 

3.09 

127.42 

3.28 

Table 3.13 : Newman-Keuls Multiple Range Test for Significant F on One-Way 
Analysis of Variance of ITP Dimension with Wakefulness (W), 
NREM Sleep (N), and REM Sleep (R) as Treatment Groups 

Comparison Difference 

(Bvs.A) ( X e - X J SE 

Wvs. N 3.61-4.13 = -0.52 0.308 

Wvs. R 3.61-7.29 = -3.68 0.318 

1.693 2 

11.579 3 

^0.05,105,p 

2.800 

3.356 

Nvs. R 4.13-7.29 = -3.16 0.316 10.007 2 2.800 
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Table 3.14: One-Way Analysis of Variance of Estimated ITP Kolmogorov 

Entropy with Wakefulness, NREM Sleep, and REM Sleep as 
Treatment Groups 

Source of Variation 
Summary of the Analysis of Variance 

SS DF MS 

Treatments 

Error 

Total 

3.43 

26.81 

30.24 

2 

97 

99 

1.71 

0.28 

^ Treatment MS 1.71 , , , 
F = = = 6.11 

Error MS 0.28 

F =3 09 
' 0.05(1),2.100 -^-^^ 

Table 3.15 : Newman-Keuls Multiple Range Test for Significant F on One-Way 
Analysis of Variance of Estimated ITP Kolmogorov Entropy with 
Wakefulness (W), NREM Sleep (N), and REM Sleep (R) as 
Treatment Groups 

Comparison Difference 

(Bvs.A) ( X B - X J SE ^ 0.05.10?,p 

W vs. N 0.86 - 0.67 = 0.19 0.089 2.158 2 2.800 

Wvs. R 0.86-1.12 = -0.26 0.092 2.845 2 2.800 

Nvs. R 0.67-1.12 = -0.45 0.092 4.972 3 3.356 
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Table 3.16 : One-Way Analysis of Variance of ITP Lyapunov Exponent with 

Wakefulness, NREM Sleep, and REM Sleep as Treatment Groups 

Source of Variation 
Summary of the Analysis of Variance 

SS DF MS 

Treatments 

Error 

Total 

0.32 

1.87 

2.19 

2 

55 

57 

0.159 

0.034 

^ Treatment MS 0.159 , ^^ 
F = = = 4.69 

Error MS 0.034 

''o.05(l).2,50 — - ^ - l o 

Table 3.17 : Newman-Keuls Multiple Range Test for Significant F on One-Way 
Analysis of Variance of ITP Lyapunov Exponent with Wakefulness 
(W), NREM Sleep (N), and REM Sleep (R) as Treatment Groups 

Comparison Difference 

(Bvs.A) ( X g - X J SE ^0.05.55.p 

Wvs. N 0.84-0.74 = 0.10 0.035 2.977 2 2.836 

W vs. R 0.84 - 1.00 = -0.16 0.069 2.292 2 2.836 

N vs. R 0.74 - 1.00 = -0.26 0.069 3.804 3 3.409 
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Table 3.18 : One-Way Analysis of Variance of Neuronal Fuing Pattem 

Dimension with Wakefulness, NREM Sleep, and REM Sleep as 
Treatment Groups 

Source of Variation 
Summary of the Analysis of Variance 

SS DF MS 

Treatments 

Error 

Total 

69.71 

467.53 

537.24 

^ Treatment MS 
F = 

Error MS 

F = 
' 0.05(1),2,60 

2 

61 

63 

34.86 , , 
= = 4.: 

7.66 

3.15 

34.87 

7.66 

Table 3.19: Newman-Keuls Multiple Range Test for Significant F on One-Way 
Analysis of Variance of Neuronal Firing Pattem Dimension with 
Wakefulness (W), NREM Sleep (N), and REM Sleep (R) as 
Treatment Groups 

Comparison Difference 

(Bvs.A) ( X 3 - X J SE 10.05.60.P 

W vs. N 6.72 - 6.08 = 0.64 0.538 1.197 2 2.829 

W vs. R 6.72 - 9.05 = -2.33 0.704 3.305 2 2.829 

N vs. R 6.08 - 9.05 = -2.97 0.700 4.243 3 3.356 
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Figure 3.7. Dimension versus embedding dimension plots for ITP (left side) and 
neuronal firing pattern (right side) in wakefulness (A, D), NREM 
(B, E), and REM (C, F) sleep. Solid line is dimension of data and 
dotted line is dimension of randomized data. 
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Power Spectmm as Indicator of Deterministic Character 

Analysis of the FFT power spectmm for ITP and neuronal activity showed tiiat tiie 

power falls off exponentially at frequencies above 1 Hz. This can be seen by plotting die 

power spectrum on a semi-log grid. Figure 3.8 shows the semi-log plot of the ITP and 

neuronal activity power spectrum for a cell during REM sleep. Note the hnear decay of 

power at frequencies above 1 Hz. All ITP and neuronal activity records showed this 

result. The linear decay on a semi-log plot indictaes exponential decay in the data. 

Exponential decay in the power spectrum indicates the data was produced by a 

deterministic system. 

A. 

* 
o a. 

so 
o 

3 4 5 6 7 
Frequency (Hz) 

10 4 5 8 7 

Frequency (Hz) 

Figure 3.8. FFT power spectrum for ITP (left) and neuronal activity (right) of a 

cell recorded during REM sleep. 

Recurrence Plots of ITP and Neuronal Activity 

The recurrence plot gives information regarding the rhythmic nature of the data, as 

indicated by even shaping of lines in the recurrence plot and associated density plot. If 

the system is switching attractors, then the recurrence plot will have a checkerboard 

pattern and density plots will have peaks at some distance from the zero point. The time 

to the first peak beyond the zero point was measured for ITP and neuronal firing pattern 

density plots. It was found that ITP peaks occurred at 31.97 seconds (± 10.91 SD) 

during wakefulness, 40.12 seconds (± 17.18 SD) during NREM sleep, and 33.91 seconds 

(± 18.62 SD) during REM sleep. The neuronal activity peaks occurred at 32.93 seconds 

(± 17.89 SD) during wakefulness, 44.34 seconds (± 19.40 SD) during NREM sleep, and 

42.33 seconds (±26.66 SD) during REM sleep. One-way analysis of variance did not 

show a significant effect of state of consciousness on the time to peak for either ITP or 

neuronal activity. 
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Figure 3.9 shows the recurrence and density plots for a sine-wave. Note the even 

shaping of the lines in both plots. The length of the lines in a recurrence plot is inversely 

proportional to the Lyapunov exponent (Eckmann, Kamphorst and Ruelle, 1987). A sine-

wave has a zero Lyapunov exponent, resulting in the lines of its recurrence plot covering 

the entire length of the record. 

m^nnMni 
4469 -4469 4469 

Figure 3.9. Recurrence plot (left side) and density plot (right side) for a sine-
wave. 

Figure 3.10 shows the recurrence and density plots for the ITP and neuronal activity 

of a high mutual information (1.17) inspiratory cells during NREM sleep. The ITP 

recurrence plot shows long lines that are evenly spaced, indicating a small Lyapunov 

exponent and a highly rhythmic breathing pattern. Comparison of the corresponding 

neuronal activity indicates a rhythmic pattem in the neuron firing with switching between 

attractors and short lines in the recurrence plot. This suggests that the Lyapunov 

exponent for neuronal activity is larger than that for ITP. This was a case in which the 

Lyapunov algorithm was unable to produce a reliable measiue and the recurrence plot 

was used to make qualitative statements about the Lyapunov exponent. 

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the recurrence and density plots for ITP and neuronal 

activity of an inspiratory cell during NREM and REM sleep, respectively. Both the ITP 

and neuronal activity recurrence plots show a checkerboard pattem during NREM and 
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Figure 3.10. Recurrence plots (left side) and density plots (right side) for ITP 
(top) and associated neuronal activity (bottom) of the inspiratory 
neuron STE123 during NREM sleep. Numbers on recurrence plot 
horizontal axis represent the /-th vector from the embedded data. 
The vertical axis is a mirror image of the horizontal axis. Numbers 
on the density plot horizontal axis represent the i-j points in the 
recurrence plot. Each point represents a 20 millisecond interval. 
The vertical axis of the density plot is density measure with the zero 
point considered one. This cell had an r|̂  value of 0.92 and mutual 
information of 1.17 during NREM sleep. 
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Figure 3.11. Recurrence plots (left side) and density plots (right side) for FTP 
(top) and associated neuronal activity (bottom) of the inspiratory 
neuron STE107 during NREM sleep. Numbers on recurrence plot 
horizontal axis represent the /-th vector from the embedded data. 
The vertical axis is a mirror image of the horizontal axis. Numbers 
on the density plot horizontal axis represent the i-j points in the 
recurrence plot. Each point represents a 20 millisecond interval. 
The vertical axis of the density plot is density measure with the zero 
point considered one. This cell had an r|̂  value of 0.81 and mutual 
information of 1.11 diuing NREM sleep. 
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Figure 3.12. Recurrence plots (left side) and density plots (right side) for FFP 
(top) and associated neuronal activity (bottom) of the inspiratory 
neuron STE107 during REM sleep. Numbers on recurrence plot 
horizontal axis represent the /-th vector from the embedded data. 
The vertical axis is a mirror image of the horizontal axis. Numbers 
on the density plot horizontal axis represent the i-j points in the 
recurrence plot. Each point represents a 20 millisecond interval. 
The vertical axis of the density plot is density measure with the zero 
point considered one. This cell had an Tj' value of 0.51 and mutual 
information of 0.72 during REM sleep. 
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REM sleep. This indicates switching of attractors. The period of switching during 

NREM sleep was 37 seconds for ITP and 34.7 seconds for neuronal activity. During 

REM sleep the switching occurred with a period of 19.4 seconds for ITP and 19.2 

seconds for neuronal activity. For the two ITPs and two neuronal activity records 

represented in these plots, the Lyapunov exponent could only be calculated on the ITP 

record during NREM sleep. The ITP Lyapunov exponent during NREM sleep was 0.75. 

Lines in the neuronal activity recurrence plot are shorter than the lines in the ITP 

recurrence plot during NREM sleep. This indicates that the neuronal activity Lyapunov 

exponent is greater than 0.75. The recurrence plots during REM (Figure 3.12) have very 

short lines, indicating large Lyapunov exponents. The dense rectangular area on the zero 

diagonal of the ITP recurrence plot during REM sleep resulted from an apnea. Short 

periods of rhythmic breathing are indicated by short lines parallel to the zero diagonal 

line. Starting at one of these rhythmic periods on the zero diagonal and going parallel to 

the horizontal and vertical axis, it is found that the patterns repeat at the attractor 

switching frequency. 



CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The results show that the respuatory system, represented by eitiier the intratracheal 

pressure or the activity of medullary respiratory neurons, is a nonlinear dynamical system 

with sensitive dependence on initial conditions-deterministic chaos. The deterministic 

nature of the system is shown by the finite dimension calculated for each ITP record and 

associated neuronal activity during wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. Exponential 

decay in the power spectrums for ITP and neuronal activity indicates also that the system 

producing these signals is deterministic. Estimated Kolmogorov entropy and Lyapunov 

exponents for ITP and neuronal activity were consistentiy positive and greater than zero. 

This supports the claim of sensitive dependence on initial conditions or chaos. The 

results of recurrence plot analysis show that in all states of consciousness there is 

switching between attractors in the respiratory system's phase space. Switching periods 

were 32 seconds during wakefulness, 40 seconds during NREM sleep, and 34 seconds 

during REM sleep. 

Although the pattem of breathing changes across states of consciousness, the 

relationship between a respiratory neuron's firing pattern and ITP is maintained across all 

states of consciousness. This is shown by the lack of an effect of state of consciousness 

on the mutual information between neuronal firing pattern and ITP. The comparison of 

matched breaths between two states of consciousness showed that as the state changed 

from wakefulness to REM sleep or NREM to REM sleep, the firing rates of respiratory 

neurons could either increase, decrease, or not change. The response of a cell to change 

of state could not be predicted on a breath-by-breath basis using either mutual 

information or Tj ^ value as predictive descriptors. The mutual information or rj ^ value 

could be used to predict the trend, across many breaths, of a cell's response to change of 

state. Cells with increased firing rates, both maximum and mean rates, in REM sleep 

tended to have a strong relationship to respiration; that is, these cells had higher rj ^ 

values and higher mutual information than cells that decreased in activity. Cells with 

increased firing rates in NREM sleep compared to wakefulness tended to have lower 

rates of firing in wakefulness compared to cells with no change or decreased firing rates. 

Comparison of wakefulness to REM sleep showed that cells with no change in firing rate 

56 
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in REM sleep had lower fuing rates during wakefulness than cells with increased or 

decreased rates in REM sleep. 

To understand the significance of neuronal firing rate changes relative to change in 

state of consciousness, it is first necessary to develop the idea of respuation as a 

nonlinear dynamical system with chaotic behavior. Therefore, I will continue with a 

discussion of the dynamic analysis and follow this witii a discussion of the neuronal 

activity changes witii state changes. A theory of what the wakefulness stimulus is in 

relation to the chaotic respiratory system and how it influences neuronal fuing rates will 

then be proposed. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of the significance of 

these findings. 

Nonlinear Dynamics of Respiration in REM Sleep 

The dimension of ITP and the dimension of neuronal firing pattern are increased in 

REM sleep compared to wakefulness and NREM sleep. In addition, the estimated 

Kolmogorov entropy and Lyapunov exponents for ITP are also increased in REM sleep. 

These results indicate that the respiratory system has the properties of deterministic 

chaos. Is the chaotic respiratory system in wakefulness and NREM sleep structured 

differently from that of REM sleep, or is a parameter of the system changed, resulting in 

expression of a different attractor in REM sleep? 

Using mathematical models, it has been shown that a single set of equations can 

yield two different attractors, each having a different dimension, depending on parameter 

values (Shaw, 1981). Making small adjustments in the parameters causes one or the 

other attractor to become stable, or a single large attractor that is the union of the two 

smaller attractors. Since this occurs in a single set of equations, the dimension of phase 

space for the system is the same for all attractors it generates, although the dimension of 

each attractor can be different. Each attractor also has its own characteristic Lyapunov 

exponent. Therefore, changes in parameters cause changes in both the dimension and 

Lyapunov exponents of the system's attractor in phase space. 

I propose that the change in chaotic properties of respuation in REM sleep is due to 

parameter changes in the system, the parameter being state of consciousness or 

wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. As the mathematical model described above, the 

system structure or dimension of its phase space does not change, but the mteraction 

between elements in the system does change. This results in different attractors in 

wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep, each with its own dimension. The difference in 
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estimated Kolmogorov entropy and Lyapunov exponents is attributed also to tiie change 

in attractors as state of consciousness changes. 

Dimension 

The dimension of phase space for the respuatory system is large when one considers 

the physiological factors that affect respuation. These include blood oxygen and carbon 

dioxide levels, lung stretch receptors, lung irritant receptors, behaviors involving 

respiratory muscle systems, cerebral spmal fluid carbon dioxide level, brain and body 

temperature, brain perfusion, and all the neurotransmitter systems that are active in 

respiratory neurons. To determine how all of these dimensions in phase space interact to 

produce the low dimensional attractor for respiration is not shown by the nonlinear 

analysis of this study. This is a general question for all chaotic systems of nature. The 

answer and approaches for ascertaining the answer are unknown at this time. However, 

the dimension calculated for respuation using either ITP or neuronal activity pattern is 

much smaller than the number of degrees of freedom listed above. This means that 

respiration is not a function of each degree of freedom taken independentiy but is a result 

of the cooperation of these degrees of freedom. The measured dimension may suggest 

how the cooperation is accomplished, but this is not trivial or obvious. 

Sammon and Bruce (1991) have shown that respiration in the vagotomized and 

anesthetized rat is a limit cycle, whereas respiration in the anesthetized rat with the vagus 

intact is chaotic. This is the only other study in which the chaotic character of respiration 

was investigated. The process by which vagal afferents, pulmonary stretch receptors, 

cause the chaotic pattern is unknown. Bregogi, Ott, and Yorke (1983) showed that 

collision of an unstable limit cycle with a chaotic attractor is one mechanism by which a 

system can switch from non-chaotic to chaotic behavior. I suggest that the vagus nerve 

causes the creation of a chaotic attractor and instability of the limit cycle, resulting in 

chaotic behavior of the respiratory system. It is important to note that although a 

seemingly single degree of freedom was changed in the Sammon study, the dimension of 

respiration changed from one (limit cycle) without to 2.93 with the vagus nerve intact. 

This suggests cooperation between inputs from the vagus nerve and other respiratory 

variables. 

Sammon and Bruce (1991) reported also that the dimensions of respuation for two 

awake rats with vagi intact were 3.51 and 3.71. These values agree with dimension 

values obtained in the present investigation for the cat's respiratory system during 

wakefulness. The average ITP dimension was 3.61 during wakefulness, 4.13 during 
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NREM sleep, and 7.29 during REM sleep. The fact that dimension is low in wakefulness 

compared to NREM and REM sleep suggests that the cooperation between degrees of 

freedom in the respiratory system is increased in wakefulness compared to sleep. This 

results in the system's being more constrained in wakefulness than in sleep. Since the 

system is still chaotic during wakefulness, the lower dimension does not imply that tiie 

ability of the system to change behavior is limited. Due to sensitive dependence on 

initial conditions, a small perturbation can cause a large change in the state of the system 

at a later time without a large expenditure of energy. 

Lyapunov Exponent 

The Lyapunov exponent for ITP was 1.0 during REM sleep and 0.84 during 

wakefulness. Since this number indicates the rate, in bits per second, at which 

information is decaying out of a measurement of the system, the time between when a 

measurement is made and when that measurement has no more predictive value can be 

assessed. Assume the ITP is measured with 12 significant bits. A Lyapunov exponent of 

1.0 indicates that the prediction of ITP value one second later can be made to only 11 

significant bits. The measurement gives no information about what ITP value will be 12 

seconds after the measurement. During wakefulness, the information gained by a 

measurement is lost in 14.3 seconds. 

It can also be said that the rate of information flow into the macroscale from the 

microscale in REM sleep is 0.16 bits per second higher than in wakefulness. The higher 

Lyapunov exponent in REM sleep indicates tiiat information in the microscale is being 

expressed in the macroscale to a greater degree in REM sleep. This is also shown by the 

estimated Kolmogorov entropy since it is the sum of the positive Lyapunov exponents. 

Shaw (1981, p. 107) pointed out that unpredictability is due to "... continuous 

information generation intrinsic to the flow itself." This means tiiat no outside forces or 

inputs are causing the unpredictabihty. The self-organization in the system generates the 

information on the microscale that eventually becomes expressed in the macroscale. 

Turbulent fluid flow resulting from an increase in the Reynolds number has been shown 

to be chaotic (Brandstater and Swinney, 1987). In this system it has been proposed that 

the microscale information is being generated by heat production at the molecular level 

of the fluid (Shaw, 1981). In neurobiological systems, the microscale information 

generation could be occurring at the level of intrinsic cellular processes, independent of 

the afferent inputs to the neuron. The interactions of these intrinsic neuronal processes. 
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which cannot be completely known, prevent us from being able to predict the system's 

behavior over a long time. 

Recurrence Plots 

To this point, I have shown that the respuatory system has tiie characteristics of 

deterministic chaos and that differences in dimensions and Lyapunov exponents between 

states of consciousness can result from a single system with changing parameters. Earlier 

it was suggested that state of consciousness was the changing parameter. The results 

obtained in analysis of the recurrence plots require a more precise definition of state of 

consciousness beyond just wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. Recurrence plots and 

their associated density plots for ITP showed that there are long-term rhythms within 

wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. The period of these long-term rhythms is about 32 

seconds during wakefulness, 40 seconds during NREM sleep and 34 seconds during 

REM sleep. A 40 second period in NREM sleep correlates with the cycle time for cyclic 

alternating patterns (CAP) during NREM sleep as described by Terzano et al. (1988). It 

is proposed that the CAP results from modulation of the arousal system during NREM 

sleep. The REM sleep rhythm correlates with the micro-arousal cycle in REM sleep 

described by Halasz et al. (1977). Therefore the states of consciousness should be 

defined not as three discrete, fixed states (wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep), but as 

states having a fine stmcture modulated by a continuously varying level of central 

nervous system arousal that is independent of state of consciousness. This implies that 

the same level of central nervous system arousal could occur during any state of 

consciousness. In the following text, the term arousal will refer to central nervous 

system arousal. 

Using this approach, the changing parameters in the chaotic respiratory system can 

now be defined as both states of consciousness and level of arousal. Changes in the level 

of arousal could cause the switching of attractors as shown in the checkerboard pattem of 

the recurrence plots during wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep. The variations in line 

lengths in the recurrence plots suggest that the Lyapunov exponent is changing as level 

of arousal changes. In many cases during REM sleep, it was impossible to get a measure 

of the Lyapunov exponent. This could be due to rapid switching between different 

attractors during REM sleep. 

Shaw (1981) showed that a system having two distinct attractors could also have a 

large single attractor with two metastable states composed of a combination of the two 

distinct attractors. The large attractor would have its own dimension and Lyapunov 
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exponent as would each of the metastable states making up the attractor. The ability to 

calculate a dimension and Lyapunov exponent for a record having a strong checkerboard 

pattern in its recurrence plot suggests that the attractor is a large attractor with metastable 

states. The chaotic respiratory system is tiien viewed as one that switches attractors 

based on level of arousal and state of consciousness. Changing state of consciousness, 

such as going from wakefulness to REM sleep, results in switching to a different large 

attractor with metastable states. The small changes in arousal during wakefulness, 

NREM, and REM sleep results in switching between the metastable states of the large 

attractor. 

An alternative explanation is that the same large attractor for respuation is present at 

all levels of arousal and during all states of consciousness. The changes in arousal during 

wakefulness, NREM, and REM sleep adjust the rate of switching between metastable 

states of the attractor. Note that level of arousal and states of consciousness interact to 

determine the rate of switching. The rate of switching would then determine the mean 

dimension and Lyapunov exponent measured in each state of consciousness based on the 

values for each metastable state of the attractor. 

The calculated dimensions and Lyapunov exponents for ITP and neuronal activity 

are not unique for each state of consciousness but show considerable overlap as indicated 

by the standard error measures listed in the Results chapter. This would support the 

second explanation and suggests that the metastable states could be divided into the 

automatic/metabolic respiratory system without behavioral influences and all of the 

behaviors that modulate respiration. Phillipson (1986) and Orem (1986) have suggested 

that the pattern of respiration during REM sleep is partly due to behavioral systems of the 

central nervous system. Terzano (1988) extended this suggestion to NREM sleep. 

Therefore respiratory dynamics can be viewed as a mixture of the dynamics of the 

automatic/metabolic system and behavioral systems-the level of each being determined 

by a continuously varying level of arousal and state of consciousness. 

Change in Neuronal Activity with Change of State 

As stated at the first of this chapter, the neuronal firing rate can either increase, 

decrease or be unchanged with a change in state of consciousness. The knowledge of a 

cell's relationship to respiration allows global prediction of how a neuron's firing rate will 

change with state changes but not on a breath-by-breatii basis. This is a common feature 

of chaotic systems. As discussed in the previous section, the Lyapunov exponent 

indicates the rate of information flow into the macroscale from the microscale. The 
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microscale information is unknowable, resulting in unpredictability. Lorenz (1963), in 

his study of weather prediction, termed this "the butterfly effect." Shaw (1981, p. 107) 

clarified the term by observing that"... even if a complete solution of the equations of 

atmospheric motion were known at some time, the perturbation of a single butterfly 

would cause the solution to diverge in finite time." The weather can be predicted in 

general terms (it will rain today) but not in exact terms (it will rain at 20:30:16 hours 

today). This unpredictability also applies to neuronal firing rate changes with state 

changes. If the mutual information or r]^ value of the cell is high, then we can say, with 

a low probability of error, that the cell's average firing rate will be greater in REM sleep 

than in wakefulness. We cannot say that the cell's firing rate on the first, twentieth, and 

thirty-second breaths in REM sleep will be greater than the average rate during 

wakefulness. An attempt to find a predictor of neuronal fuing rate change with state 

change is unsuccessful due to the chaotic nature of respuation across states of 

consciousness. 

In the previous section it was suggested that state of consciousness should be 

considered a continuous variable measured as level of arousal. On this basis, a model of 

sleep such as the carbachol model of REM sleep would not be an adequate model, since 

the level of arousal is no longer continuous but is held at a fixed point. In the carbachol 

model of REM sleep, respiration is depressed and very regular (Lydic and Baghdoyan, 

1989; Davies et al., 1990; Kimura et al., 1990), suggesting that the attractor has been 

changed to a limit cycle. This could be tested by an analysis like the one used in tiie 

present investigation. Since I used data obtained from cats in natural states of 

consciousness, with continuously varying levels of arousal as indicated by the recurrence 

plots, the present results would likely be quite different from those obtained from the 

carbachol model. Any comparison would yield trivial conclusions. 

The Wakefulness Stimulus to Respiration 

Fink et al. (1963) coined the phrase, "wakefulness stimulus," based on the 

observation that hypocapnic subjects continued to breathe rhythmically during 

wakefulness but became apneic during sleep. This led to the idea that wakefulness 

provided a stimulus to breathing that was lost in sleep. The nature and origin of this 

stimulus are unknown. 

Analysis of the data in this study showed that respiratory cells with increased firing 

rates in NREM sleep had lower firing rates m wakefulness, and that cells with decreased 
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firing rates in NREM sleep had high fuing rates in wakefulness. These results led to tiie 

following proposal. The wakefulness stimulus is excitatory to respiratory neurons. A 

population of the inhibitory-respuatory neurons, probably the low rj ^ valued cells 

reported by Orem (1989) to be active when inspiration is inhibited behaviorally, synapse 

with high mutual information or high T] ' valued respuatory neurons and decrease the 

firing rates of these neurons during wakefulness. The decrease in arousal level upon 

entering sleep results in a decreased excitatory drive from tiie wakefulness stimulus. 

This results in a decreased rate of firing for all respuatory neurons driven by the 

wakefulness stimulus. The inhibitory-respuatory neurons decrease theu rate of fuing 

and release other respiratory neurons to fue at a higher rate. This results in some high 

mutual information or high Vf' valued respiratory neurons having increased firing rates 

(those being inhibited by cells that are driven by the wakefulness stimulus) and some 

having decreased firing rates (those being driven by the wakefulness stimulus). 

Assuming NREM sleep is a state in which the automatic/metabolic respuatory 

system dominates, the dynamic analysis results suggest that REM sleep is a state in 

which levels of arousal cause behaviors to be expressed in the respiratory system. This 

could be due to dreaming in REM sleep. If arousal and wakefulness are equivalent, this 

suggests that there is a return of the wakefulness stimulus during REM sleep, and that 

respiratory neurons should have the same firing rates in REM sleep as they have in 

wakefulness, or at least the trend should be in that direction. This is not correct. The 

trend during REM sleep is for high mutual information or high Vj" valued cells to have 

increased firing rates, above wakefulness and NREM sleep, and for low mutual 

information or low 7]' valued cells to have decreased firing rates. This suggests that 

there is an excitatory drive during REM sleep that is independent of the wakefulness 

stimulus and specific to REM sleep. It implies also that arousal level is not synonymous 

with wakefulness stunulus. The arousal referred to earlier in the discussion of micro-

arousal and CAP is a central nervous system arousal that is different from but part of 

wakefulness. 

Selective excitation of low r/' valued cells during REM sleep should aid in 

differentiating between level of arousal and the wakefulness stimulus. It has been shown 

that a respiratory behavior learned during wakefulness can be performed during REM 

sleep (Trotter and Orem, 1991) and that the low rj' valued cells that are active during the 

behavior in wakefulness are also active during the behavior in REM sleep, although they 

are otherwise silent in REM sleep (unpubhshed observation). This suggests that although 
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the wakefulness stimulus is not present, the behavioral inputs from higher brain centers 

can be expressed. It also shows that environmental sensory stimuU are recognized during 

REM sleep, suggesting a separation of arousal and state of consciousness. 

If central nervous system arousal is viewed as the cognitive and command abilities 

of the brain, then wakefulness is the state of consciousness that allows integration of 

these cognitive and command abilities with the ability to manipulate the environment. 

The integration of arousal witii motor systems is what differentiates wakefulness, NREM 

sleep, REM sleep, and the respiratory motor system from the other motor systems. 

Change in arousal level is not a sufficient condition for change in motor activity. This is 

supported by the observation that respiratory muscles have decreased tone during REM 

sleep compared to NREM sleep. Although the arousal level and respiratory neuronal 

activity tend to be higher during REM sleep compared to NREM sleep, the respiratory 

muscle activity is decreased. 

Conclusions 

In the preceding discussion it was shown that the respiratory system is a chaotic, 

deterministic system. It was proposed that the chaotic respuatory system has an attractor 

composed of two metastable states and that tiie level of arousal determines tiie degree to 

which each attractor state is represented. It is impossible to predict the respiratory 

system's behavior over a long time due to flow of information from the microscale to the 

macroscale. The larger Lyapunov exponent in REM sleep indicates that information is 

flowing into the macroscale during REM sleep at a higher rate than during wakefulness 

or NREM sleep. 

The respiratory system tends to be excited during REM sleep compared to 

wakefulness and NREM sleep. However, tiie wakefulness stimulus does not account for 

this increase in activity during REM sleep. The dynamic analysis of respiration led to tiie 

conclusion that level of arousal determines the behavior of the respuatory system as state 

of consciousness changes and that states of consciousness are not discrete but are 

continuously variable. 

Many behaviors are associated with the respuatory system. The respiratory system 

is employed in breathing, vocalizing, coughing, sneezing, emesis, and defecation. These 

behaviors can be performed at will. This suggests that the respuatory system must be 

able to quickly respond or reorganize so that these behaviors can occur. Chaos is tiie 

property of the respiratory system that allows tiiis to happen. Due to sensitive 

dependence on initial conditions, a small change in a system parameter can cause a large 
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change in the state of the system. This allows the state of the system to be changed 

without a large expenditure of energy. This results in an efficient system for adaptive 

behaviors. The ability to adapt is important to survival and may explain why chaos is so 

prevalent in nature. Shaw (1981, p. 108) stated this idea eloquentiy: 

Thus the ceaseless and tumultuous flow of events in the world reflects 
in a very duect way the chaotic motion of the heat bath. The constant 
injection of new information into the macroscales may place severe limits 
on our predictive ability, but it as well insures the constant variety and 
richness of our experience. 
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APPENDIX A 

POLYNOMIAL FFT PROGRAM 

/* Include files for compiling on IBM RS-6000 */ 
#include <math.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <sys/emio.h> 
#include <sys/file.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <fcnti.h> 

* This routine is adapted from tiie POLINT routine on page 82 of Press et al. 
* (1986). 

void POLINT(float *XB, float *YB, long N, float *X, float *Y, long NX) 
I 

float C[8], D[8], DIE, DIET, HO, HP, W, DEN, DY, XA[8], YA[81, YD[8], 
YDY[81; 

long Q, NSTART; 
short int NDIM, DIM, CHECK, DDIM, I, M, NS; 

NSTART = 0; 
for (Q = 0; Q < NX; Q++) 
{ 

while ((X[Q] > XB[NSTART1) && (N > NSTART)) NSTART+-H; 

NDIM = 0; 
DIM = 4; 

do 
{ 

DDIM = DIM / 2; 
if ((NSTART > DDIM) && ((N - NSTART - 1) > DDIM)) 
{ 

for (I = 0; I < DIM; I+-H) 
{ 

XA[I] = XB[NSTART - DDIM + I]; 
YA[I] = YB[NSTART - DDIM + I]; 

I 
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NS = 0; 
DIF = fabs(X[Ql - XA[0]); 

for (I = 0; I < DIM; 1++) 
{ 

DIPT = fabs(X[Q] - XA[I]); 
if (DIPT < DIF) 
{ 

NS = I; 
DIF = DIPT; 

} 
C[I] = YA[I1; 
D[I1 = YA[I1; 

} 

YD[NDIM] = YA[NS]; 
NS-; 

for (M = 1; M < DIM; M++) 
{ 

for (I = 0; I < (DIM - M); 1++) 
{ 

HO = XA[I] - X[Q]; 
HP = XA[I + M] - X[Q]; 
W = C[I+1]-D[I]; 
DEN = HO - HP; 
DEN = W / DEN; 
D[I] = HP * DEN; 
C[I] = HO * DEN; 

} 
if ((2 * NS) < (DIM - M)) DY = C[NS + 11; 
else 
{ 

DY = D[NS]; 
NS-; 

} 
YD[NDIM] += DY; 

} 
YDY[NDIM1 = DY; 

} 
else 
{ 

YD[NDIM1 = YB[NSTART]; 
YDY[NDIM] = 1.0e20; 

1 
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NDIM+-I-; 
DIM+-h; 

I 
while (DIM < 8); 

DIF = 2.0e20; 
for (I = 0; I < NDIM; 1++) if (YDY[I] < DIF) DIF = YDY[I]; 
1 = 0; 
while (DIF != YDY[I]) I+-1-; 
Y[Q] = YD[I1; 

} 
) 

void main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
I 

char InChar; 
short int Quit, SpikeAdjust; 
char Message[91]; 
char Instr[51]; 
FILE * in, *outl, *out2, *out3; 
int inhandle, DataType, multx, multy, QPrint, divx, divy, I, J; 
char FileNameRV[311, FileNameRT[311, FiIeNameST[31], 

FiIeNameQPro[31], FileName[311, file_name[31]; 
unsigned short ShortValue, PulseCount, RespStart, SpikeStart, Bin; 
long RespCount, SpikeCount, *NegYl, RespCountSave, Divide, 

RespRecord, QQ, QCount, IntervalFix, CHECK, Rotate, 
RotateLimit; 

unsigned long *SpikeTime, *RespTime, *TimeCheck, Time, RespTimeSave, 
RespTimeZero, SpikeTimeZero, FileCount, Q, DataFileCount, 
LongValue, PulseCountOkC, PulseCountOkT; 

float PuIseValue, MinValue, *XSpike, *YSpike, *XResp, *XTime, 
*Y2F, *Y, *Y1, *Y2, FLOAT, 
YPl, YPN, MaxYl, TimeO, Timel, Time2, RespO, Respl, Resp2; 

RespTime = maUoc(128008); 
SpikeTime = malloc( 128008); 
XTime = malloc( 128008); 
XResp = malloc(96008); 
XSpike = malloc(200008); 
YSpike = malloc(200008); 
Y = malloc(96008); 
Yl=malloc(96008); 
Y2 = malloc(96008); 
NegYl = malloc(96008); 
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TimeCheck = malloc( 128008); 

if (argc != 1 && argc != 3) 
I 

printfC'Usage : %s [filename] [rotate limit]\n", argv[0]); 
exit(l); 

} 

if (argc == 1) 
{ 

Quit = 0; 
printfC'Enter File Name for Data: "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
I 

scanf("%[A-Z0-9]", Instr); 
fflush(stdin); 
if (strlen(Instr) > 8) 
{ 

printf("\nEnter File Name for Data: "); 
I 

} 
while (strlen(Instr) > 8); 

printfC'Enter Maximum Number of Rotates: "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("^r[0-9]". Message); 
fflush(stdin); 
RotateLimit = atoi(Message); 
if (RotateLimit < 0) 
{ 

printf("\nEnter Maximum Number of Rotates: "); 
} 

} 
while (RotateLimit < 0); 

I 
else 
{ 

strcpy(Instr, argv[l]); 
RotateLimit = atoi(argv[2]); 

1 



strcpy(FileNameRV, "/u/Ddir/"); 
strcat(FileNameRV, Instr); 
strcpy(FileName, FileNameRV); 
strcpy(FileNameRT, FileNameRV); 
strcpy(FileNameST, FileNameRV); 
strcat(FiIeNameRV, ".TRV"); 
strcat(FileNameRT, ".TRT"); 
strcat(FileNameST, ".TST"); 

if (argc == 1) printf("\nFile Name : %s\n", FileNameRV); 

DataType = 0; 

in = fopen(FileNameRV, "rb"); 

if (in == NULL) 
{ 

DataType = 10; 
strcpy(FileNameRV, "/u/Ddu/"); 
strcat(FiIeNameRV, Instr); 
strcpy(FileNameRT, FileNameRV); 
strcpy(FiIeNameST, FileNameRV); 
su-cat(FiIeNameRV, ".PRS"); 
strcat(FileNameRT, ".CNT"); 
strcat(FileNameST, ".DAT"); 
if (argc == 1) printfC'File Name : %s\n", FileNameRV); 

in = fopen(FileNameRV, "rb"); 

if (in == NULL) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printf("Could not open fileVi"); 
exit(l); 

} 

} 

fseek(in, 0, 2); 
FileCount = ftell(in); 
fseek(in, 0, 0); 
RespCount = FileCount / 2; 
RespCountSave = RespCount; 



Divide = 0; 

if (RespCountSave > 4000) 
{ 

RespCount = 4000; 
Divide = 10; 

} 
fclose(in); 

RespRecord = 0; 

do 
{ 

strcpy(FileNameRT, FileName); 
strcpy(FileNameST, FileName); 
strcpy(FileNameRV, FileName); 
strcat(FileNameRV, ".TRV"); 
strcat(FileNameRT, ".TRT"); 
strcat(FileNameST, ".TST"); 

DataType = 0; 

in = fopen(FileNameRV, "rb"); 

if (in == NULL) 
I 

DataType = 10; 
strcpy(FileNameRV, FileName); 
strcpy(FileNameRT, FileName); 
strcpy(FileNameST, FileName); 
strcat(FileNameRV, ".PRS"); 
strcat(FileNameRT, ".CNT"); 
strcat(FileNameST, ".DAT"); 

in = fopen(FileNameRV, "rb"); 

if (in == NULL) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Could not open file\n"); 
exit(l); 

1 
I 
fclose(in); 



if ((RespRecord + RespCount) >= RespCountSave) 

RespCount = RespCountSave - RespRecord; 
Divide = 0; 

I 

TimeCheck[0] = 0; 
QPrint = 100; 

in = fopen(FileNameRT, "rb"); 

for (Q = 0; Q < RespCountSave; Q+-I-) 
{ 

I = fread(Instr, 4, l,in); 
LongValue = 0; 
LongValue += Instr[3]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += Instr[2]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue -i-= Instr[l]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += lnstr[0]; 

i f ( I != l ) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad Read - Short ValueNn"); 
exit(l); 

I 

RespTime[Q] = LongValue; 

if (Q > 0) 
I 

if (RespTime[Q - 1] < RespTime[Q]) 
{ 

TimeCheck[Q] = 0x00010000; 
} 
else TimeCheck[Q] = 0; 

I 
I 
fclose(in); 
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if (DataType !=0) 
I 

Time = OxFFFFOOOO; 
for (Q = 0; Q < RespCountSave; Q-I-+) 
I 

Time-=TimeCheck[Q]; 
RespTime[Q] += Time; 

} 
} 

RespTimeZero = RespTime[0]; 
XTime[0] = 0; 

for (Q = 1; Q < RespCountSave; Q-1--1-) 
I 

LongValue = RespTime[0] - RespTime[Q]; 
TimeO = LongValue; 
TimeO *= 1.955556; 
TimeO/= 1000.0; 
XTime [Q] = TimeO; 

1 

for (Q = 0; Q < RespCount; Q-f-t-) XResp[Q] = XTime [RespRecord -1- Q]; 

in = fopen(FileNameST, "rb"); 

fseek(in, 0, 2); 
FileCount = ftell(in); 
fseek(in, 0, 0); 
SpikeCount = FileCount / 4; 

SpikeTime [0] = RespTimeZero; 

for (Q = 0; Q < SpikeCount; Q++) 
{ 

I = fread(Instr, 4, 1, in); 
LongValue = 0; 
LongValue += Instr[3]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += Instr[2]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += Instr[l]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += lnstr[0]; 
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i f ( I != l ) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad Read - Spike Time\n "); 
exit(l); 

I 

if (DataType != 0) SpikeTime[Q + 1] = SpikeTime[QJ - LongValue; 
else SpikeTime[Q] = LongValue; 

} 

if (DataType != 0) SpikeCount-i-i-; 

fclose(in); 

if (argc == 1) printf("RespTimeZero = %1X SpikeTime[0] = %DC\n", 
RespTimeZero, SpikeTime[0]); 

SpikeAdjust = 0; 

if (RespTimeZero != SpikeTime[0]) 
{ 

if (RespTimeZero > SpikeTime[0]) 
{ 

for (Q = SpikeCount; Q > 0; Q-) SpikeTime[Q] = SpikeTime[Q - I]; 
SpikeCount+-i-; 
SpikeTime [0] = RespTimeZero; 
SpikeAdjust = -1; 

I 
else 
{ 

QQ = 0; 
while (SpikeTime[QQ] >= RespTimeZero) QQ++; 

for (Q = QQ; Q < SpikeCount; Q++) SpikeTime[Q - QQ + 11 = SpikeTime[Q]; 
SpikeCount-= (QQ - 1); 
SpikeTime [0] = RespTimeZero; 
SpikeAdjust = (QQ - 1); 

I 
} 

XTime[0] = 0; 
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for (Q = 1; Q < SpikeCount; Q-i--̂ ) 
I 

LongValue = SpikeTime[01 - SpikeTime[Q]; 
TimeO = LongValue; 
TimeO *= 1.955556; 
TimeO/= 1000.0; 
XTime[Q] = TimeO; 

} 

for (Q = 1; Q < SpikeCount; Q++) 
{ 

if (XTime[Q] == XTime[Q - 1]) 
{ 

QCount = Q; 
while ((XTime[Q - 1] == XTime [QCount]) && (QCount < SpikeCount)) 

QCount-h-i-; 

if (QCount < SpikeCount) 
{ 

for (QQ = QCount; QQ < SpikeCount; QQ++) XTime[Q+-i-] = XTime[QQ]; 
SpikeCount = Q; 
Q = l ; 

} 
} 

} 

QQ = 0; 
while ((QQ < SpikeCount) && (XTime[QQ] <= XResp[0])) QQ++; 

if (QQ == SpikeCount) 
{ 

QQ--; 
XTime [SpikeCount] = XResp[RespCount - 1] + 1; 
SpikeCount-H-i-; 

I 
else QQ-; 

QCount = QQ; 
Q = 0; 
while ((Q < 16000) && (XTime[QQ] <= XResp[RespCount -!])&& 

(QQ < SpikeCount)) XSpike[Q++] = XTime[QQ-i"i-]; 

SpikeCount = Q; 
FLOAT = XSpike[0]; 
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for (Q = 0; Q < SpikeCount; Q-H-) YSpike[Q] = SpikeAdjust + QCount+ -̂; 

for (Q = 0; Q < RespCount; Q-H-) XResp[Q] -= FLOAT; 

for (Q = 0; Q < SpikeCount; Q++) XSpike[Q] -= FLOAT; 

if (XResp[RespCount - 1] > XSpike[SpikeCount - 1]) 
{ 

XSpike[SpikeCount] = XResp[RespCount - 1] -i- 1.0; 
YSpike [SpikeCount] = YSpike[SpikeCount - 1]; 
SpikeCount-i-i-; 

} 

Quit = 0; 
FLOAT = XSpike[SpikeCount - 1] - XSpike[0]; 

for (Q = 1; Q < SpikeCount; Q-H-I-) 

I 
if (XSpike[Q] <= XSpike[Q - 1]) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printfC'Bad X spike values: %f, %f, %Iu\n", XSpike[Q - 1], XSpike[Q], Q); 
printfC'Press any key to continueNn"); 
getcharO; 

} 
Quit= 10; 

} 
else 
{ 

if ((XSpike[Q] - XSpike[Q - 1]) < FLOAT) 
FLOAT = XSpike[Q] - XSpike[Q - 1]; 

} 
} 

MaxYl = 1.0/FLOAT; 
for (Q = 0; Q < 16000; Q++) Y[Q]= 0; 

for (Q = 1; Q < RespCount; Q-I-+) 
{ 

if (XResp[Q] <= XResp[Q - 1]) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printf("Bad X resp values: %f, %f, %lu\n", XResp[Q - 1], XResp[Ca, Q); 
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printfC'Press any key to continueNn"); 
getcharO; 

1 
Quit =10; 

I 
} 

if(Quit!=0)exit(l); 

Q = 0; 
Rotate = 0; 
CHECK = 0; 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Max Yl = %fsn", MaxYl); 

do 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Starting rotation number %Ii\n", Rotate); 

POLINT(XSpike, YSpike, SpikeCount, XResp, Y, RespCount); 

Y[0] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[0]; 
Y[0] = QQ; 
Y[0]/= 100.0; 
Y[l]*= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[1]; 
Y[1]=QQ; 
Y[l]/= 100.0; 
Y1[0] = (Y[l] - Y[0]) / (XResp[l] - XResp[0]); 
Y2[0]= 0; 

Q = RespCount - 1; 
Y[Q] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q]; 
Y[Q] = QQ; 
Y[Q] /= 100.0; 
Y[Q- 1]*= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q-1]; 
Y[Q-1]=QQ; 
Y[Q- l ] /= 100.0; 
Y1[Q] = (Y[Q] - Y[Q - 1]) / (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 
Y2[Q] = 0; 
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for (Q = 1; Q < RespCount - 1; Q++) 
{ 

Y[Q] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q]; 
Y[Q] = QQ; 
Y[Q] /= 100.0; 
Y1[Q] = (Y[Q] - Y[Q - 1]) / (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 
Y2[Q] = (Y1[Q] - Y1[Q - 1]) / (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 

QCount = 0; 

for (Q = 0; Q < RespCount; Q++) 
{ 

if(Yl[Q]<0.0) 
I 

QQ = 0; 
while (XSpike[QQ] <= XResp[Q]) QQ+-H; 
NegYl [QCount-h-h] =QQ; 

1 
I 

IntervalFix = 0; 

if (argc == 1) 
( 

printf("%li negative point Q = %lu\n", QCount, Q); 
printfC'Fust at %lu Last at %lu\n", NegYl[0], NegYl[QCount - 1]); 

} 

if (QCount > 0) 
{ 

QQ = 0; 
for (Q = 1; Q < QCount; Q++) 
{ 

if(NegYl[Q]!=NegYl[QQ]) 
{ 

QQ++; 
NegYl[QQ]=NegYl[Q]; 

1 
I 
QQ++; 
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if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printf("%li Intervals to be divided.Nn", QQ); 
printfC'First at %lu Last at %lu\n", NegYl[0], NegYI[QQ - 1]); 

QCount = QQ; 

for (Q = 0; Q < QCount; Q++) 
{ 

FLOAT = XSpike[NegYl[Q]] - XSpike[NegYl[Q] - 1]; 
FLOAT/= 100.0; 
if (FLOAT > 0.22) FLOAT = 2.0; 
if (FLOAT > 0.015) 
I 

IntervalFix-i-+; 
for (QQ = SpikeCount - 1; QQ >= NegYl[Q]; QQ-) 
{ 

XSpike [QQ -HO] = XSpike[QQ]; 
YSpike[QQ + 10] = YSpike[QQ]; 

} 

for (QQ = Q -H 1; QQ < QCount; QQ++) NegYl [QQ] += 10; 

for (QQ = 0; QQ < 5; QQ-H-H) 

{ 
XSpike[NegYl[Q] + QQ] = XSpike[NegYl[Q] - 1 + QQ] + FLOAT; 
YSpike[NegYl[Q] + QQ] = YSpike[NegYl[Q] - 1]; 
XSpike[NegYl[Q] + 9 - QQ] = XSpike[NegY 1 [Q] -H 10 - QQ] - FLOAT; 
YSpike[NegYl[Q] + 9 - QQ] = YSpike[NegYl[Q] - I]; 

} 

SpikeCount += 10; 

if (SpikeCount > 50000) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printf("Spike count too large.Nn"); 
exit(l); 

} 
} 

1 

Time 1 = IntervalFix; 
Time2 = QCount; 
FLOAT = Time 1/Time2; 
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1 
else CHECK =1; 

if (argc == 1) printf("%li Intervals divided.Nn", IntervalFix); 

if (IntervalFix == 0) CHECK = 1; 

Rotate-t-i-; 
if (Rotate > RotateLimit) CHECK = 1; 

} 
while (CHECK == 0); 

for (Q = 1; Q < RespCount - 2; Q++) 
{ 

if(Yl[Q]<0.0) 
{ 

FLOAT = Y[Q - 1]; 
QQ = Q; 
while ((QQ < Q -h 10) && (QQ < RespCount - 2)) 
I 

if (Y1 [QQ] < 0.0) QCount = QQ; 
QQ++-

} 

QQ = QCount + 1; 

if ((FLOAT > Y[QQ]) && (Q > D) 
{ 

Q-; 
FLOAT = Y[Q- 1]; 

} 

while ((FLOAT > Y[QQ]) && (QQ < (RespCount - 1))) QQ++; 

if (QQ < (RespCount - 1)) 
{ 

TimeO = Y[QQ] - FLOAT; 
Timel =QQ; 
Time2 = Q; 
Timel -= Time2; 
QCount = Timel; 
Timel++; 
TimeO/= Timel; 
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for (QQ = 0; QQ < QCount; QQ-h+) 
I 

Y[Q + QQ]= Y[Q - 1 + QQ] + TimeO; 
Y1 [Q -f QQ]= (Y[Q + QQ] - Y[Q -h QQ - 1]) / 

(XResp[Q + QQ] - XResp[Q + QQ - 1]); 

Y1[Q + QCount]= (Y[Q + QCount] - Y[Q + QCount - 1]) / 
(XResp[Q + QCount]- XResp[Q + QCount - 1]); 

Q-; 
} 

} 
} 

Y[0] *= lOO.O; 
QQ = Y[0]; 
Y[0] = QQ; 
Y[0] /= 100.0; 
Y[l] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[1]; 
Y[1]=QQ; 
Y[I] 7=100.0; 
Y1[0] = (Y[l] - Y[0]) / (XResp[l] - XResp[0]); 
Y2[0] = 0; 

Q = RespCount - 1; 
Y[Q] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q]; 
Y[Q] = QQ; 
Y[Q] /= 100.0; 
Y[Q - 1] *= lOO.O; 
QQ = Y[Q-1]; 
Y[Q-1]=QQ; 
Y[Q- 1] 7=100.0; 
Y1[Q] = (Y[Q] - Y[Q - 1]) 7 (XResp[QJ - XResp[Q - 1]); 
Y2[Q]= 0; 

Time0 = -I.0e20; 
Timel = 1.0e20; 
Time2 = TimeO; 
FLOAT = Timel; 
CHECK = 0; 
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for (Q = 1; Q < RespCount - 1; Q+-I-) 
{ 

Y[Q] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q]; 
Y[Q]=QQ; 
Y[Q] 7= 100.0; 
Y1[Q] = (Y[Q] - Y[Q - I]) 7 (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 
Y2[Q] = (Y1[Q] - Y1[Q - 1]) 7 (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 

if (Q < RespCount - 11) 
{ 

if (TimeO < Y1[Q]) TimeO = Y1[Q]; 
if (Timel >Y1[Q]) Timel =Y1[Q]; 
if (Time2 < Y2[Q]) Time2 = Y2[Q]; 
if (FLOAT > Y2[Q]) FLOAT = Y2[Q]; 

} 
} 

if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printfC'Max Yl = %f Min Yl = %f\n", TimeO, Timel); 
printfC'Max Y2 = %f Min Y2 = %f\n", Time2, FLOAT); 

1 

MaxYl *= 1.20; 
if (MaxY 1 > 0.7) MaxY 1 = 0.70; 

for (Q = 1; Q < RespCount - 1; Q++) 
{ 

if(Yl[Q]> MaxYl) 
I 

FLOAT = Y[Q] - Y[Q - 1]; 
for (QQ = Q; QQ < RespCount; QQ++) 
{ 

Y[QQ] -= FLOAT; 
Y1[QQ] = (Y[QQ] - Y[QQ - 1]) 7 (XResp[QQ] - XResp[QQ - 1]); 

} 

if (Q < (RespCount - 1)) Q-; 
} 

} 

Y[0] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[0]; 
Y[0] = QQ; 



Y[0]7=100.0; 
Y[l]*= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[1]; 
Y[1]=QQ; 
Y[l]7=100.0; 
Y1[0] = (Y[l] - Y[0]) 7 (XResp[l] - XResp[0]); 
Y2[0] = 0; 

Q = RespCount- 1; 
Y[Q] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q]; 
Y[Q] = QQ; 
Y[Q] 7= 100.0; 
Y[Q- 1]*= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q-1]; 
Y[Q-1]=QQ; 
Y[Q - 1] 7= 100.0; 
Y1[Q] = (Y[Q] - Y[Q - 1]) 7 (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 
Y2[Q] = 0; 

TimeO = -1.0e20; 
Timel = I.0e20; 
Time2 = TimeO; 
FLOAT = Timel; 

for (Q = 1; Q < RespCount; Q+-I-) 
{ 

Y[Q] *= 100.0; 
QQ = Y[Q]; 
Y[Q]=QQ; 
Y[Q] 7= 100.0; 
Y1[Q] = (Y[QJ - Y[Q - 1]) 7 (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 
Y2[Q] = (Y1[Q] - YI[Q - 1]) 7 (XResp[Q] - XResp[Q - 1]); 

if (Q < RespCount - 11) 
I 

if (TimeO < Y1[Q]) TimeO = Y1[Q]; 
if (Timel > Y1[Q]) Timel = Y1[Q1; 
if (Time2 < Y2[Q]) Time2 = Y2[Q]; 
if (FLOAT > Y2[Q]) FLOAT = Y2[Q]; 

} 

} 



if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printfC'Max Yl = %f Min Yl = %f\n", TimeO, Timel); 
printfC'Max Y2 = %f Min Y2 = %f\n", Time2, FLOAT); 

I 

strcpy(FileNameRV, FileName); 
strcpy(FileNameRT, FileName); 
strcpy(FileNameST, FileName); 
strcat(FileNameRV, ".FYO"); 
strcat(FileNameRT, ".FYl"); 
strcat(FileNameST, ".FY2"); 

outl = fopen(FileNameRV, "ab"); 
out2 = fopen(FiIeNameRT, "ab"); 
out3 = fopen(FileNameST, "ab"); 

if (Divide !=0) 
I 

if (RespRecord == 0) fwrite(Y, 4, 3950, outl); 
else fwrite(&Y[50], 4, 3900, outl); 

} 
else 
{ 

if (RespRecord == 0) fwrite(Y, 4, RespCount, outl); 
else fwrite(&Y[50], 4, RespCount - 49, outl); 

} 

for (Q = 0; Q < RespCount; Q++) Y[Q]= Y1[Q]; 

for (Q = 2; Q < (RespCount - 2); Q++) 
{ 

Y[Q]+=(Yl[Q-2]7 3.0); 
Y[Q]+= (2.0 *Y1[Q-117 3.0); 
Y[QJ+=(2.0*Y1[Q-H]7 3.0); 
Y [ Q ] + = ( Y 1 [ Q - H 2 ] 7 3.0); 

Y[Q] 7= 3.0; 
I 

if (Divide != 0) 
{ 

if (RespRecord == 0) fwrite(Y, 4, 3950, out2); 
else fwrite(&Y[50], 4, 3900, out2); 

} 



else 
{ 

if (RespRecord == 0) fwrite(Y, 4, RespCount, out2); 
else fwrite(&Y[50], 4, RespCount - 49, out2); 

I 

for (Q = 0; Q < RespCount; Q++) Y[Q] = Y2[Q]; 

for (Q = 2; Q < (RespCount - 2); Q++) 
{ 

Y[Q] += (Y2[Q - 2] 7 3.0); 
Y[Q]+= (2.0 * Y2[Q - 1]7 3.0); 
Y[Q]-h=(2.0*Y2[Q+l]/3.0); 
Y[Q1 += (Y2[Q + 2] 7 3.0); 
Y[Q] 7= 3.0; 

1 

if (Divide !=0) 
I 

if (RespRecord == 0) fwrite(Y, 4, 3950, out3); 
else fwrite(&Y[50], 4, 3900, out3); 

I 
else 

if (RespRecord == 0) fwrite(Y, 4, RespCount, out3); 
else fwrite(&Y[50], 4, RespCount - 49, out3); 

} 

fflush(outl); 
fflush(out2); 
fflush(out3); 
fclose(outl); 
fclose(out2); 
fclose(out3); 
RespRecord += 3900; 

} 
while (Divide > 0); 

in = fopen(FileNameRV, "rb"); 
fseek(in, 0, 2); 
FileCount = ftell(in); 
fseek(in, 0, 0); 
SpikeCount = FileCount 7 4; 
RespCount = fread(RespTime, 4, SpikeCount, in); 



if (RespCount != SpikeCount) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad read - Y File\n"); 
exit(l); 

} 
fclose(in); 

in = fopen(FileNameRV, "wb"); 

for (Q = 0; Q < SpikeCount; Q++) 
{ 

LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOOOOOFF; 
lnstr[0] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOOOFFOO; 
LongValue » = 8; 
Instr[l] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOFFOOOO; 
LongValue » = 16; 
Instr[2] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxFFOOOOOO; 
LongValue » = 24; 
Instr[3] = LongValue; 
I = fwrite(Instr, 4, 1, in); 

if(I!= 1) 
( 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad Write - Y ValueNn"); 
exit(l); 

} 
I 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 

in = fopen(FileNameRT, "rb"); 
fseek(in, 0, 2); 
FileCount = ftell(in); 
fseek(in, 0, 0); 
SpikeCount = FileCount 7 4; 
RespCount = fread(RespTime, 4, SpikeCount, in); 



if (RespCount != SpikeCount) 
I 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad read - Yl File\n"); 
exit(l); 

} 
fclose(in); 

in = fopen(FileNameRT, "wb"); 

for (Q = 0; Q < SpikeCount; Q++) 
I 

LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOOOOOFF; 
lnstr[0] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOOOFFOO; 
LongValue » = 8; 
Instr[l] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOFFOOOO; 
LongValue » = 16; 
Instr[2] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxFFOOOOOO; 
LongValue » = 24; 
Instr[3] = LongValue; 
I = fwrite(Instr, 4, l,in); 

i f ( I != l ) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad Write - Yl ValueNn"); 
exit(l); 

) 

} 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 

in = fopen(FileNameST, "rb"); 
fseek(in, 0, 2); 
FileCount = ftell(in); 
fseek(in, 0, 0); 
SpikeCount = FileCount 7 4; 
RespCount = fread(RespTime, 4, SpikeCount, in); 



if (RespCount != SpikeCount) 
I 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad read - Y2 FileNn"); 
exit(l); 

} 
fclose(in); 

in = fopen(FileNameST, "wb"); 

for (Q = 0; Q < SpikeCount; Q-I-+) 
{ 

LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOOOOOFF; 
lnstr[0] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOOOFFOO; 
LongValue » = 8; 
Instr[l] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxOOFFOOOO; 
LongValue » = 16; 
Instr[2] = LongValue; 
LongValue = RespTime[Q]; 
LongValue &= OxFFOOOOOO; 
LongValue » = 24; 
Instr[3] = LongValue; 
I = fwrite(lnstr, 4, 1, in); 

i f ( I != l ) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad Write - Y2 ValueNn"); 
exit(l); 

} 
I 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 

I 



APPENDIX B 

DIMENSION AND ENTROPY PROGRAM 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <fcnti.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <sys7errno.h> 
#include <sys7file.h> 

#define max(a,b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a): (b)) 
#define min(a,b) (((a) < (b)) ? (a): (b)) 

double 
int 
char 
double 
double 
double 
double 

V[99], YRan; 
ExtArgc; 
RanState[300]; 
*C[601]; 
*SS; 
*DIST[601]; 
Slope, Intercept, Corr; 

int CORRDIM(unsigned int M, int MaxDim, int TAU, float *X) 
{ 

int N, I, J, K, D, L, SHIFT, CountLoop, Loop; 
int ID, Q, JRef, JD, IRan, ATAU, W; 
double NValue, XD2, XD, Count, MinC; 
double MinX, MaxX; 
double RanNum, DCount; 

for(N = 0;N<60I;N++) 
{ 

for (I = 0; I <= MaxDim; 1++) C[N][I] = 0; 
I 

for (I = 0; I < M; I-n-h) SS[I] = X[I]; 

NValue = M; 
NValue = 2.0 7 NValue; 
XD = MaxDim; 
XD = 2.0 7 XD; 

94 
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XD2 = pow(NValue, XD); 
XD = TAU; 
XD2 *= XD; 
XD2+=1.0; 
W = XD2; 
if (W > 4) W = 4; 
7* Above line added to prevent negative number of reference points. *7 

ATAU = 2 * TAU; 
N = M - (MaxDim * TAU); 
Q = N 7 600; 

if (Q > ATAU) 
{ 

ATAU = Q; 
Q = 600; 

} 

else Q = N 7 ATAU; 

if (Q > 600) Q = 600; 

for (I = W; I < Q - W; 1++) 
I 

for (K = 0; K < MaxDim; K-i-i-) 
I 

for (J = 0; J < Q; J++) DIST[J][K] = 0; 
} 

ID = 0; 

for(J = I + W-Hl;J<Q;J-t-+) 
{ 

XD = SS[I * ATAU] - SS[J * ATAU]; 
XD2 = (XD * XD); 

for (JD = 1; JD < MaxDim; JD+-I-) 

XD = SS[(I * ATAU) + (JD * TAU)] - SS[(J * ATAU) + (JD * TAU)]; 
XD2 += (XD * XD); 
XD = sqrt(XD2); 
DIST[ID][JD- 1]=XD; 

1 
ID-H-; 

I 
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for (J = 0; J < I - W; J++) 
{ 

XD = SS[I * ATAU] - SS[J * ATAU]; 
XD2 = (XD * XD); 

for (JD = 1; JD < MaxDim; JD-H-i-) 
I 

XD = SS[(I * ATAU) + (JD * TAU)] - SS[(J * ATAU) + (JD * TAU)]; 
XD2 += (XD * XD); 
XD = sqrt(XD2); 
DIST[ID][JD-1]=XD; 

} 
ID-H-H; 

} 

for (J = 0; J < Q - 2 * W - 2; J+-\-) 
{ 

for (K = J -Hi; K < Q - 2 * W - 1; K++) 
{ 

for (JD = 0; JD < MaxDim - 1; JD-H-H) 

{ 
if (DIST[J][JD] > DIST[K][JD]) 
{ 

XD = DIST[J][JD]; 
DIST[J][JD] = DIST[K][JD]; 
DIST[K][JD]=XD; 

I 
1 

I 
I 

for(J = 0 ;J<Q-2*W- l ;J - t" i - ) 
I 

for (JD = 0; JD < MaxDim - 1; JD-i-i-) 
{ 

XD = log(DIST[J][JD]); 
C[J][JD] += XD; 

} 
} 

1 

I = Q - 2 * W; 
XD = I; 
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for(J = 0 ; J < Q - 2 * W - 1;J+-H) 

I 
for (JD = 0; JD < MaxDim - I; JD-f-h) C[J][JD] 7= XD; 

MinC = 0; 

for (Count = 1; Count <= 100000; Count++) 
{ 

NValue = 1.0 7 Count; 
MinC -1-= NValue; 

1 

for(J = 0 ; J < Q - 2 * W - 1; J++) 
{ 

XD = J; 
XD-t-t-; 
XD2 = 0; 

for (Count = 1; Count <= 100000; Count-f-h) 
{ 

NValue = 1.0 7 (Count + XD); 
XD2 += NValue; 

I 

C[J][MaxDim - 1] = -0.5772156155765 - (1.0 7 XD) + MinC - XD2; 
} 
return (Q - 2 * W - 1); 

I 

void FlT(int MinScale, int MaxScale, int DIM, int MDim) 
I 

double Covar, MeanC, MeanID, VarC, VarlD, IDCount, NValue, StdC, StdID; 
int I; 

Covar = 0; 
MeanC = 0; 
MeanID = 0; 
VarC = 0; 
VarlD = 0; 
IDCount = 0; 



for (I = MinScale; I <= MaxScale; I+-1-) 
I 

MeanID -t-= C[I][DIM]; 
MeanC += C[I][MDim]; 
IDCount-J-H; 

} 

MeanID 7= IDCount; 
MeanC 7= IDCount; 

for (I = MinScale; I <= MaxScale; I+-1-) 
I 

NValue = C[I][DIM] - MeanID; 
StdC = C[I][MDim] - MeanC; 
VarlD -1-= (NValue * NValue); 
VarC += (StdC * StdC); 
Covar += (StdC * NValue); 

I 

VarlD 7= IDCount; 
VarC 7= IDCount; 
Covar 7= IDCount; 
StdID = sqrt(VarlD); 
StdC = sqrt(VarC); 
Slope = Covar 7 VarlD; 
Intercept = MeanC - (Slope * MeanID); 
Corr = Covar 7 (StdID * StdC); 

} 

double RAN0(int IDUM) 
I 

int J, I; 

double DUM, MaxRan; 

MaxRan = 2147483647.00; 

if (IDUM < 0) 
{ 

initstate(78546, RanState, 256); 
IDUM=1; 

for (J = 1; J < 98; J+-»-) DUM = (double) random(); 
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for(I = l;I<98;I-h-h) 
I 

V[I] = (double) randomO; 
V[I] 7= MaxRan; 

I 

YRan = (double) random(); 
YRan 7= MaxRan; 

} 

DUM = 97.0 * YRan; 
DUM-H-H; 

J = DUM; 
if (J > 97) J = 97; 
i f ( J < l ) J = 1; 
YRan = V[J]; 
V[J] = (double) randomO; 
V[J] 7= MaxRan; 
DUM = YRan; 
return (DUM); 

} 

void main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 

int IRan; 
double RanNum, DCount; 
unsigned int N, Quit, Q, IStart, lEnd; 
int i, j , k, I, M, J, TAU, NDim, MinDim, MaxDim, DataType; 
char InChar, Instr[5I], FileName[4][51]; 
unsigned short ShortValue; 
unsigned int LongValue; 
float *DATA, *DATAR, FLOAT, X1, X2, X3, X4, Y; 
FILE *in, *con, *fsave; 
char *FiIeBlock; 
double CSlope[20][33], CIntercept[20][33], CCorr[20][33], DTau; 
int MinScale, MaxScale; 

FileBlock = malloc(6000); 
SS = malloc(192000); 
DATA = malloc(96000); 
DATAR = malloc(96000); 
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for(N = 0;N<601;N++) 
I 

C[N1 = malloc(sizeof (double) * 32 -f- 32); 
DIST[N] = malloc(sizeof (double) * 32 -H 32); 

} 

con = fopen("7u/rodney7dimhlog.dat", "rb"); 

if (con == NULL) 
{ 

printfC'No control file in user duectoryNn"); 
exit(l); 

} 

RanNum = RANO(-10); 
Quit= 1; 

while (!feof(con)) 
I 

i = 0; 
j = i; 
while (j) 
I 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f (k== l ) 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (lnstr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] !=OxOD)) 

{ 
i+-i-; 

} 
else 
I 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

printf("End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 

} 
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Instr[i] = 0x00; 
strcpy(FileName[2], "7u7Ddir7"); 
strcat(FileName[2], Instr); 
strcpy(FileName[0], FileName[2]); 
strcpy(FileName[l], FileName[2]); 

J = strIen(FileName[0]); 
J-=2; 
FileName[0][J] = 0x00; 
strcat(FiIeName[0], "CO"); 

J = strlen(FileName[l]); 
J-=2; 
FileName[l][J]=OxOO; 
strcat(FileName[l], "DI"); 

i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
I 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f (k== l ) 
( 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 
i-»-+; 

I 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
I 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
TAU = atoi(Instr); 
DTau = (float) TAU; 
DTau *= 0.0200; 
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i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
I 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f ( k = = l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 
i++; 

I 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
I 

} 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

I 
} 
Instr[i] = 0x00; 

MinDim = atoi(Instr); 
i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
I 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1, 1, con); 
i f (k==l ) 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i]!=OxOD)) 

{ 

I 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

I 
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else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
I 
Instr [i] = 0x00; 

MaxDim = 32; 
i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f (k==l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 

I 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of cond-ol fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

I 
} 
Instr[i] = 0x00; 

DataType = atoi(Instr); 
Quit= 1; 
N = 0; 

in = fopen(FileName[2], "rb"); 

if (DataType == 3) fsave = fopen("7u7Ddir/TEMP.DAT", "wb"); 



if (in == NULL) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) printfC'Bad File Name - cannot openNn"); 
exit(O); 

I 

while ((!feof(in)) && Quit) 
{ 

switch (DataType) 
{ 

case 1 : 
fread(Instr, 2, 1, in); 
ShortValue = 0; 
ShortValue -i-= Instr[l]; 
ShortValue « = 8; 
ShortValue += lnstr[0]; 
DATA[N] = (float) ShortValue; 
break; 

case 2 : 
fread(Instr, 4, I, in); 
LongValue = 0; 
LongValue -»-= Instr[3]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += Instr[2]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue -i-= Instr[l]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += lnstr[0]; 
DATA[N] = (float) LongValue; 
break; 

case 3 : 
fread(Instr, 4, 1, in); 
Instr[4] = Instr[3]; 
Instr[3] = lnstr[0]; 
lnstr[0] = Instr[4]; 
Instr[4] = Instr[2]; 
Instr[2] = Instr[l]; 
Instr[l]=Instr[4]; 
Instr[4] = 0; 
fwrite(Instr, 4,1, fsave); 
break; 

case 4 : 
i = 0; 
j = i; 
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while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, in); 
i f (k==l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 
i++; 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

Quit = 0; 
j = 0; 

} 
} 
if (Quit) 
I 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
DATA[N] = atof(Instr); 

} 
I 
if ((!feof(in)) && Quit) N+-H; 

} 
fclose(in); 

if (DataType == 3) 
{ 

fflush(fsave); 
fclose(fsave); 
fsave = fopen("7u7Ddu/TEMP.DAT", "rb"); 
fread(DATA, 4, N, fsave); 
fclose(fsave); 
for (I = 0; I < N; l-\-+) DATA[I] *= 1000.00; 

} 

for (I = 0; I < N; I-i-»-) DATAR[I] = DATA[I]; 

DCount = N; 
DCount++; 
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for (I = 0; I < 500; 1++) 
{ 

for (Q = 0; Q < N; Q++) 
[ 

RanNum = RAN0(1); 
RanNum *= DCount; 
IRan = RanNum; 
IRan-; 
if (IRan < 0) IRan = 0; 
if(IRan>(N- I))IRan = N- 1; 
i = IRan; 
RanNum = RAN 0(1); 
RanNum *= DCount; 
IRan = RanNum; 
IRan-; 
if (IRan < 0) IRan = 0; 
if(IRan>(N- l))IRan = N- 1; 
FLOAT = DATAR[i]; 
DATAR[i] = DATAR[IRan]; 
DATAR[IRan] = FLOAT; 

I 
} 

i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
I 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1, 1, con); 
i f (k== l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(lnstr[i] !=OxOD)) 

I 
i++; 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

I 
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else 
{ 

printf("End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
} 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
IStart = atoi(Instr); 
i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
I 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f ( k = l ) 
I 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] !=OxOD)) 

{ 
i+-»-; 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
I 

} 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
} 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
lEnd = atoi(Instr); 
N = lEnd - IStart; 
if (N > 24000) N = 24000; 

i = 0; 
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while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f ( k = = l ) 
I 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 
i++; 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

I 
else 
I 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

I 
} 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f (k==l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] !=OxOD)) 

{ 
i+-i-; 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

} 



else 
I 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

I 
I 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 

NDim = CORRDIM(N, MaxDim, TAU, &DATA[IStart]); 

in = fopen(FileName[0], "wb"); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

for (M = 0; M < NDim; M++) 
I 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
gcvt(C[M][MaxDim - 1], 8, Instt); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock,","); 

for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; 1++) 
{ 

gcvt(C[M][I], 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

I 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-H-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, I, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

I 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 

in = fopen(FileName[l], "wb"); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
gcvt(DTau, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 



strcat(FileBlock,","); 

for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; 1++) 
I 

Corr = I; 
Corr -1-= 2; 
gcvt(Corr, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

1 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-i"f-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-H-i-] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
lEnd = C[NDim - I][MaxDim - 1]; 

for (M = 1; M <= lEnd; M++) 
{ 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; 1++) 
I 

MinScale = 0; 
MaxScale = 0; 
Corr = M; 
while (Corr > C[MaxScale][MaxDim - 1]) MaxScale++; 

FIT(MinScale, MaxScale, I, MaxDim - 1); 

CSlope[M][I] = Slope; 
CIntercept[M][I] = Intercept; 
CCorr[M][I]=Corr; 

} 

Slope = M; 
gcvt(Slope, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock,","); 
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for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; I+-1-) 
{ 

gcvt(CSlope[M][I], 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

} 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-f-H] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

I 
fflush(in); 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-H-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-h-h] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite (FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

for (M = 1; M <= lEnd; M++) 
{ 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
Slope = M; 
gcvt(Slope, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock,",,"); 

for (I = I; I < MaxDim - 1; I++) 
{ 

gcvt(CSlope[M][I], 8, Instr); 
if(Insa-[0]!=0x4E) 
{ 

gcvt(CSlope[M][I - 1], 8, Instr); 
if(Instr[0]!=0x4E) 
{ 

Slope = (CSlope[M][I] - CSlope[M][I - 1]) 7 CSlope[M][I - 1]; 
gcvt(Slope, 8, Instr); 

} 
1 



strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

} 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-i-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-i-f-] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, l,in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

1 
fflush(in); 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-H4-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J+-i-] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

for (M = 1; M <= lEnd; M++) 
{ 

FiIeBlock[0] = 0x00; 
Slope = M; 
gcvt(Slope, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock,","); 

for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - I; I++) 
{ 

gcvt(CCorr[M][I], 8, Instr); 
strcat(FiIeBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

} 

J = strlen(FileBIock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-i~»-] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

} 



fflush(in); 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBIock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-t"h] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite (FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

for (M = 1; M <= lEnd; M4-»-) 
{ 

FiIeBlock[0] = 0x00; 
Slope = M; 
gcvt(Slope, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock,","); 

for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; 1++) 
{ 

gcvt(CIntercept[M][I], 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FiIeBlock,","); 

I 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-h] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-»-+] = OxOA; 
FileBIock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

} 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 

NDim = CORRDIM(N, MaxDim, TAU, &DATAR[IStart]); 

in = fopen(FileName[l], "ab"); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-t-»-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 



fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock,","); 

for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; I-H-I-) 

( 

Corr = I; 
Corr -1-= 2; 
gcvt(Corr, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

I 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-i"i-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
lEnd = C[NDim - l][MaxDim - 1]; 

for (M = 1; M <= lEnd; M-H-I-) 

I 
FiIeBlock[0] = 0x00; 

for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - I; I++) 
{ 

MinScale = 0; 
MaxScale = 0; 
Corr = M; 
while (Corr > C[MaxScale][MaxDim - 1]) MaxScale++; 

FIT(MinScale, MaxScale, I, MaxDim - 1); 

CSIope[M][I] = Slope; 
CIntercept[M][I] = Intercept; 

} 

Slope = M; 
gcvt(Slope, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
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strcat(FileBlock,","); 

for (1 = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; I-1--1-) 
I 

gcvt(CSlope[M][I], 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

} 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-»"H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-i"h] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

I 
fflush(in); 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-̂ -H] = OxOA; 
FiIeBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite (FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

for (M = 1; M <= lEnd; M++) 
{ 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
Slope = M; 
gcvt(Slope, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock,","); 

for (I = 0; I < MaxDim - 1; I++) 
{ 

gcvt(CIntercept[M][I], 8, Instr); 
strcat(FiIeBlock, Instr); 
if (I < MaxDim - 2) strcat(FileBlock,","); 

} 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-H-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-n-] = OxOA; 



FileBlock[J] = 0x00; ^^^ 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
fflush(in); 
FiIeBlock[0] = 0x00; 

} 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 

} 
} 
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LYAPUNOV EXPONENT PROGRAM 

^ * * * * * * * * * * % % : f e > | e * * * 9 | c * j | c 9 | c * * * 9 f c i ( c * * * * * « 4 e 4 c * * * * * 4 c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

7* basgen.6.c: Same variable typing, array subscripting and control flow *7 
7* as original fortran code (line for line translation). *7 
7* Uses different calculation for boxlen resulting in *7 
7* a different 'database.' file but identical fetout *7 
7* *7 
7* BASGEN.C - Works with FET.C to determine Lyapunov exponents. *7 
/ * * / 

7* Basgen takes an input data file and rearranges the data *7 
/* according to tiie algoritiim in MAIN LOOP. *7 
/ * * / 

7* USAGE: basgen [infile] [npts tau dim gres] *7 
/ * * / 

7* 1) Command line 'infile' is ascii floating-point data. *7 
7* Output files are 'database.' and 't.l' (binary float data). *7 
7* 2) Default 'infile' is 'tl' (binary floating-point data). *7 
7* Output file is 'database'. *7 
7* 3) Will prompt for npts, tau, dim, and gres if not supplied *7 
/ * * / 

/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <fcnti.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <sys7errno.h> 
#include <sys7file.h> 

#define max(a,b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a): (b)) 
#define min(a,b) (((a) < (b)) ? (a): (b)) 

#define MAXDAT 32000 
#define MAXBOX 32000 
#define MAXDIM 16 

117 
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void mainO 
I 

static int 

static int 

nxtbox[MAXBOX + 2][MAXDIM + 2], 
where[MAXBOX + 2][MAXDIM + 2]; 
datptr[MAXBOX + 2], nxtdat[MAXDAT + 2], 
target[MAXDIM + 2]; 

7* the first element of the array (array[Ol) is unused */ 
7* array[l] is used as the fust element as in fortran code *7 

int 
static float 
int 
float 
char 
int 
unsigned int 
unsigned short 
float 
FILE 

tau, datcnt, boxcnt, runner, chaser, used; 
data[MAXDAT + 2]; 
ndim, ires, i, j , k, n, J; 
datmin, datmax, boxlen, FLOAT; 
FileName[4][31], database[51], bindata[5l], Instr[51], *FileBlock; 
DataType, Quit, N, IStart, End, LoopTest, INT, Cycle; 
LongValue; 
ShortValue; 
datdiff; 
*fpl, *fp2, *fp3, *in, *fsave, *con; 

FileBlock = malloc(200); 

printfC'Enter File Name for Data: 
fflush(stdin); 

" ) ; 

do 
I 

scanf("%[A-Z0-9.]", Instr); 
if (strlen(Instr) > 12) 
{ 

printf("NnEnter File Name for Data: 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
} 
while (strlen(Instr) > 12); 

strcpy(FileName[0], "7u7Ddir7"); 
strcat(FileName[0], Instr); 
strcpy(FileName[l], FileName[0]); 
strcpy(FileName[2], FileName[0]); 
strcpy(FileName[3], Instr); 
J = strlen(FileName[l]); 
J-=2; 

" ) ; 



FileName[I][J] = OxOO; 
strcat(FileName[l], "DB"); 
strcpy(database, FileName[l]); 

J = strlen(FileName[2]); 
J =2; 
FileName[2][J] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileName[2], "Tl"); 
strcpy(bindata, FileName[2]); 

printf("\n"); 
printf("Enter Number of Delays for Data : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("%i", &tau); 
if (tau < 1) 
{ 

printf("NnEnter Number of Delays for Data : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
} 
while (tau < 1); 

printfCV); 
printf(" Enter Embedding Dimension : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("%i", &ndim); 
if ((ndim < 2) II (ndim > 16)) 
I 

printf("Nn Enter Embedding Dimension : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
} 
while ((ndim < 2) II (ndim > 16)); 

printfCNn"); 
printfC Enter Grid Resolution (MaxBox = %i): ", MAXBOX); 
fflush(stdin); 

119 
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do 
{ 

scanf("7ri", &ires); 
if ((ires < 2) II (ires > MAXBOX)) 
{ 

printf("Nn Enter Grid Resolution (MaxBox = %i) : ", MAXBOX); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
} 
while ((ues < 2) II (ues > MAXBOX)); 

printf("Nn"); 
printf(" Enter Type of Data : 1 - 16 bit integerNn"); 
printf(" 2-32bitintegerV); 
printfC 3 - 32 bit floatNn"); 
printfC 4 - alphanumericNn"); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
I 

scanf("%i", &DataType); 
if ((DataType < 1) II (DataType > 4)) 
{ 

printf("Nn Enter a 1,2,3 or 4 code : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

I 
1 
while ((DataType < 1) II (DataType > 4)); 

Quit= 1; 

N = 0; 

in = fopen(FileName[0], "rb"); 

if (DataType == 3) fsave = fopen("7u7DdiryTEMP.DAT", "wb"); 

if (in == NULL) 
{ 

printfC'Bad File Name - cannot openNn"); 
exit(O); 

1 
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while ((!feof(in)) && Quit) 
{ 

switch (DataType) 
I 

case 1 : 
fread(Instr, 2, l,in); 
ShortValue = 0; 
ShortValue += Instr[l]; 
ShortValue « = 8; 
ShortValue -i-= lnstr[0]; 
data[N -i- 1] = (float) ShortValue; 
break; 

case 2 : 
fread(Instr, 4, 1, in); 
LongValue = 0; 
LongValue += Instr[3]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue -i-= Instr[2]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue -i-= Instr[l]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue -i-= lnstr[0]; 
data[N -i- 1] = (float) LongValue; 
break; 

case 3 : 
fread(Instr, 4, 1, in); 
Instr[4] = Instr[3]; 
Instr[3] = lnstr[0]: 
lnstr[0] = Instr[4]: 
Instr[4] = Instr[2]; 
Instr[2] = Instr[l]; 
lnstr[l] = Instr[4]; 
Instr[4] = 0; 
fwrite(Instr, 4, 1, fsave); 
break; 

case 4 : 
i = 0; 
j = i; 
while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, in); 
i f (k==l ) 
( 
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if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != OxOD)) 
I 

i++; 
} 
else 
I 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

1 
else 
I 

Quit = 0; 
j = 0 ; 

} 
} 

if (Quit) 
{ 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
data[N + 1] = atof(Instr); 

} 
} 

if ((!feof(in)) && Quit) N-̂ -H; 

1 

fclose(in); 

if (DataType == 3) 
{ 

fflush(fsave); 
fclose(fsave); 
fsave = fopen("7u7Ddu-/TEMRDAT", "rb"); 
fread(&data[l], 4, N, fsave); 
fclose(fsave); 
for (i = 1; i <= N; i+-K) data[i]*= 1000.0; 

} 

printfC'Number of data points = %iNn", N); 
printfC'Enter Starting Point: "); 
fflush(stdin); 
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do 
I 

scanf("%u", &IStart); 
if (IStart > (N - 800)) 
{ 

printf("Nn"); 
printfC'Number must be less than or equal to %iNn", N - 800); 
printfC'Enter Starting Point: "); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
1 
while (IStart > (N - 800)); 

printfC'Enter Ending Point : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("%u", &IEnd); 
if ((lEnd < (IStart + 400)) II (lEnd > N)) 
{ 

printf("Nn"); 
printfC'Number must be greater tiian %u and less than or equal to %iNn", 

IStart + 400, N); 
printf("Enter Ending Point : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

I 
} 
while ((lEnd < (IStart + 400)) II (lEnd > N)); 

datcnt = lEnd - IStart; 
if (datcnt > 24000) datcnt = 24000; 

printfCNn"); 
printfC' Enter Cycle Time in Sample Steps : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("%i", &Cycle); 
if (Cycle < 11) 

printf("Nn Enter Cycle Time in Sample Steps : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

) 
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I 

while (Cycle < 11); 

if (IStart !=0) 

for (i = 0; i < datcnt; i-i-+) data[i + 1] = data[i + 1 -i- IStart]; 

if ((fp2 = fopen(bindata, "wb")) == NULL) 

fprintf(stderr, "Can't open file '%s'Nn", bindata); 
exit(4); 

if (fwrite(&data[l], sizeof (float), datcnt, fp2) != datcnt) 

fprintf(stderr, "Error writing to file '%s'Nn", bindata); 
exit(5); 

fflush(fp2); 
fclose(fp2); 

datmin = data[l]; 7* Find Min and Max Values *7 
datmax = data[l]; 

for (i = 1; i <= datcnt; i+-i-) 
I 

datmin = (float) min( datmin,data[i]); 
datmax = (float) max( datmax,data[i]); 

I 

7* ENLARGE GRID SO NO POINTS ON OUTER BOUNDARY *7 
7* Shane's code *7 
datdiff = datmax - datmin; 
datmin-=.01 * datdiff; 
datmax+=.01 * datdiff; 
datdiff = datmax - datmin; 
boxlen = datdiff 7 (float) ires; 

/* Wolfs original code *7 
7* datmin -= (0.01 * (datmax-datmin)); 

datmax += (0.01 * (datmax-datmin)); 
boxlen = (datmax-datmin) 7 (float)ires; 

*7 



P5 
7* INITIALIZE THE GRID *7 
boxcnt = 1; 

for (i = 1; i <= MAXBOX; ++i) 
I 

datptr[i] = 0; 
for(j = 1; j <=ndim; ++j) 
{ 

nxtbox[i][j] = 0; 
where[i][j] = 0; 

I 
} 

for (i = 1; i <= MAXDAT; ++i) 
I 

nxtdat[i] = 0; 
} 

7* MAIN LOOP *7 
for (i = 1; i <= (datcnt - ((ndim - 1) * tau)); i++) 
{ 

7* DETERMINE TARGET COORDINATES *7 
for (j = 1; j <= ndim; j++) 
{ 

I N T = j - l ; 
INT *= tau; 
INT += i; 
FLOAT = data[INT] - datmin; 
FLOAT 7= boxlen; 
target[j] = (int) FLOAT; 

I 

7* GO TO TARGET BOX, DIMENSION BY DIMENSION *7 
7* IF BOX DOESN'T EXIST, CREATE IT *7 
runner = 1; 
chaser = 0; 

for (j = 1; j <= ndim; j++) 
I 

LoopTest = 0; 
if ((where[runner][j] - target|j]) < 0) LoopTest = 60; 
else if ((where[mnner][j] - target[j]) > 0) LoopTest = 70; 
else LoopTest = 90; 
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switch (LoopTest) 
I 

case 60 : 
chaser = runner; 
runner = nxtbox[runner][j]; 
if (runner != 0) 
{ 

break; 
} 

case 70 : 
boxcnt++; 
if (boxcnt == MAXBOX) 
{ 

printfC'Grid overflow at i = %d\n", i); 
exit(O); 

} 
for (k = 1; k <= ndim; k++) whe re [boxcnt] [k] = where[chaser][k]; 
where[boxcnt][j] = target[j]; 
nxtbox[chaser][j] = boxcnt; 
nxtbox[boxcnt][j] = runner; 
runner = boxcnt; 

} 
I 

7* RUNNER is target box - add data point to this box */ 
nxtdat[i] =datptr[runner]; 
datptr[runner] = i; 

} 

7* End of MAIN LOOP *7 
used = 0; 

for (i = 1; i <= boxcnt; i++) 
{ 

if (datptr[i] != 0) used++; 
I 

printf("# boxes allocated : %d\n", MAXBOX); 
printf("# boxes created : %dNn", boxcnt); 
printf("# boxes non-empty : %dNn", used); 
printf("NnEnter'l'ifOK:"); 
scanf("%d", &i); 
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i f ( i ! = l ) 
{ 

exit(8); 
I 

7* WRITE OUT DATA BASE *7 
7* EMPTY BOXES WRITTEN OUT - WASTES SOME STORAGE SPACE *7 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
con = fopen("7u7rodney71yaplog.dat", "ab"); 
strcat(FileBlock, FileName[3]); 
strcat(FiIeBlock,","); 

FLOAT = Cycle; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-h] = OxOD; 
FileBIock[J-H-H] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, con); 
fflush(con); 
fclose(con); 

if ((fp3 = fopen(database, "wb")) == NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open file '%s'Nn", database); 
exit(9); 

} 

if (fwrite(&ndim, sizeof (int), 1, fp3) != 1 II fwrite(&ues, sizeof (int), 1, fp3) != 1 
II fwrite(&tau, sizeof (int), 1, fp3) != 1 II fwrite(&boxcnt, sizeof (int), 1, fp3) != 1 
II fwrite(&datcnt, sizeof (int), 1, fp3) != 1 II fwrite(&datmax, sizeof (float), 1, fp3) 
!= 1 II fwrite(&datmin, sizeof (float), 1, fp3) != 1 II fwrite(&boxlen, sizeof (float), 
l , fp3)!=l) 

I 
fprintf(stderr, "Error writing to file '%s'Nn", database); 
exit(lO); 

} 
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for (i = 1; i <= boxcnt; i++) 
{ 

if (fwrite(&datpa-[i], sizeof (int), 1, fp3) != 1 II fwrite(&nxtbox[i][l], 
sizeof (int), ndim, fp3) != ndim II fwrite(&where[i][l], sizeof (int), 
ndim, fp3) != ndim) 

{ 
fprintf(stderr, "Error writing to file '%s'Nn", database); 
exit(lO); 

I 
I 

if (fwrite(&nxtdat[l], sizeof (int), datcnt, fp3) != datcnt) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Error writing to file '%s'Nn", database); 
exit(lO); 

} 
fflush(fp3); 
fclose(fp3); 

1 

/ ^^ ^ t ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^« ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *Ĵ  'A- ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ «^ kt̂  ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ / 

7* fet.6.c: Same variable typing, array subscripting and control flow */ 
7* as Wolfs original fortran code (line for tine translation). *7 
/ * * / 

7* FET.C — Works with BASGEN.C to determine Lyapunov exponents. *7 
/ * * / 

7* Fet takes an input data file from basgen and calculates */ 
I* principle Lyapunov exponents from the data *7 
7* *7 
7* USAGE: fet [dt evolv scalmn scalmx thmax] *7 
7* */ 
7* 1) defaults are: input - 'database.', 't.l'. *7 
7* output - 'fetout', 'graphic.dat'. *7 
7* */ 
7* ROUTINES: search(). *7 
7* */ 
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 e * * * * * * * * * * * * * / 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <matii.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <fcnti.h> 
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#include <time.h> 
#include <sys7errno.h> 
#include <sys7file.h> 

#define max(a,b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a): (b)) 
#define min(a,b) (((a) < (b)) ? (a): (b)) 

#define MAXDAT 32000 

char fetout[] = "7u7Ddu7fet.out"; 

static float *data; 
static int **nxtbox, **where; 
static int *datptr, *nxtdat, *delay; 
static int MAXDIM, MAXBOX; 

7* the first element of the array (array[0]) is unused *7 
7* array[l] is used as the first element as in fortran code *7 

static int tau, boxcnt, datcnt, datuse, evolve, datend; 
static int oldpnt, newpnt, bstpnt, bstpntsav, runner, usesav; 
static int ndim, ues; 
static float datmax, datmin, boxlen; 
static float dismin, dismax, bstdis, bstdissav, thmax, thbest, thbestsav; 

void search(int iflag) 
I 

float oldcrd[18], newcrd[18], bstcrd[18]; 
int igcrds[18], target[18], stage[18]; 
int i, k, icnt, irange, icounter, ipower, ioff, iskip, prange; 
float oldist, abc, abcl, abc2, tdist, dot, ctheta, tiieta; 
int LABEL, INT, INTl, INT2, INTLoop; 
float FLOAT, FLOAT 1, FLOAT2, FLOATLoop; 

7* If bstpnt < or > 0 on return a replacement has been found *7 
7* bstpnt points to it *7 
7* thbest is the change in orientation *7 
7* bstdis is the change in separation from the fiducial point *7 
7* bstcrd has its coordinates (not passed back to main *7 

7* SET UP GRID COORDINATES *7 
for(i= l;i<=ndim;i++) 

oldcrd[i] = data[oldpnt + delay[i]]; 
newcrd[i] = data[newpnt + delay[i]]; 
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FLOAT = oldcrd[i] - datmin; 
FLOAT 7= boxlen; 
igcrds[i] = (int) FLOAT; 

} 

7* FIND DISTANCE FROM OLDPNT TO NEWPNT (NOT NECESSARILY 

'disnew') *7 

oldist = 0.0; 

for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i++) 
{ 

abc = oldcrd[i] - newcrd[i]; 
oldist + = (abc * abc); 

} 
oldist = sqrt(oldist); 

7* SKIP BOXES CLOSER THAN DISMIN, INITIALIZE BEST VARIABLES *7 

FLOAT = dismin 7 boxlen; 
irange = (int) FLOAT; 
if (irange == 0) irange = 1; 
thbest = thmax; 
bstdis = dismax; 
bstpnt = 0; 
thbestsav = thbest; 
bstdissav = -1.0; 
bstpntsav = 0; 
usesav = 0; 

do 7*labelL30: */ 
I 

INT = 2 * irange; 
INT+= 1; 
prange = INT; 
FLOATLoop = (float) INT; 
FLOAT 1 = (float) ndim; 
FLOAT2 = pow(FLOATLoop, FLO ATI); 
INTLoop = (int) FLOAT2; 
INTLoop-= 1; 



for (icnt = 0; icnt <= INTLoop; icnt++) 
{ 

icounter = icnt; 
LABEL = 40; 

for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i++) 
{ 

FLOAT = (float) i; 
FLOAT2 = FLOATl - FLOAT; 
FLOAT = pow(FLOATLoop, FL0AT2); 
ipower = (int) FLOAT; 
ioff = icounter 7 ipower; 
stage[i] = ioff; 
icounter -= (ioff * ipower); 
target[i] = igcrds[i] - irange + ioff; 
if (target[i] < 0) 
{ 

LABEL = 140; 
ioff = irange - igcrds[i]; 
if ((ioff > 0) && (i < ndim)) 
{ 

icounter = ioff * ipower; 
for (k= 1; k<i ; k++) 
I 

FLOAT = (float) k; 
FLOAT2 = FLOATl - FLOAT; 
FLOAT = pow(FLOATLoop, FLOAT2); 
ipower = (int) FLOAT; 
icounter += (stage[k]* ipower); 

} 
icnt = icounter - 1; 

I 
i = ndim + 1; 

} 

if (target[i] > (ires - 1)) 
{ 

LABEL = 140; 
i = ndim + 1; 

} 
} 
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do 
I 

switch (LABEL) 
{ 7* CHECK ALL BOXES ON OUTER PERIMETER OF SEARCH AREA *7 

7* EXCEPT FIRST TIME *7 
case 40 : 

if (irange = 1) 
{ 

LABEL = 60; 
break; 

} 

iskip = 1; 

for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i++) 
{ 

if (abs(target[i] - igcrds[i]) == irange) iskip = 0; 
} 

if (iskip == 1) 
{ 

LABEL = 140; 
break; 

} 

case 60 : 7* SEARCH FOR TARGET BOX *7 
runner = 1; 
LABEL = 60; 

for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i-i-+) 
{ 

do 
{ 

if (where[runner][i] = target[i]) LABEL = 80; 
else 
{ 

runner = nxtbox[runner][i]; 
if (runner !=0) LABEL = 70; 
else 
{ 

LABEL = 140; 
if (i < ndim) 
{ 

for (k = i + 1; k <= ndim; k++) stage[k] = 0; 
stage[i] ++; 
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while ((stage[i] >= prange) && (i > 0)) 
{ 

stage[i] = 0; 
i-; 
stage[i] -I-+; 

} 
if (i == 0) icnt = INTLoop; 
INT = 0; 

for (k = 1; k <= ndim; k++) 
{ 

if (stage[k] > 0) 
I 

FLOAT = (float) k; 
FLOAT2 = FLOATl - FLOAT; 
FLOAT = pow(FLOATLoop, FLOAT2); 
ipower = (int) FLOAT; 
INT += (stage[k]* ipower); 

} 
} 
if (INT > icnt) icnt = INT - 1; 

I 
break; 

I 
} 

} 
while (LABEL == 70); 

if (LABEL ==140) break; 
} 

if (LABEL == 140) break; 

if (runner = 0) 
{ 

LABEL = 140; 
break; 

I 
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runner = datptr[runner]; 
if (runner == 0) 
{ 

LABEL = 140; 
break; 

} 

7* FOR POINTS IN THIS BOX CHECK DISTANCE, 
ANGLE, NON-ADJACENCY */ 

case 90 : 
if (abs(mnner - oldpnt) < evolve) 
{ 

LABEL = 130; 
break; 

} 

if (abs(runner - datuse) < (2 * evolve)) 
{ 

LABEL = 130; 
break; 

} 

for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i++) bstcrd[i] = data[runner + delay[i]]; 

tdist = 0.0; 
dot = 0.0; 

for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i++) 
{ 

abcl = oldcrd[i] - bstcrd[i]; 
abc2 = oldcrd[i] - newcrd[i]; 
tdist-H= (abcl * abcl); 
dot+= (abcl * abc2); 

} 

tdist = sqrt(tdist); 

if (tdist < dismin) 
{ 

LABEL = 130; 
break; 

} 
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if (bstdissav > 0) 
I 

if (tdist < bstdissav) 
{ 

bstdissav = tdist; 
bstpntsav = runner; 

I 
} 
else 
I 

bstdissav = tdist; 
bstpntsav = runner; 

} 

if (tdist >= bstdis) 
I 

LABEL = 130; 
break; 

} 

if ((tdist > -l.Oe-40) && (tdist < l.Oe-40)) 
{ 

LABEL = 130; 
tdist = 0; 
break; 

} 

if (iflag == 0) 
{ 

LABEL = 120; 
break; 

I 

FLOAT = tdist * oldist; 
FLOAT2 = dot 7 FLOAT; 
FLOAT = fabs(FLOAT2); 
ctiieta = (float) min( FLOAT, 1.0 ); 
FLOAT = acos(ctheta); 
tiieta = 57.3 * FLOAT; 
if (bstdissav > 0) thbestsav = theta; 
if (theta >= thbest) 
{ 

LABEL = 130; 
break; 

} 
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tiibest = theta; 

case 120 : 
bstdis = tdist; 
bstpnt = runner; 

case 130: 7* GO TO NEXT POINT IN BOX *7 
runner = nxtdat[runner]; 
if (runner != 0) LABEL = 90; 
else LABEL = 140; 

} 
} 
while (LABEL != 140); 

I 7* LABEL 140 *7 

7* RETURN IF POINT FOUND, ELSE CHECK NEXT LAYER *7 
7* note dependence of # of boxes searched on dismax *7 
7* dismax < 1.5 * boxlen -> 3 ** ndim boxes (1 layer) *7 
7* dismax < 2.5 * boxlen -> 5 **ndim boxes (2 layers) etc... *7 

irange-i"i-; 
INT = 2 * irange; 
INT-H= 1; 
FLOATLoop = (float) INT; 
FLOATl = (float) ndim; 
FLOAT2 = pow(FLOATLoop, FLOATl); 
INTLoop = (int) FLOAT2; 
INTLoop -= 1; 
FLOAT = dismax 7 boxlen; 
FLOAT += 0.50; 
INT = (int) FLOAT; 
if ((irange <= INT) && (bstpnt == 0) && (INTLoop < 43046721)) 
{ 

if ((iflag == 0) && (bstpntsav != 0)) 
{ 

if (bstdissav <= (2 * dismax)) 
{ 

bstpnt = bstpntsav; 
bstdis = bstdissav; 
thbest = tiibestsav; 
usesav = 1; 

} 
} 

} 
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else 
{ 

if ((iflag == 0) && (bstpnt = 0) && (INTLoop >= 43046721)) 
{ 

bstpnt = bstpntsav; 
bstdis = bstdissav; 
thbest = thbestsav; 
usesav = 1; 

} 
} 

} 
while ((u-ange <= INT) && (bstpnt == 0) && (INTLoop < 43046721)); 

I 

main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 

int i, k, I, J, K; 
int its, iang, indo, indn; 
char Instr[51], FileName[4][51], database[51], bindata[51], *FileBlock; 
time_t Timel, Time2; 
float savmax, difdis; 
float dt, sum, disold, disnew, pi, p2, zlyap; 
FILE *fpl, *fp2, *fp4, *con; 
int LABEL, INT, Cycle, Step, EvolveStart; 
float FLOAT, FLOATl; 

FileBlock = malloc(6000); 
data = maIloc(sizeof (float) * (MAXDAT + 2)); 
nxtdat = malloc(sizeof (int) * (MAXDAT + 2)); 

con = fopen("7u7rodney71yaplog.dat", "rb"); 

if (con == NULL) 
{ 

printf("No control file in user directoryNn"); 
exit(l); 

) 

while (!feof(con)) 
{ 

1 = 0; 
J = l ; 
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while (J) 
{ 

K = frcad(&Instr[I], l , l ,con); 
i f ( K = = l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[I] != 0x20) && (Instr[I] != OxOA) && (Instr[I] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[I] != OxOD)) 

{ 
I-f+; 

} 
else 
{ 

if (I > 0) J = 0; 
I 

1 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

I 
} 

Instr[I] = 0x00; 
strcpy(FileName[0], "7u7Ddir7"); 
strcat(FileName[0], Instr); 
strcpy(FileName[l], FileName[0]) 
strcpy(FileName[2], FileName[0]) 
strcpy(FileName[3], FileName[0]) 

J = strIen(FileName[l]); 
J-=2; 
FileName[l][J]=OxOO; 
strcat(FileName[l], "DB"); 
strcpy (database, FileName[l]); 

J = strlen(FileName[2]); 
J-=2; 
FileName[2][J]=0x00; 
strcat(FiIeName[2],"Tl"); 
strcpy(bindata, FileName[2]); 

J = strlen(FileName[3]); 
J-=2; 
FileName[3][J] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileName[3], "LY"); 
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fp4 = fopen(FileName[3], "wb"); 

1 = 0; 
J = l ; 

while (J) 
{ 

K = fread(&Instr[I], l , l ,con); 
i f (K==l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[I] != 0x20) && (Instr[I] != OxOA) && (Instr[I] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[I] !=OxOD)) 

{ 
I++; 

I 
else 
{ 

if (I > 0) J = 0; 
I 

} 
else 
I 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
} 

Instr[I] = 0x00; 

Cycle = atoi(lnstr); 
Step = Cycle 7 20; 
EvolveStart = Cycle 7 2; 

for (evolve = EvolveStart; evolve < Cycle; evolve += Step) 
{ 

7* READ IN DATABASE *7 
if ((fpl = fopen(database, "rb")) == NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Can't open file •%s'\n", database); 
exit(2); 

) 
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if ((fread(&ndim, sizeof (int), 1, fpl) != 1) II (fread(&ues, sizeof (int), 1, fpl) != 1) 

II (fread(&tau, sizeof (int), 1, fpl) != 1) II (fread(&boxcnt, sizeof (int), 1, 
fpl) != 1) II (fread(&datcnt, sizeof (int), 1, fjpl) != 1) II (fread(&damiax, 
sizeof (float), 1, fpl) != 1) II (fread(&datmin, sizeof (float), 1, fpl) != 1) II 
(fread(&boxlen, sizeof (float), 1, fpl) != 1)) 

( 

fprintf(stderr, "Error reading from file '%s\\'\ database); 
exit(3); 

} 

if (evolve == EvolveStart) 
{ 

MAXDIM = ndim + 2; 
MAXBOX = boxcnt + 2; 
nxtbox = malloc(sizeof (int *) * (MAXBOX + 1)); 
where = malloc(sizeof (int *) * (MAXBOX -i- 1)); 
datptr = malloc(sizeof (int) * (MAXBOX + 1)); 
delay = malloc(sizeof (int) * (MAXDIM -i-1)); 

for (J = 0; J <= MAXBOX; J++) 
{ 

nxtbox[J] = malloc(sizeof (int) * (MAXDIM + 1)); 
where[J] = maIIoc(sizeof (int) * (MAXDIM + 1)); 

} 

} 

if (evolve == EvolveStart) 
{ 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "ndim,"); 
FLOAT = (float) ndim; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 

fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fp4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "ires,"); 
FLOAT = (float) ires; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
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strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBIock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fip4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBIock, "tau,"); 
FLOAT = (float) tau; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-h] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fp4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "boxcnt,"); 
FLOAT = (float) boxcnt; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite (FileBlock, J, 1, fip4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "datcnt,"); 
FLOAT = (float) datcnt; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBIock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fp4); 
fflush(fp4); 
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FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "datmax,"); 
gcvt(datmax, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FiIeBlock[J+-h] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FiIeBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fp4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "datmin,"); 
gcvt(datmin, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-h] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, l,fp4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "boxlen,"); 
gcvt(boxlen, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J+-H] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fip4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
} 

for (i = 1; i <= boxcnt; i++) 
I 

if (fread(&datptr[i], sizeof (int), 1, fjpl) != 1 II fread(&nxtbox[i][l], sizeof(int), 
ndim, fpl) != ndim II fread(&where[i][l], sizeof (int), ndim, fpl) != ndim) 

{ 
fprintf(stderr, "Error reading from ftie '%s\n", database); 
exit(3); 

) 

I 



14; 
if (fread(&nxtdat[l], sizeof (int), datcnt, fpl) != datcnt) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Error reading from file '%s'Nn", database); 
exit(3); 

} 
fclose(fp 1); 

7* READ IN ORIGINAL TIME SERIES DATA *7 

if ((fp2 = fopen(bindata, "rb")) == NULL) 
( 

fprintf(stderr, "Can't open file '%s'Nn", bindata); 
exit(4); 

} 

if (fread(&data[l], sizeof (float), datcnt, fp2) != datcnt) 
I 

fprintf(stderr, "Error reading from file '%s'Nn", bindata); 
exit(5); 

I 
fclose(fp2); 

7* INPUT PARAMETERS *7 
dismax = boxlen * 1.33333; 
dt = 0.0200; 
dismin = 0.0001; 
thmax = 30.0; 

if (evolve == EvolveStart) 
{ 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "dismax,"); 
gcvt(dismax, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FiIeBlock[J+-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fp4); 
fflush(fp4); 

FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
strcat(FileBlock, "evolve"); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
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FUeBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fip4); 
fflush(fp4); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

} 

for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i++) 
I 

INT = i - l ; 
INT *= tau; 
delay[i] = INT; 

I 

INT = ndim - 1; 
INT *= tau; 
datuse = datcnt - INT - evolve; 
its = 0; 
sum = 0.0; 
zlyap = 0.0; 
savmax = dismax; 
oldpnt = 1; 
newpnt = 1; 

7* SEARCH FOR NEAREST NEIGHBOR - IGNORE ORIENTATION *7 
LABEL = 50; 
do 
{ 

switch (LABEL) 
{ 

case 50 : 
search(O); 
if (bstpnt == 0) 
{ 

if (usesav == I) 
{ 

LABEL = 110; 
I 
else 
{ 

dismax *= 2.0; 
LABEL = 50; 

I 
break; 

I 
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dismax = savmax; 
newpnt = bstpnt; 
disold = bstdis; 
iang = -l; 

case 60 : 7* EVOLVE POINTS, HND FINAL SEPARATION, 
UPDATE EXPONENT *7 

oldpnt += evolve; 
newpnt += evolve; 

7* CALCULATION RNISHED *7 
if (oldpnt >= datuse) 
{ 

LABEL = 110; 
break; 

I 

7* FELL OFF TIME SERIES - DESPERATE - FIND NEAREST 
NEIGHBOR *7 

if (newpnt >= datuse) 
I 

oldpnt -= evolve; 
LABEL = 50; 
break; 

1 

disnew = 0.0; 
for (i = 1; i <= ndim; i++) 
{ 

pi = data[oldpnt + delay[i]]; 
p2 = data[newpnt -i- delay [i]]; 
disnew •»-= ((p2 - pi) * (p2 - pi)); 

} 

disnew = sqrt(disnew); 

if (disnew < (0.1 * dismin)) disnew = 0.1 * dismin; 

its++; 
sum += log(disnew 7 disold); 
FLOAT = (float) evolve; 
FLOATl = (float) its; 
FLOAT *= FLOATl; 
FLOAT *= dt; 
FLOATl = log(2.0); 
FLOAT *= FLOATl; 
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zlyap = sum 7 FLOAT; 
INT = evolve * its; 
INT += evolve; 

if (INT > datuse) 
{ 

LABEL = 110; 
break; 

} 

7* LOOK FOR REPLACEMENT ONLY IF FINAL DISTANCE > DISMAX *7 
if (disnew <= dismax) 
{ 

LABEL = 90; 
break; 

} 

search(l); 

if (bstpnt !=0) 
{ 

LABEL = 100; 
break; 

} 

LABEL = 50; 
break; 

case 90 : 

disold = disnew; 
iang = -l; 
LABEL = 60; 
break; 

case 100 : 

newpnt = bstpnt; 
disold = bstdis; 
iang = (int) thbest; 
LABEL = 60; 

7* NO NEED FOR REPLACEMENT - KEEP 
EVOLVING *7 

7* REPLACEMENT SUCCESSFUL - START NEW 
EVOLUTION *7 

} 
while (LABEL != 110); 
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FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 
FLOAT = (float) evolve; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
sucat(FileBlock,","); 

gcvt(zlyap, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
strcat(FiIeBIock,","); 

FLOAT *= (float) its; 
gcvt(FLOAT, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J+-i-] = OxOA; 
FiIeBIock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, fp4); 
fflush(fp4); 
FileBlock[0] = 0x00; 

I 
fflush(fp4); 
fclose(fp4); 
free (datptr); 
free(delay); 

for (J = 0; J <= MAXBOX; J++) 
{ 

free(nxtbox[J]); 
free(where[J]); 

} 
free (nxtbox); 
free(where); 

} 
} 



APPENDIX D 

RECURRENCE PLOT PROGRAM 

#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <signal.h> 
#include <fcnti.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include <sys7errno.h> 
#include <sys7file.h> 

#define max(a,b) (((a) > (b)) ? (a): (b)) 
#define min(a,b) (((a) < (b)) ? (a): (b)) 

int 
int 
int 
char 
float 
float 
int 

*S; 
*DIST; 
*IRef; 
*PLOT[2251]; 
DENSITY[2251]; 
DSum[2251]; 
ExtArgc, ICon; 

int Recurrence(unsigned int M, int MaxDim, int TAU, float *X) 
{ 

int N, I, J, D, SHIFT, CountLoop, Loop; 
int ID, Q, JRef, JD, IRan; 
double NValue, XD2, XD, Count, MinC; 
float MinX, MaxX; 
time_t Timel, Time2; 
long int LONG; 
char BitChar; 
int BP1,BP2; 

for (N = 0; N < 2250; N++) 
{ 

DENSITY[N] = 0; 
DSum[N] = 0; 
for (I = 0; I < 286; 1++) PLOT[N][I] = 0x00; 

I 

148 
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MaxX = -I.0e28; 
MinX= 1.0e28; 

for (J = 0; J < M; H+) 
I 

MaxX = (float) max( MaxX, X[J]); 
MinX = (float) min( MinX, X[J]); 

} 

for (I = 0; I < M; 1+-̂ ) 
{ 

XD = X[I] - MinX; 
XD *= 10000.0; 
XD2 = XD 7 (MaxX - MinX); 
X[I] = XD2; 
S[I] = (int)XD2; 

} 

Timel = time(NULL); 

if ((ExtArgc ==!)&& (ICon == 0)) 
printfC'M = %u TAU = %i MaxDim = %iNn", M, TAU, MaxDim); 

D = MaxDim- 1; 
Q = M - (D * TAU); 

if ((ExtArgc == 1) && (ICon == 0)) 
printfC Start distance calculations. Attractor points = %iNn", Q); 

for (I = 0; I < Q; I+-»-) 
{ 

for (J = 0; J < Q; J++) DIST[J] = 0; 

for (JD = 0; JD <= D; JD++) 
{ 

ID = S[I + (JD * TAU)]; 
for (J = 0; J < Q; J++) DIST[J] = (int) max( DIST[J], abs(S[J+(JD*TAU)] - ID)); 

I 

JRef= 1; 
JD=1; 
IRef[0] = DIST[0]; 



while ((JD < Q) && (JRef < 31)) 
{ 

IRan = 0; 

for (J = 0; J < JRef; J++) 
{ 

if (DIST[JD] = IRef[J]) IRan = 1; 
} 

if (IRan == 0) 
{ 

J = 0; 
while ((DIST[JD] > IRef[J]) && (J < JRef)) J-H-; 

if (J == JRef) IRef[JRef-h-H] = DIST[JD]; 
else 
I 

ID = JRef; 
while (ID > J) 
I 

IRef[ID] = IRef[ID - 1]; 
ID-; 

} 
IRef[J] = DIST[JD]; 
JRef++; 

} 
} 
JD4-+; 

} 

for (J = 0; J < Q; J++) 
I 

IRan = 0; 
for(JD = 0;JD<31;JD4-+) 

{ 
if (IRef[JD] == DIST[J]) IRan = 1; 

) 

if ((IRan == 0) && (DIST[J] < IRef[30])) 
{ 

JD = 0; 
while ((IRef[JD] <= DIST[J]) && (JD < 31)) JD++; 

if (JD == 30) IRef[JD] = DIST[J]; 



if (JD < 30) 
{ 

ID = 30; 
while (ID > JD) 
{ 

IRef[ID] = IRef[ID - 1]; 
ID-; 

} 
IRef[JD] = DIST[J]; 

} 
} 

} 

XD2 = 2249.0 7 (float) Q; 
if (Q > 2250) 
{ 

XD = (double) I; 
XD *= XD2; 
XD += 0.50; 
ID = (int) XD; 

I 
else ID = I; 

BPl =ID7 8; 
BP2 = ID - (BPl * 8); 
BitChar = 0x80; 
BitChar » = BP2; 

for (J = 0; J < Q; J++) 
{ 

if (Q > 2250) 
I 

XD = (double) J; 
XD *= XD2; 
XD += 0.50; 
JD = (int) XD; 

} 
else JD = J; 

if (Q > 2250) BP2 = ID - JD + 2250; 
else BP2 = ID - JD + Q; 

BP2 7= 2; 
DSum[BP2] ++; 
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if (DIST[J] <= IRef[30]) 
I 

PLOT[2249 - JD][BP1] 1= BitChar; 
DENSITY[BP2] ++; 

1 
} 

} 

Time2 = time(NULL); 
if ((ExtArgc ==!)&& (ICon == 0)) printf(" Time (sec) = %ldNn", Time2 - Timel); 
return (Q); 

I 

void main(int argc, 
i 

unsigned 
int 
char 
unsigned 
unsigned 
float 
float 
FILE 
char 
char 

int 

short 
int 

char *argv[]) 

N, Quit, Q, IStart, lEnd; 
i, j , k, I, M, J, TAU, NDim, MinDim, MaxDim, DataType; 
InChar, Instr[51], FileName[4][51]; 
ShortValue; 
LongValue; 
MaxDensity; 
*DATA,X1,X2,X3,X4, Y; 
*in, *fsave, *con; 
•FileBlock; 
RASTER[20], DASH1[286], LINEH[286], DASH2[4], 
LINEV[4]; 

ICon= I; 

con = fopen("7u7rodney7recurlog.dat", "rb"); 

if (con == NULL) ICon = 0; 

if ((ICon !=])&& (argc != 1 && argc != 7)) 
{ 

printfC'Usage : %s [filenamejSn", argv[0]); 
exit(l); 

} 

ExtArgc = argc; 
FileBlock = malloc(6000); 
IRef = malloc(600); 
DATA = malloc(96000); 
for (I = 0; I < 2250; 1++) PLOT[I] = malloc(sizeof (char) * 287); 
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do 7* Loop through control file if present *7 
{ 

RASTER[0]=OxlB; 
RASTER[l]=0x5B; 
RASTER[2J = 0x68; 
RASTER[3] = 0x95; 
RASTER[4] = 0x64; 
RASTER[5] = 0x08; 
RASTER[6]=0x01: 
RASTER[7] = 0x2C; 
RASTER[8]=0x01: 
RASTER[9] = 0x2C; 
RASTER[10]=0x01; 
RASTER[ll] = OxlE; 
RASTER[12]=0x01; 
RASTER[13]=0x00; 

DASH2[0] = OxFF; 
DASH2[l] = 0xFF; 
DASH2[2] = 0x00; 

LINEV[0] = 0x00; 
LINEV[l]=0x07; 

for (J = 0; J < 286; J++) 
I 

DASHl[J]=OxOO; 
LINEH[J] = OxFF; 

} 
LINEH[285]&= OxEO; 
DASHl[l]=0x07; 

for (J = 0; J < 2250; J+-I-) 
( 

Y = (float) (J- 1); 
Xl=fmod(Y,90.0); 
Y = (float) J; 
X2 = fmod(Y, 90.0); 
Y = (float) (J + 1); 
X3 = fmod(Y, 90.0); 
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if ((XI < l.Oe-30) II (X2 < l.Oe-30) II (X3 < l.Oe-30)) 
{ 

j = J78; 
i = J - (j * 8); 
InChar = 0x80; 
InChar » = i; 
DASHl[j-H 2] 1= InChar; 

} 
} 

DASHl[283]=0xlC; 

if (ICon != 1) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printfC'Enter File Name for Data: "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
I 

scanf("%[A-Z0-9.]", Instr); 
if (strlen(Instr) > 12) 
{ 

printf("NnEnter File Name for Data: "); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
I 
while (strlen(Instr) > 12); 

1 
else strcpy(Instr, argv[l]); 

I 
else 
{ 

i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
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i f (k== l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] !=OxOD)) 

{ 
i++; 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0 ; 
I 

} 
else 
( 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
I 
Instr[i] = 0x00; 

I 

strcpy(FileName[2], "7u7Ddir7"); 
strcat(FileName[2], Instr); 
strcpy(FileName[0], "7dev7mtocu7rodney27"); 
strcat(FileName[0], Instr); 
strcpy(FileName[l], FileName[0]); 
strcat(FiIeName[0], ".rpm"); 
strcat(FileName[l], ".dpm"); 

if(ICon!=l) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printfCV); 
printf("Enter Number of Delays for Data : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("%i", &TAU); 
i f (TAU<l) 
{ 

printf ("NnEnter Number of Delays for Data : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
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1 
while (TAU < 1); 

printf("Nn"); 
printfC Enter Embedding Dimension : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("%i", &MinDim); 
if (MinDim < 2) 
{ 

printf("Nn Enter Embedding Dimension : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

I 
} 
while (MinDim < 2); 

printfCNn"); 
printfC Enter Type of Data : 1 - 16 bit integerNn"); 
printfC 2 - 32 bit integerNn"); 
printfC 3 - 32 bit floatNn"); 
printfC 4 - alphanumericNn"); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
I 

scanf("%i", &DataType); 
if ((DataType < 1) II (DataType > 4)) 
{ 

printfCNn Enter a 1,2,3 or 4 code : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
} 
while ((DataType < 1) II (DataType > 4)); 

I 
else 
I 

TAU = atoi(argv[2]); 
MinDim = atoi(argv[3]); 
DataType = atoi(argv[4]); 

I 
I 
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else 
I 

i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f ( k = l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] !=OxOD)) 

I 
i++; 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
} 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
TAU = atoi(Instr); 
i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f (k== l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 
i-H-; 

} 
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else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

I 
} 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
MinDim = atoi(Instr); 
i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f (k==l ) 
I 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] !=OxOD)) 

{ 

} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0 ; 
} 

} 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
I 
Instr[i] = 0x00; 
DataType = atoi(Instr); 

} 

Quit= 1; 
N = 0; 
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in = fopen(FileName[2], "rb"); 

if (DataType == 3) fsave = fopen("7u7Ddun^MP.DAT", "wb"); 

if (in == NULL) 
{ 

if ((argc == 1) && (ICon == 0)) printfC'Bad File Name - cannot openNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 

while ((!feof(in)) && Quit) 
{ 

switch (DataType) 
{ 

case 1 : 
fread(Instr, 2, 1, in); 
ShortValue = 0; 
ShortValue -i-= Instr[l]; 
ShortValue « = 8; 
ShortValue -i-= lnstr[0]; 
DATA[N] = (float) ShortValue; 
break; 

case 2 : 
fread(Instr, 4, 1, in); 
LongValue = 0; 
LongValue += Instr[3]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue -H= Instr[2]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += lnstr[l]; 
LongValue « = 8; 
LongValue += lnstr[0]; 
DATA[N] = (float) LongValue; 
break; 

case 3 : 
fread(Instr, 4, l,in); 
Instr[4] = Instr[3]; 
Instr[3] = lnstr[0]; 
lnstr[0] = Instr[4]; 
Instr[4] = Instr[2]; 
Instr[2]=Instr[l]; 
Instr[l] =Instr[4]; 
Instr[4] = 0; 
fwrite(Instr, 4, 1, fsave); 
break; 
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case 4 : 

i = 0; 
j = i; 
while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, in); 
i f ( k = l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != OxOD)) 
{ 

i++; 
} 
else 
{ 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
I 

I 
else 
{ 

Quit = 0; 
j = 0 ; 

I 
} 
if (Quit) 
{ 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
DATA[NJ = atof(Instr); 

} 
I 
if ((!feof(in)) && Quit) N++; 

I 
fclose(in); 

if (DataType == 3) 
I 

fflush(fsave); 
fclose(fsave); 
fsave = fopen("7u7Ddir/TEMP.DAT", "rb"); 
fread(DATA, 4, N, fsave); 
fclose(fsave); 

} 

DIST = malloc(sizeof (int) * N + 36); 
S = malloc(sizeof (int) * N -h 36); 
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if (ICon != 1) 
{ 

if (argc == 1) 
{ 

printf("Number of data points = %iNn", N); 
printfC'Enter Starting Point: "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
{ 

scanf("%u", &IStart); 
if (IStart > (N - 800)) 
{ 

printfCNn"); 
printfC'Number must be less tiian or equal to %iNn", N - 800); 
printfC'Enter Starting Point: "); 
fflush(stdin); 

} 
} 
while (IStart > (N - 800)); 

printfC'Enter Ending Point : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

do 
I 

scanf("%u", &IEnd); 
if ((lEnd < (IStart + 400)) II (lEnd > N)) 
{ 

printfCNn"); 
printfC'Number must be greater than %u and less than or equal to %iNn", 

IStart + 400, N); 
printf("Enter Ending Point : "); 
fflush(stdin); 

I 
} 
while ((lEnd < (IStart + 400)) II (lEnd > N)); 

1 
else 
{ 

IStart = atoi(argv[5]); 
lEnd = atoi(argv[6]); 

} 
} 
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else 
( 

i = 0; 
j = i; 

while (j) 
{ 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f ( k = l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 
i++; 

} 
else 
I 

i f ( i > 0 ) j = 0; 
} 

I 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
} 

Instr[i] = 0x00; 
IStart = atoi(Instr); 
i = 0; 

while (j) 
I 

k = fread(&Instr[i], 1,1, con); 
i f (k== l ) 
{ 

if ((Instr[i] != 0x20) && (Instr[i] != OxOA) && (Instr[i] != 0x2C) && 
(Instr[i] != OxOD)) 

{ 
i-H-; 

} 
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else 
{ 

i f ( i>0)j=0; 
} 

1 
else 
{ 

printfC'End of control fileNn"); 
exit(O); 

} 
} 
Instr[i] = 0x00; 
lEnd = atoi(Instr); 

} 

N = lEnd - IStart; 
if (N > 24000) N = 24000; 

NDim = Recurrence(N, MinDim, TAU, &DATA[IStart]); 

MaxDensity = 0; 

in = fopen(FileName[0], "wb"); 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB: 
FileBlock[l] = 0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x4B; 
FileBlock[3] = 0x03; 
FileBlock[4] = 0x00; 
FileBlock[5] = 0x04; 
FileBlock[6] = 0x31; 
FileBlock[7] = 0x01: 
fwrite(FileBlock, 8, 1, in); 7* Initialize printer to PPDS mode */ 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x5C; 
FileBlock[3] = 0x04; 
FileBlock[4] = 0x00; 
FileBlock[5] = 0x00; 
FileBlock[6] = 0x00; 
FileBlock[7] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[8] = 0x01; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 9, 1, in); 7* Set g-units to 17300 inch *7 
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FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FiIeBlock[l]=0x49; 
FileBIock[2] = 0x20; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 3, 1, in); 7* Select Courier - lOpt font *7 

FileBlock[l] = 0x45; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 2, 1, in); /* Begin emphasized print */ 

strcpy(FileBlock," Date File :"); 
strcat(FileBlock, FileName[2]); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-i-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-i"H] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J-»-+] = OxOA; 
FileBlockU] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l] = 0x46; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 2, 1, in); 7* End emphasized print *7 

strcpy(FileBlock," Attractor points = "); 
Y = (float) NDim; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FiIeBlock, Instr); 

strcat(FileBlock," Each mark = "); 
if (NDim > 2250) Y 7= 25.0; 
else Y = 90.0; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 

J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FiIeBIock[J-H+] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-»-+] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 

strcat(FileBlock," Total points = "); 
Y = (float) N; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
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strcat(FileBIock," Embedding dimension = "); 
Y = (float) MinDim; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBIock); 
FiIeBIock[J+-»-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FiIeBlock[J] = 0x00; 

strcat(FileBlock," Time delay (tau) = "); 
Y = (float) TAU; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-»"H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J-H-h] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J-i-+] = OxOA; 
FileBIock[J-H-H] = OxOA; 
FiIeBlock[J-H+] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite (FileBlock, J, 1, in); 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l] = 0x33; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x01; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 3, 1, in); 7* Set line spacing to 1/300 *7 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x68; 
FileBlock[3] = 0xE9; 
FileBlock[4]=0xll; 
FiIeBlock[5] = 0x08; 
FileBlock[6]=0x01; 
FiIeBlock[7] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[8]=0x01; 
FileBlock[9] = 0x2C; 
FileBIock[10] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[ll]=OxlE; 
FileBlock[12] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[13] = OxOO; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 14,1, in); 
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for (i = 0; i < 13; i++) 
{ 

fwrite(DASH 1,286, l,in); 
} 

for (i = 0; i < 3; i+-t-) 
I 

fwrite(LINEH, 286, l,in); 
} 

for (M = 0; M < 2250; M += 90) 
{ 

fwrite(RASTER, 14, l,in); 
for (J = 0; J < 90; J++) 
{ 

Y = (float) (M + J - 1); 
XI = fmod(Y, 90.0); 
Y = (float) (M + J); 
X2 = fmod(Y, 90.0); 
Y = (float)(M-Hj-t-l); 
X3 = fmod(Y, 90.0); 
if ((XI < l.Oe-30) II (X2 < l.Oe-30) II (X3 < l.Oe-30)) 
{ 

fwrite(DASH2, 2, l,in); 
PLOT[M-Hj][281]l=0xlF; 
PLOT[M + J][282] = OxFF; 
PLOT[M + J][283] = OxEO; 

I 
else 
{ 

fwrite(LINEV,2, l,in); 
PLOT[M-Hj][281]l=0xlC; 
PLOT[M-Hj][282] = 0x00; 
PLOT[M + J] [283] = 0x00; 

} 
fwrite(&PLOT[M + J][0], 284, 1, in); 

} 
I 

FileBlock[0] = OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x68; 
FileBlock[3] = 0xE9; 
FileBlock[4] = 0xll; 
FileBlock[5] = 0x08; 
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FileBlock[6] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[7] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[8]=0x01; 
FileBlock[9] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[10] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[ll]=OxlE; 
FileBlock[12] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[13] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 14, l,in); 

for (i = 0; i < 3; i-i-i-) 
I 

fwrite(LINEH, 286, 1, in); 
I 

for (i = 0; i < 13; [++) 
{ 

fwrite(DASH 1,286, 1, in); 
} 

FileBlock[0] = OxOC; 
fwrite (FileBlock, 1,1, in); 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 

for (J = 0; J < 2250; J-H-K) 

{ 
if (DSum[J] > l.Oe-5) DENSITY[J]7= DSum[J]; 
else DENSITY[J] = 0.0; 
MaxDensity = (float) max( MaxDensity, DENSITY[J]); 

} 

for (M = 0; M < 2250; M++) 
{ 

for (J = 0; J < 286; J++) PLOT[M][J] = 0x00; 
) 

for (M = 0; M < 2250; M++) 
{ 

j = M78; 
i = M - (j * 8); 
InChar = 0x80; 
InChar » = i; 
X2 = DENSITY[M]; 
X2 7= MaxDensity; 
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} 

X2 *= 2249.0; 
X2 += 0.50; 
DENSITY[M] = X2; 
k = (int) DENSITY[M]; 
if (k > 2249) k = 2249; 
for (J = 0; J <= k; J++) PLOT[2249 - J][j] 1= InChar; 

in = fopen(FileName[l], "wb"); 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x4B; 
FileBIock[3] = 0x03; 
FiIeBlock[4] = 0x00; 
FileBlock[5] = 0x04; 
FileBlock[6]=0x31; 
FileBlock[7] = 0x01; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 8, 1, in); /* InitiaUze printer to PPDS mode */ 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = Ox5C; 
FileBlock[3] = 0x04; 
FileBlock[4] = 0x00; 
FileBlock[5] = 0x00; 
FiIeBlock[6] = 0x00; 
FileBlock[7] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[8] = 0x01; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 9, 1, in); 7* Set g-units to 17300 inch *7 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x49; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x20; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 3, 1, in); 7* Select Courier - lOpt font */ 

FileBlock[l] = 0x45; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 2, 1, in); 7* Begin emphasized print *7 

strcpy(FileBIock," Date File :"); 
strcat(FileBlock, FileName[2]); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FUeBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
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FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 
FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l] = 0x46; 
fwrite(FileBIock, 2, 1, in); 7* End emphasized print */ 

strcpy(FileBlock," Attractor points = "); 
Y = (float) NDim; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 

strcat(FileBlock," Each mark = "); 
if (NDim > 2250) Y 7= 12.50; 
else Y= 180.0; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBIock[J-H-h] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-h-h] = OxOA; 
FileBIock[J] = 0x00; 

strcat(FileBlock," Total points = "); 
Y = (float) N; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J-h-H] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J-n-] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 

strcat(FiIeBlock," Embedding dimension = "); 
Y = (float) MinDim; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FileBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J+-i-] = OxOD; 
FileBlock[J+-h] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 

strcat(FileBlock," Time delay (tau) = "); 
Y = (float) TAU; 
gcvt(Y, 8, Instr); 
strcat(FiIeBlock, Instr); 
J = strlen(FileBlock); 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOD; 
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FileBlock[J-H-H] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J+-H] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J++] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J-K-H] = OxOA; 
FiIeBlock[J-i-+] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J+-»-] = OxOA; 
FileBlock[J] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, J, 1, in); 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l] = 0x33; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x01; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 3, 1, in); 7* Set Une spacing to 1/300 */ 

FileBlock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x68; 
FileBlock[3] = 0xE9; 
FileBlock[4] = 0xll; 
FiIeBlock[5] = 0x08; 
FileBlock[6] = 0x01; 
FiIeBlock[7] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[8] = 0x01; 
FiIeBlock[9] = 0x2C; 
FiIeBlock[10]=0x01; 
FileBlock[lI]=OxlE; 
FileBlock[12] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[13] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 14, 1, in); 

for(i = 0; i< 13; i++) 
{ 

fwrite(DASH 1,286, 1, in); 
} 

for (i = 0; i < 3; i++) 
{ 

fwrite(LINEH, 286, l,in); 
} 

for (M = 0; M < 2250; M -H= 90) 
{ 

fwrite(RASTER, 14, l,in); 
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for (J = 0; J < 90; J+-I-) 
{ 

Y = (float) (M + J - 1); 
Xl=fmod(Y,90.0); 
Y = (float) (M + J); 
X2 = fmod(Y, 90.0); 
Y = (float) (M + J+1); 
X3 = fmod(Y, 90.0); 
if ((XI < l.Oe-30) II (X2 < l.Oe-30) II (X3 < l.Oe-30)) 
{ 

fwrite(DASH2,2, l,in); 
PLOT[M + J][281]l=0xlF; 
PLOT[M -h J] [282] = OxFF; 
PLOT[M + J][283] = OxEO; 

} 
else 
{ 

fwrite(LINEV,2, I,in); 
PLOT[M+J][281]l=0xlC; 
PLOT[M + J] [282] = 0x00; 
PLOT[M + J][283] = 0x00; 

} 
fwrite(&PLOT[M + J][0], 284, 1, in); 

} 
} 

FiIeBIock[0]=OxlB; 
FileBlock[l]=0x5B; 
FileBlock[2] = 0x68; 
FiIeBlock[3] = 0xE9; 
FileBlock[4] = 0xll; 
FileBlock[5] = 0x08; 
FileBlock[6]=0x01; 
FileBlock[7] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[8] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[9] = 0x2C; 
FileBlock[10] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[ll]=OxlE; 
FileBlock[12] = 0x01; 
FileBlock[13] = 0x00; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 14, l,in); 



for (i = 0; i < 3; i+-»-) 
{ 

fwrite(LINEH, 286, 1, in); 
} 

for(i = 0; i < 13; i++) 
{ 

fwrite(DASH 1,286, 1, in); 
} 

FileBlock[0] = OxOC; 
fwrite(FileBlock, 1,1, in); 
fflush(in); 
fclose(in); 
free(S); 
free(DIST); 

} 
while ((!feof(con)) && (ICon == 1)); 

} 


